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City of Revelstoke
Box77O, Revelstoke, BC
VOE 2SO

Attention: Mayor and Council of Revelstoke

RE:

Where Did the Tree House Go?

As you may be aware, both

the Province of British Columbia (the "Province") and Revelstoke Mountain
(the "Resort") objected to the annexation ofthe 18 acres at the base ofthe Revelstoke Ski Resort.

Skí Resort

We fear the consequences if the recent re-zoning application filed by the proponent is approved (ref: Rezoning
and Official Community Plan Amendment for Lot 1 NEPl1\77 (Camozzi Road)). The annexation application was
presented to Revelstoke City Council ("City Council") to allow the proponent developer to access to the Municipal

sewer system to build a "Tree House Hotel". The proponent developer indicated in their annexation materials
they were modelling this "Tree House Hotel" after the Tree hotel in Sweden. lt was reported that the proponent
developer of the Tree House Hotel would have 25 remote pods set in the forest with one central pod to service
the pod units. From the latest submissions from the proponent developer in their re-zoning application, we learn
there may be as many as 200 pod units; this new submission is not similar to the Tree Hotel in Sweden.
Both the Province and the Resort objected to the annexation, and any commercial development on the subject
property. We perceive and visualize the irreparable harm such development would inflict on the future growth

of the Revelstoke Historic Downtown and the future growth at the Resort.

After reviewing the proponent developer/s current re-zoning application, we realize the real intent behind the
proponent developer/s annexation and so called "Tree House Hotel." We realize the proponent developer wants
to create and develop a new commercial centre at the base of the Resort. The proponent developer's zoning
application is asking for comprehensive development status, which would make it possible for the proponent
developer to build multiple hotels of any type along with numerous other commercial enterpr¡ses on the subject
site.
ln a Revelstoke Times Review article dated April !4,201,6, the Mr. Evans, the proponent develope r, stales, "The

overall zoning is to cover the whole area for potential future use," David Evans totd the Review. "The
treehouse hotel, the units in that might range from L00 to 200 units. That stitt leaves a tot of site. lt's a big
site. lt's 78 acres and predomínontly flot. There could be pote.ntial for a couple hotel buitdings in there
three or four or more."
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This is a very different application and request which was presented to City Council and the general public of

Revelstoke in order to be granted annexation.
ln light of the next two parcels under review by the City for annexation, adjoining this already approved subject
parcel, will see some 70 acres of land that could see a material commercial development of a new "Village"
outside of the City downtown core.

There is no doubt this development will have a negat¡ve effect on expansion at the Resort and at the
downtown core of the City of Revelstoke. The proponent developer's plan is to develop this new commercial
hub, a new village, without any obligation to fund development, marketing and/or sharing of the development
and operating costs of the Resort including any future Resort infrastructure projects.
As you may be aware, the proponent developer's potential use on the subject lands is in direct conflict with the

Master Resort Development Agreement ('MDA"). The MDA was entered into between the Province and the
Resort with consultation and approval wíth the City of Revelstoke.

lf

rezoning is permitted for the subject property, it will hamper the Resorts ability to earn bed units via
development at the Resort (see appendix re: "Article Vlll Bed Unit Entitlement") ("Bed Unit Agreement").
ln the Bed Unit Agreement, the Resort is allowed to develop up to 16,500 beds at the base of the Resort, on
certain conditions being satisfied. Essentially the Resort earns the right to develop a certain number of bed units
by adding ski operations infrastructure at the Resort. A large accommodation, and commercial development
directly adjacent to the Resort was never contemplated in the MDA or the Revelstoke City Official Community
Plan. lf the subject property rezoning is allowed, it will greatly delay the Resorts ability to earn new bed units.
MDAs are designed this way intentionally, to ensure that the both the Resort and the Province are protected,
and both benefit with any development that is triggered by the additional infrastructure on Crown land at the
Resort. Ben Sampogna, of the Resort Development Branch, stated in a letter dated: May 26, 2014, refers to
the Treehouse Development as "Paras¡t¡c" and he goes on to say: "The ability of a third-pafi developer to
construct commercial accommodation immediately adjacent to the resort, without having been made to
develop costly infrastructure, most certainly provides an unfair competitive advantage. " Future growth and
ski infrastructure additions at the Resort are facilitated through real estate sales at the Resort. This is the same
for all BC ski resorts. This structure was stated in the latest announcement from Whistler, where there are plans
to develop many different Whistler Mountain infrastructure pieces, paid for by bed unit development at the
base of Whístler.
Essentially, if this rezoning is approved, you are providing an adjacent land owner the access to build bed units
at no cost of increasing ski hill infrastructure. On a long term outlook for the community, this is not beneficial
to the City of Revelstoke. We verily believe the City of Revelstoke will continue to grow with the growth of
the Resort. lf the Resort is unable to afford to build bed units at a competitive rate, the Resort will not be able
to add additional infrastructure, and therefore, the growth of the City of Revelstoke will be minimal.

This will fundamentally shift the business model for on hill development. The cost burden for any
infrastructure will shift from Real Estate development, to l¡ft t¡cket revenues. The impact will be material to
both the day ticket user and season pass holder. Even by increasing the burden of revenue growth on the
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season pass and day passes
infrastructure.

it will be difficult for such revenue

increases

to pay for any additional

70 acres of new land zoned for Comprehensive Development directly adjacent to the Resort will make it
impossible for the Resort to create Resort development at competitive pricing and this will therefore halt any
significant ski infrastructure mountain expansion or development.
Essentially, if this rezoning is approved, you are granting the proponent developer with a financial windfall at
no increased benefit to the City of Revelstoke or the Resort, which will have a negative effect on both the City
and the Resort.

Another item is employee housing. A key item identified in the MDA is employee housing. The Resort must
provide certain amounts of employee housing based on bed units. lf you allow the proponent developer to
rezone his lands, the City will essentially increase the number of bed units without any requirement for employee
housing.

Background
ln the conception of the Resort, the vision was to grow the area between the Resort towards the downtown area

of

for the City of Revelstoke was to build the City of Revelstoke towards the Resort
therefore tying the City of Revelstoke's downtown hub to the Resort. This vision would allow downtown
Revelstoke businesses to enjoy the economic growth and opportunity the Resort drives to the community. This
concept was seen at other Ski h¡ll communities such as Telluride and Jackson Hole where the communities
benefited from the ski hill infrastructure and operat¡ons. ln these cases, it allowed the communities to grow in
Revelstoke. The vision

synergy with the ski mountain, while the existing communities benefited from the additional economic creator.
To facilitate a ski hill development and a thriving community, similar to the proven concepts such as Telluride
and Jackson Hole, at the time of the MDA, the City amended its OfficialCommunity Plan, and expanded its City
boundary, to ínclude the Resort. Agreements were reached whereby the Resort installed and paid for sewer and

water services from the City of Revelstoke extending to the Resort. Such agreements and the Revelstoke City
Official Community Plan contemplated the area (Arrow Heights) between the Resort and the City to benefit from
theinfrastructureandbridgetheResorttotheRevelstokeCitydowntown. Theinfillingoftheareawouldtiein
the Resort and the Revelstoke downtown community preserving the Revelstoke downtown presence with the
economic driver of the Resort.
The infrastructure was built to meet the present and future needs of the Resort to service their 16,500 bed unit

potential. None of this infrastructure or previous planning ever contemplated the creat¡on of another
commercial centre village past the Resort, further away from the City downtown centre. ln addition, there was
no plan a new village farther away from the City would benefit from the infrastructure investments made by the
Resort.
This vision, I refer to above, is corroborated in the Official Community Plan of the City of Revelstoke at Section
4, Appendix 2 - Mount Mackenzie Resort OCP Amendment (the'OCP"). Page28, section 2.2 of the lntroduction

of the OCP explains the OCP creation and revision was a 2 year project to encompass the vision for the City of
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Revelstoke's future development, and policies. The proposed development does not comply with the OCP's
vision and future development needs.
Page 11, paragraph 5

ofthe

OCP states:

"For olmost 20 yeors the community had watched o string of developers make proposals to toke over the Cityowned ski hill and transform it into a destínotion resoft. ln 2005, the provincial government gave approvalto the
Mount Mockenzie Resort Expansion, now known os Revelstoke Mountain Resort. ln 2006, the City took the next
step and approved an OCP amendment containing the zoning ond development permit guidelines for the
Revelstoke Mountain Resort development. W¡th these onnouncements, confidence in the future of Revelstoke
translated into new commercial and resídential development, ushering in o new erd of optimism and growth."
Essentially, the existing OCP was revised around the MDA with collaboration with the ResoÉ and the Province.

Page25, paragraph 2a ofthe OCP states:
"UDB odoption (p) thot regulates smart growth principles; wolkablity; integrated lond use elements such os
commerciol, residential ond office uses; pørking ond tronsportation demand monogement system that reduces
dependence on the single occupant vehicle; complete streets with landscaping, pedestrian ond bicycle
integration; green building principles and processing; sustainability checklist for all development permit dreos;
street ond building design standards; open space ond environmental londs preservøtion; tronsfer of development
rights for reducing GHG (and others); density and parking bonusing for reducing GHG (ond others); ond urban
growth provisions;"
The above is not achieved with the rezoning allowance for the proponent developer's lands as the proposed

development is further removed from the City core and the proposed development does not help bridge the
City Core to the Resort.
of the OCP indicates the measure to ensure the City's core does not all shift to the Resort, as the
OCP states development at the Resort should not detract from or compete with the Downtown Core of the City.
A method to protect the City was the number of bed uníts approved for the Resort must be less than the total
number of bed units developed within the remaining areas of the City.
Page 28

-29

Furthermore, Page 52 - 53 of the OCP attempts to ensure retail and commercial uses at the Resoft are area
specific and supportive and do not detract from other City core business centers. The City wanted to ensure that
commercial developments outside of the downtown area are necessary, convenience oriented and limited in
size and scope such that they act as neighbourhood commercial areas which complement existing and potential
developments and do not compromise the vitality and success of the downtown core.

ln addition, page 63 - Land Uses, of the OCP states the value of maintain the Central Business District as the
primary commercial centre and to encourage hotels and associated tourist uses in the Central Business District.
Allowing the proposed development's rezoning is contrary to the above OCP vision and values.

of the OCP deals with safety issues such as the Resort is expected to prepare its own
Emergency Response Plan, which is complete, and this plan does not consider anything outside of the Resort
Page 39, paragraph 8
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lands and within City

of Revelstoke. Allowing a rezoning of the proponent developers lands would need to

address these life and safety issues as these have not been addressed or contemplated in any of the Emergency
Response plans.
Page 50, paragraph 2

-

Economic Growth, of the OCP states the City should work with the Regional District to
identify potential commercial lands outside the Urban Growth Area and Future Growth Areas for sustaining
economic diversification. This proposal is outside the Urban Growth Area and Future Growth Areas identified
on the Urban Growth Area Map in the OCP.
Page 54

- Urban Growth Area, of the OCP identifies some key issues such as:

"Estøblish the City's Urban Growth Area in accordance with the delineotion indicated in Schedule E to prevent
urban sprowl ond promote a compact community."

"Strengthen ond direct development towords existing neighbourhoods by permitting intensified lond uses and
infill development within the Urban Growth Area supported by existing water and sanitory sewer services."
"Do not extend community woter ond/or sanitary sewer services outside the Urban Growth Areo unless consistent

with an odopted urban growth strategy, or for public sofety reosons, as determined by City Council."
"Work with Columbio-Shuswap Regionøl District to develop regional growth strategies consistent with common
Iand use policies that promote the separation of rural and urban development practices."

It is clear from the above OCP key values, the proposed development's rezoning will not achieve the much
desired values the City envisioned.
Facts

Revelstoke Mountain Resort has invested 5150 Million dollars in mountain and infrastructure
recoverable through the sale of real estate at the Resort.
The proponent developer has not invested any monies in the Resort and will benefit from the existing
infrastructures and any future expansions without incurring any expense.
lf this zoning is approved, it will hurt the Resort, the downtown business core, and may cause delay in
development infilling the area between the Resort and the Revelstoke downtown area.
This will materially restrict RMR in investing in future infrastructure.
The proponent developer's subject lands will have a tax advantage being a hotel, and taxed commercially
with commercial values, as opposed to the Sutton Hotel which is taxed commercially with Residential
values which are approximately 5 times the value of the proponent developer/s subject lands hotel.
With the additional land under consideration for annexation, it will bring in some 52 acres that will in all
likelihood apply for Comprehensive Development Zoning,
The City of Revelstoke is not short of vacant land zoned for commercial use, this potential development
will have a dramatic negative effect on these property values and the viability of them being developed.
The Resort has ample land for sale to potential developers for the type of development they applied for.
"The City also has ample lands, suitable for this type of development that would also serve to bridge the
connection between the Resort and the town centre."
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Conclusion
Revelstoke Mountain Resort is asking that City Council deny this application for Comprehensive Development
Zoning for this area.
We are asking that City Council stop the Annexation process to bring the two additional parcels, currently before
Council for annexation, be denied.
This will create another business centre, a new village, outside of the downtown core and inevitably create

a

self-contained retail centre at the exclusion of the downtown merchants who are and have invested in the
community.
There is no need for such development on the outskirts of the City. All development of a commercial area should
be steered to the infill lands between the Resort and the City Centre.
The City of Revelstoke invested over 2 years in the preparation of the OCP, where the City's values and vision
are captured. After review of the OCP and the proponent develope/s rezoning application, it is clear this
rezoning does not comply with the OCP and the vision and values of the City of Revelstoke.

Sincere

I
Rob Toor

Corporate Counsel,
Northland Properties Corporation and
Revelstoke Mountain Resort

lpn gr

cc

Mark Mckee
Revelstoke City Cou ncil
Alan Chabot
Dean Strachen
Mike Thomas
Lonnie Parker (CSRD)

Norman Lee (Minister Of Forests, Land and Natural Resources)
Reg Nolander (Ministry Of Forests, Land and Natural Resources)
Norm Macdonald (M LA, Col u mbia River-Revelstoke)
Revelstoke Chamber of Commerce
Revelstoke Accom modation Association
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Appendix:

Exert from The Master Development Agreement, Dated March 7,2005
ARTICLE VIII - BED UNIT ENTITLEMENT

8.01

The rate of development of facilities with Bed Units in each Base Area Phase is governed by the
development of lmprovements in each Corresponding Mountain Phase.

8.02

The number of Bed Units which may be developed in a Base Area Phase is specified in the
Phasing Schedule.

8.03

The Developer will earn Bed Units in a Base Area Phase when Substantial Completion of all
lmprovements in the Corresponding Mountain Phase (as shown on the Resort Master Plan)
occurs, except where a Performance Deposit has been provided as contemplated by section
17.02 in which case the Bed Units will be earned when the Performance Deposit has been
provided.

Revelstoke Times Review article from April 8,2014,
http ://www. reve lstoke review.com/news/25445701 1.htm

I

Revelstoke Times Review article from April L3,2016
http ://www. reve lstoke review.com/news/37573433 1.htm

I

Whistler Blackcomb Expansion Press release:
http://renaissance.whistlerblackcom b.com
lnclude: RDB letter, annex. Application, zoning application letter.

CC:

Mark Mckee
Revelstoke City Council
Alan Chabot
Dean Strachen
Mike Thomas
Lonnie Parker (CSRD)

Norman Lee (Minister Of Forests, Land and Natural Resources)
Reg Nolander (Ministry Of Forests, Land and Natural Resources)
Norm Macdonald (Ml-4, Columbia River-Revelstoke)
Revelstoke Chamber of Commerce
Revelstoke Accommodation Association
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David Evans
3669 Catherwood Road
Revelstoke BC V0E 2S3

Attention: Mayor and Council of the City of Revelstoke
Your Worship Mayor Mckee and members of Council,
In regards to Revelstoke Mountain Resort’s letter to the Mayor and Council dated April 27, 2016 re:
Rezoning and Official Community Plan Amendment for Lot 1NEP11177 (Camozzi Road)) I would like to
respond to many of the comments made.
Due to the many items raised and the structure of RMR’s letter I have responded to each point in the
body of the letter rather than making many references to page and paragraph numbers in the attempt to
keep my response as simple and concise as possible. The letter has been italicized in blue, and my
responses are shown below each corresponding paragraph.
RE; Where Did the Tree House Go?

As you may be aware, both the Province of British Columbia (the "Province") and Revelstoke
Mountain Ski Resort (the "Resort") objected to the annexation of the 18 acres at the base of the
Revelstoke Ski Resort.
We fear the consequences if the recent re-zoning application filed by the proponent is approved
(ref: Rezoning and Official Community Plan Amendment for Lot 1NEP11177 (Camozzi Road)).
The annexation application was presented to Revelstoke City Council ("City Council") to allow the
proponent developer to access to the Municipal sewer system to build a "Tree House Hotel". The
proponent developer indicated in their annexation materials they were modelling this "Tree House
Hotel" after the Tree hotel in Sweden. It was reported that the proponent developer of the Tree
House Hotel would have 25 remote pods set in the forest with one central pod to service the pod
units. From the latest submissions from the proponent developer in their re-zoning application, we
learn there may be as many as 200 pod units; this new submission is not similar to the Tree
Hotel in Sweden.
DE: Not at any point did I ever state that this project would be limited to 25 remote pods, I may have
said that initial phase may see 25-50 pods but not limited to.
Both the Province and the Resort objected to the annexation, and any commercial development
on the subject property. We perceive and visualize the irreparable harm such development would
inflict on the future growth of the Revelstoke Historic Downtown and the future growth at the
Resort.
DE: Only the Resort have ever rejected to the annexation, the CSRD, City of Revelstoke and the
Provincial Government have all supported the annexation. Without the support of these 3 bodies the
annexation would not have been possible. I believe Mr. Toor is referring to the objections of Mr
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Sampogna back in 2014 who echoed the words previously used by Northlands. Mr. Sampogna is an
employee of the Resort development branch in Kamloops and not an elected official or spokesperson
for the Provincial Government. The Provincial Government did however support and approve the
annexation in December of 2015.
After reviewing the proponent developer's current re-zoning application, we realize the real intent
behind the proponent developer's annexation and so called "Tree House Hotel." We realize the
proponent developer wants to create and develop a new commercial centre at the base of the
Resort. The proponent developer's zoning application is asking for comprehensive development
status, which would make it possible for the proponent developer to build multiple hotels of any
type along with numerous other commercial enterprises on the subject site.
DE: I have been requested by City staff to prepare and submit a comprehensive development plan for
the entire site so that best planning practices can be applied. When you actually compare the
differences in the current zoning and the proposed rezoning I am not asking for anymore build-able use
other than if I provide underground parking. To make it financially viable to do this I am requesting a
bonus allowance to help pay for the costs required with underground parking, which can be significant
(my rezoning was not even submitted at the time of Northland’s letter). In fact the main change is in the
allowed usage from currently, agricultural, single family, accessory buildings and campsite to one of
hotel / recreational use. Nowhere in my submission am I requesting to build a village or commercial
hub, I have no idea where Mr. Toor is getting this information from or why he would be making this
assumption other than to spread fear and create objections where there should be none. The change in
use has been clear all the way through my annexation and that is what the City of Revelstoke, the
CSRD and the Provincial Government all supported. The Current zoning allows for me to clear cut and
raise pigs on the entire site. I do not think this is conducive to the development of Revelstoke as a four
seasons resort whereas the rezoning to hotel / recreational use is supportive of RMR, the City of
Revelstoke and is what is supported in the OCP’s of both the City of Revelstoke and the CSRD.
In a Revelstoke Times Review article dated April 14,2016, the Mr. Evans, the proponent
developer, states, "The overall zoning is to cover the whole area for potential future use,11 David
Evans told the Review. "The treehouse hotel, the units in that might range from 100 to 200 units.
That still leaves a lot of site. It's a big site. It's 18 acres and predominantly flat. There could be
potential for a couple hotel buildings in there - three or four or more."
This is a very different application and request which was presented to City Council and
the general public of Revelstoke in order to be granted annexation.
In light of the next two parcels under review by the City for annexation, adjoining this already
approved subject parcel, will see some 70 acres of land that could see a material commercial
development of a new "Village" outside of the City downtown core.
DE: I own one of the two other properties that were in the process of annexation. This process has
currently been halted due to requests by the CSRD to look at annexing the entire South bench from the
CSRD to the City of Revelstoke. I have not had any discussions nor have I got any plans for what I am
looking to do with the 40 acres I own on Catherwood road at this time other than to seek annexation
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into the City of Revelstoke.
There is no doubt this development will have a negative effect on expansion at the Resort
and at the downtown core of the City of Revelstoke. The proponent developer's plan is to
develop this new commercial hub, a new village, without any obligation to fund development,
marketing and/or sharing of the development and operating costs of the Resort including any
future Resort infrastructure projects.
DE: This is simply untrue and a complete fabrication. My current plan is for rezoning for hotel
development on the 18 acres already annexed into the City. I am not the owner of the ski hill tenure nor
do I or will I ever participate in any revenues from the ski hill. Any spinoff revenue will all to go to RMR
and other locally-owned downtown businesses, and it is these revenues that RMR can use to develop
and build the on hill infrastructure. One 100 room hotel project alone would contribute between $1.8-3.6
million in winter lift ticket sales before any Summer hiking or biking, food and beverage or other
spending at the resort. This is not an insignificant amount of revenue from one only hotel project for
RMR. In addition to lift ticket sales at RMR, RAA would also receive up to 180K per annum on hotel
accommodation tax levies that go straight to the marketing of Revelstoke as a destination.
As you may be aware, the proponent developer's potential use on the subject lands is in direct
conflict with the Master Resort Development Agreement ("MDA''). The MDA was entered into
between the Province and the Resort with consultation and approval with the City of Revelstoke.
If rezoning is permitted for the subject property, it will hamper the Resorts ability to earn bed units
via development at the Resort (see appendix re: "Article VIII Bed Unit Entitlement") ("Bed Unit
Agreement").
In the Bed Unit Agreement, the Resort is allowed to develop up to 16,500 beds at the base of the
Resort, on certain conditions being satisfied. Essentially the Resort earns the right to develop a
certain number of bed units by adding ski operations infrastructure at the Resort. A large
accommodation, and commercial development directly adjacent to the Resort was never
contemplated in the MDA or the Revelstoke City Official Community Plan. If the subject property
rezoning is allowed, it will greatly delay the Resorts ability to earn new bed units. MDAs are
designed this way intentionally, to ensure that the both the Resort and the Province are protected,
and both benefit with any development that is triggered by the additional infrastructure on Crown
land at the Resort. Ben Sampogna, of the Resort Development Branch, stated in a letter
dated: May 26, 2014, refers to the Treehouse Development as "Parasitic" and he goes on
to say: "The ability of a third-party developer to construct commercial accommodation
immediately adjacent to the resort, without having been made to develop costly
infrastructure, most certainly provides an unfair competitive advantage. " Future growth
and ski infrastructure additions at the Resort are facilitated through real estate sales at the
Resort. This is the same for all BC ski resorts. This structure was stated in the latest
announcement from Whistler, where there are plans to develop many different Whistler Mountain
infrastructure pieces, paid for by bed unit development at the base of Whistler.
Essentially, if this rezoning is approved, you are providing an adjacent land owner the
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access to build bed units at no cost of increasing ski hill infrastructure. On a long term
outlook for the community, this is not beneficial to the City of Revelstoke. We verily
believe the City of Revelstoke will continue to grow with the growth of the Resort. If the
Resort is unable to afford to build bed units at a competitive rate, the Resort will not be
able to add additional infrastructure, and therefore, the growth of the City of Revelstoke
will be minimal.
This will fundamentally shift the business model for on hill development. The cost burden
for any infrastructure will shift from Real Estate development, to lift ticket revenues. The
impact will be material to both the day ticket user and season pass holder. Even by
increasing the burden of revenue growth on the season pass and day passes it will be
difficult for such revenue increases to pay for any additional infrastructure.
DE: RMR already have an unused bed capacity of 4000 beds as recently confirmed by the Ministry of
Forestry, Lands and Natural Resources based on the infrastructure already completed at the resort.
They have the ability now at no extra cost to build these bed units themselves or attract outside
investment and hoteliers to build these bed units for them. The issue here is not competition from me or
the need to “build lifts” to get extra bed units it is the fact that as RMR have invested little in the ski hill
for over 8 years and with no plans on the horizon to do so and as such the demand from outside
investors is severely limited to non-existent, this situation is 100% from their own lack of action to date.
Their threat to have to change the policy from development to lift ticket pricing is a gross abuse of their
rights as the holder of this Crown tenure and I don't believe it's fair to hold this over the City to deny my
rezoning application.
70 acres of new land zoned for Comprehensive Development directly adjacent to the Resort will
make it impossible for the Resort to create Resort development at competitive pricing and this will
therefore halt any significant ski infrastructure mountain expansion or development.
Essentially, if this rezoning is approved, you are granting the proponent developer with a
financial windfall at no increased benefit to the City of Revelstoke or the Resort, which will
have a negative effect on both the City and the Resort.
DE: This is not true as the City of Revelstoke will benefit from an increase in its tax base, and RMR will
benefit from increased skier visits. Increasing the city's tax base will allow it to reduce the commercial
tax burden on other local businesses. As already stated the resort will benefit substantially from
increased lift ticket and other sales, finally RAA will benefit from additional hotel tax levies.
Another item is employee housing. A key item identified in the MDA is employee housing. The
Resort must provide certain amounts of employee housing based on bed units. If you allow the
proponent developer to rezone his lands, the City will essentially increase the number of bed
units without any requirement for employee housing.
DE: Again this is an item directly linked to the ski hill tenure and not a requirement for any other
developer. Mr Beruschi is not having to build employee housing for his newly rezoned hotel property,
nor did he have to for the Best Western when he built that. What I will be doing though by developing
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this site is creating much needed jobs in Revelstoke.
Background
In the conception of the Resort, the vision was to grow the area between the Resort towards the
downtown area of Revelstoke. The vision for the City of Revelstoke was to build the City of
Revelstoke towards the Resort therefore tying the City of Revelstoke's downtown hub to the
Resort. This vision would allow downtown Revelstoke businesses to enjoy the economic growth
and opportunity the Resort drives to the community. This concept was seen at other Ski hill
communities such as Telluride and Jackson Hole where the communities benefited from the ski
hill infrastructure and operations. In these cases, it allowed the communities to grow in synergy
with the ski mountain, while the existing communities benefited from the additional economic
creator. To facilitate a ski hill development and a thriving community, similar to the proven
concepts such as Telluride and Jackson Hole, at the time of the MDA, the City amended its
Official Community Plan, and expanded its City boundary, to include the Resort. Agreements
were reached whereby the Resort installed and paid for sewer and water services from the City of
Revelstoke extending to the Resort. Such agreements and the Revelstoke City Official
Community Plan contemplated the area (Arrow Heights) between the Resort and the City to
benefit from the infrastructure and bridge the Resort to the Revelstoke City downtown. The
infilling of the area would tie in the Resort and the Revelstoke downtown community preserving
the Revelstoke downtown presence with the economic driver of the Resort.
The infrastructure was built to meet the present and future needs of the Resort to service their
16,500 bed unit potential. None of this infrastructure or previous planning ever contemplated the
creation of another commercial centre village past the Resort, further away from the City
downtown centre. In addition, there was no plan a new village farther away from the City would
benefit from the infrastructure investments made by the Resort.
This vision, I refer to above, is corroborated in the Official Community Plan of the City of
Revelstoke at Section 4, Appendix 2 - Mount Mackenzie Resort OCP Amendment (the "OCP").
Page 28, section 2.2 of the Introduction of the OCP explains the OCP creation and revision was a
2 year project to encompass the vision for the City of Revelstoke's future development, and
policies. The proposed development does not comply with the OCP's vision and future
development needs.
DE: It has been approximately 8 years since Northland’s purchased RMR. Since that time, apart from
the initial completion of the projects already started by the original owners they have not developed any
significant on-hill infrastructure. Rather than being a good neighbour, they continue to fight the City on
infrastructure, taxation, and any other issue it can. I am here to invest in Revelstoke and want to create
jobs and opportunities within our community. I have reached out on numerous occasions to the Resort
to offer to work with them and have been turned down every time. I am again reaching out and have
proposed many ways to co-operate with the resort that would be for our mutual benefit. I am ready and
willing to work with them.
Page 11, paragraph 5 of the OCP states:
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"For almost 20 years the community had watched a string of developers make proposals to take
over the City owned ski hill and transform it into a destination resort. In 2005, the provincial
government gave ap proval to the M ount M ackenzie Resort Expansion, now known as
Revelstoke M ountain Resort. In 2006, the City took the next step and approved an OCP
amendment containing the zoning and development permit guidelines for the Revelstoke M
ountain Resort development. With these announcements, confidence in the future of Revelstoke
translated into new commercial and residential development, ushering in a new era of
optimism and growth."
Essentially, the existing OCP was revised around the MDA with collaboration with the
Resort and the Province.
DE: The proposed property is clearly shown in the MDA as a part of the resort and as such is a
complimentary use for the resort.
Page 25, paragraph 2a of the OCP states:
"UDB adoption (p) that regulates smart growth principles; walkablity; integrated land use
elements such as commercial, residential and office uses; parking and transportation demand
management system that reduces dependence on the single occupant vehicle; complete streets
with landscaping, pedestrian and bicycle integration; green building principles and processing;
sustainability checklist for all development permit areas; street and building design standards;
open space and environmental lands preservation; transfer of development rights for reducing
GHG (and others); density and parking bonusing for reducing GHG (and others); and urban
growth provisions;"
The above is not achieved with the rezoning allowance for the proponent developer's
lands as the proposed development is further removed from the City core and the
proposed development does not help bridge the City Core to the Resort.
DE: The proposed rezoning is a better integrated land use with the resort rather than the current RR2
zoning that allows such activities as pig and chicken farming next to the resort lands. Hotels located at
this location will allow walkability to the resort, have access to the resort shuttle system, smart modern
building practices will be adopted as best practices and density and parking bonusing are part of my
rezoning proposal.
Page 28 - 29 of the OCP indicates the measure to ensure the City's core does not all shift to the
Resort, as the OCP states development at the Resort should not detract from or compete with the
Downtown Core of the City. A method to protect the City was the number of bed units approved
for the Resort must be less than the total number of bed units developed within the remaining
areas of the City.
DE: Since the ski hill has opened the Downtown core and highway area have since a substantial
increase in Bed units the addition of more bed units as a result of my rezoning application is not going
to cause any detraction to the Downtown core in-fact to the contrary these destination visitors are going
to be relying on the Downtown core and making it more vibrant.
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Furthermore, Page 52 - 53 of the OCP attempts to ensure retail and commercial uses at the
Resort are area specific and supportive and do not detract from other City core business centers.
The City wanted to ensure that commercial developments outside of the downtown area are
necessary, convenience oriented and limited in size and scope such that they act as
neighbourhood commercial areas which complement existing and potential developments and do
not compromise the vitality and success of the downtown core.
DE: The Camozzi Road rezoning proposal would not be suitable anywhere else but at or near the
resort. A treed, sloped site cannot be found, nor would it be suitable in the city core business centres
and therefore is not direct competition but is in fact going to be a major supporter of our Downtown
core’s services.
In addition, page 63 - Land Uses, of the OCP states the value of maintain the Central Business
District as the primary commercial centre and to encourage hotels and associated tourist uses in
the Central Business District.
Allowing the proposed development's rezoning is contrary to the above OCP vision and
values.
DE: This property would be considered as a part of the Resort Land Use Area as per:
DE: Resort Lands Land Use Policy states, “Apply policies outlined in Appendix 2 to lands designated as
Resort Lands on Schedule F”; AND
DE: Appendix 2 – Mount Mackenzie Resort Area/Revelstoke Mountain Resort – Section 1.2 PLAN
AREA states, “The Resort has recently purchased most of the affected land from the City. The
properties that make up the Resort area currently have multiple registered ownerships. The
defined Resort Lands in this OCP will likely be expanded in the future to encompass all lands
identified in the approved Master Plan.” (p. 9-10)
Page 39, paragraph 8 of the OCP deals with safety issues such as the Resort is expected to
prepare its own Emergency Response Plan, which is complete, and this plan does not consider
anything outside of the Resort lands and within City of Revelstoke. Allowing a rezoning of the
proponent developers lands would need to address these life and safety issues as these
have not been addressed or contemplated in any of the Emergency Response plans.
DE: This plan can be updated as needed, if the City require me to do this before final adoption of
rezoning application, I would be happy to do so.
Page 50, paragraph 2 - Economic Growth, of the OCP states the City should work with the
Regional District to identify potential commercial lands outside the Urban Growth Area and Future
Growth Areas for sustaining economic diversification. This proposal is outside the Urban
Growth Area and Future Growth Areas identified on the Urban Growth Area Map in the
OCP.
DE: This property is now within the City of Revelstoke’s municipal boundary and as such makes up the
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Urban Growth Area. Schedule E is from 2009 and would logically be updated with the annexation to be
included within the urban growth area as all lands including and adjacent to RMR are currently included
in the UGA.
DE: Therefore, this comment is irrelevant in this issue.
Page 54 - Urban Growth Area, of the OCP identifies some key issues such as:
"Establish the City's Urban Growth Area in accordance with the delineation indicated in Schedule
E to prevent urban sprawl and promote a compact community."
DE: See above
"Strengthen and direct development towards existing neighbourhoods by permitting intensified
land uses and infill development within the Urban Growth Area supported by existing water and
sanitary sewer services. "
DE: Camozzi Road is directed towards the existing Resort neighbourhood and is supported by existing
water and sanitary sewer.
DE: Therefore, this policy is being met.
"Do not extend community water and/or sanitary sewer services outside the Urban Growth Area
unless consistent with an adopted urban growth strategy, or for public safety reasons, as
determined by City Council."
DE: This property is now within the City of Revelstoke’s municipal boundary and as such makes up the
Urban Growth Area. Schedule E is from 2009 and would logically be updated with the annexation to be
included within the urban growth area as all lands including and adjacent to RMR are currently included
in the UGA.
DE: Therefore, this policy is irrelevant in this issue.
"Work with Columbia-Shuswap Regional District to develop regional growth strategies consistent
with common land use policies that promote the separation of rural and urban development
practices. "
DE: Camozzi road is proposing complementary uses adjacent to the resort. I can’t think of a bigger
divisive land use than a livestock farm and a ski resort, which is currently allowed. This rezoning would
change the existing land use to a more complementary one.
DE: Therefore, this policy is being met.
It is clear from the above OCP key values, the proposed development's rezoning will not
achieve the much desired values the City envisioned.
Facts
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Revelstoke Mountain Resort has invested $150 Million dollars in mountain and infrastructure
recoverable through the sale of real estate at the Resort.
DE: I appreciate how much money has been invested into the resort to build lifts and hotels. While
RMR may well have invested $150 Million since inception, I don't believe it is fair to attribute all of this
investment with the current owners. The new ownership group has been in place since 2008 and we
have seen little investment since. My development would be the first meaningful investment and
substantial to support resort activities in many years.
DE: I would encourage RMR to promote and sell real estate so it can recover the costs it has incurred.
The marketing and promotion of the 4000 available bed units would also create a substantial inflow of
capital that RMR could further invest in growing the resort as they are responsible to do under the
terms of the tenure.
The proponent developer has not invested any monies in the Resort and will benefit from the
existing infrastructures and any future expansions without incurring any expense.
DE: If RMR are referring to the sewer and water systems owned by the City of Revelstoke, RMR had
an opportunity to apply a late-comers clause to that infrastructure that would have allowed it to recover
costs if others hooked in to the infrastructure. However, RMR declined this opportunity. As for any onhill infrastructure, this is at the cost of the tenure holder (RMR) as they receive all the revenues and
benefits from the value creation.
If this zoning is approved, it will hurt the Resort, the downtown business core, and may cause
delay in development infilling the area between the Resort and the Revelstoke downtown area.
DE: Northlands Properties and RMR has had 8 years to meaningfully invest in the resort. My proposal,
as already stated, will offer alternative accommodation options that will further enhance Revelstoke and
as such bring more visitors to our town to ski, bike, hike or simply vacation. These visitors will spend
their dollars in our Downtown shops, bars and restaurants as well as at RMR to Ski during the winter
and hopefully at some point in the summer to mountain bike and hike.
This will materially restrict RMR in investing in future infrastructure.
DE: This is filling the need for more beds in the winter, bringing more skiers to the resort. This means
RMR has an additional $1.-$3.6 Million per year in lift ticket revenue alone without having to invest a
single dollar. This is not ‘materially hurting RMR’ but supporting and assisting in their growth by adding
bed units.
The proponent developer's subject lands will have a tax advantage being a hotel,and taxed
commercially with commercial values, as opposed to the Sutton Hotel which is taxed
commercially with Residential values which are approximately 5 times the value of the proponent
developer's subject lands hotel.
DE: I will be taxed fairly based on the property I build. The fact that RMR have built a condominium
hotel with private ownership is irrelevant to this rezoning application. I have no advantage. I will be
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taxed as BC assessment assess me that is why they are there to do just that.
With the additional land under consideration for annexation, it will bring in some 52 acres that will
in all likelihood apply for Comprehensive Development Zoning,
DE: It is extremely premature to assume what type of development is being considered for the 52
acres. This is a scare tactic that does not use any information, but instead generates assumptions
about what may or may not happen in the future based on needs at that time.
The City of Revelstoke is not short of vacant land zoned for commercial use, this potential
development will have a dramatic negative effect on these property values and the viability of
them being developed.
DE: This proposal represents an economic development opportunity that will increase tourism, skier
visits and potential demand for other lands. Spin-off effects are: increased tax base that reduces the tax
burden on other businesses in town, increased lift ticket, food and beverage, and retail sales for RMR
and downtown businesses.
The Resort has ample land for sale to potential developers for the type of development they
applied for.
DE: Then they should look to actively sell it and attract developers to have it developed.
"The City also has ample lands, suitable for this type of development that would also serve to
bridge the connection between the Resort and the town centre."

DE: There is nothing preventing any of the other land-owners from developing this or any other type of
development for themselves. I would not oppose this and in fact would welcome another unique
development that is going to bring investment to our community. My proposal is for the land I own at the
resort base and that was annexed on the knowledge of this proposed use.
Conclusion
Revelstoke Mountain Resort is asking that City Council deny this application for Comprehensive
Development Zoning for this area.
We are asking that City Council stop the Annexation process to bring the two additional parcels,
currently before Council for annexation, be denied.
This will create another business centre, a new village, outside of the downtown core and
inevitably create a self-contained retail centre at the exclusion of the downtown merchants who
are and have invested in the community.
There is no need for such development on the outskirts of the City. All development of a
commercial area should be steered to the infill lands between the Resort and the City Centre.
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The City of Revelstoke invested over 2 years in the preparation of the OCP, where the City's
values and vision are captured. After review of the OCP and the proponent developer's rezoning
application, it is clear this rezoning does not comply with the OCP and the vision and values of
the City of Revelstoke.
DE: The arguments raised by RMR in this letter of objection are simply not true or not relevant. The
rezoning I am proposing for my site is supported by the OCP and the intended land use was very clear
from the outset when my annexation was submitted and subsequently supported by Mayor, Council
and City staff, the CSRD and the Provincial Government. I want to develop a unique property located at
the ski hill base that will enhance our reputation as a vacation destination. This will drive higher skier
numbers that directly improve the revenues of RMR, provide additional monies for RAA to further
promote our community on the Global stage, bring more tourists to support our Downtown core
businesses, create jobs in our community, and increase our tax base to the benefit of everyone in
Revelstoke.
DE: Thank you and I look forward to you objective consideration of my rezoning application at your
June 14th meeting.
DE: David Evans

April 28th, 2016
Ref:

4403775

City of Revelstoke
Box 170, Revelstoke, BC
V0E 2S0

Greetings:

This letter is in response to the referral we received for rezoning and for an OCP amendment for Lot 1
NEP11177 (Camozzi Road.) We note the Lot 1 is located adjacent to the Revelstoke Mountain Resort
(RMR) Development Area and that the proposed changes are being made in order to permit the
development of a destination hotel accommodation area with self-contained detached accommodation
pods, hostels, and/or hotels. As you may know RMR has an approved Master Development Agreement
(MDA) with the Province which is administered by the Mountain Resorts Branch (MRB) from the
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations (FLNRO).
As per the FLNRO All Seasons Resort Policy, the ability to “earn” bed units is tied to the creation of
uphill and downhill skier capacity through the establishment of costly infrastructure. Once the developer
constructs the recreational infrastructure on Crown Land then they are rewarded with the ability to
purchase Crown Land for commercial and/or residential purposes. The ability of a third-party developer
to construct commercial accommodation immediately adjacent to the resort, without having been made to
develop costly infrastructure, may provide an unfair competitive advantage.
MRB encourages the exploration of partnership opportunities between RMR and other new development
projects that are complementary with the approved Resort Master Plan.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
Reg Nolander
Reg Nolander, RFT
A/ Sr. Manager, Major Projects
Mountain Resorts Branch, FLNRO

Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations

Integrated Resource Operations
Mountain Resorts Branch

Mailing Address:
510 – 175 2nd Avenue
Kamloops, BC V2C 5W1

Telephone:
250 371-3952
Facsimile:
250 371-3942
Website: www.nro.gov.bc.ca
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REVELSTOKE*
ACCOMMODATION ASSOCIATION

May 6, 2016

City of Revelstoke
Box L70, Revelstoke, BC

voE 2s0

Dear Mayor and Council,
This letter is written with regard to the annexation and re-zoning of lands immediately connected to the

south side of Revelstoke Mountain Resort.
It is the Revelstoke Accommodation Association's opinion that allowing further annexation and this
competing development is not in the best interest of RAA, the ski hill or the city at this time. While short
term this may bring development, it will actually slow the progress being made.
We are not against hotel development, in fact recognize future hotel development is a by product of our
on going success. The difference in this instance is competition fairness and the financial burden placed
on RMR during each phase of development outlined in the Master agreement. Which essentially earns

the right to develop more beds by adding ski lift infrastructure. We understand ski lifts to be financed in
part through the sale and development of RMR real estate. This burden is not placed on surrounding
lands and allow competitors to develop at a substantial lower cost.
Our Association has been fortunate to realize steady on going growth since the inception of the Ski Hill.
Lift lines continue to grow and additional chair lifts will be necessary in order to keep the excitement of

our future skiers. We believe keeping the momentum going is paramount to the ongoing growth of
tourism in Revelstoke and a potential slowing could take years to re-generate the growth momentum
the city benefits from.
ln closing we urge the city not to proceed with further annexation of lands immediately south of and
connected to RMR and not to approve a comprehensive development application of the already

annexed land. We believe doing so will ultimately delay and slow the development of new lifts.
Additional lifts are already needed on the busy days of the winter and should not be slowed by allowing
unfair competition to develop. There are other lands already zoned for hotel development that will not
impact ski operation expansion to the same extent.

Norman Langlois
On behalf of the Board
Flpvolctnkp Arrnmmndatinn Aqqnriaf inn

P.O. Box 2398 Revelstoke,

BC
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www.stayinrevelstoke.com
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0935211 BC Ltd
3669 Catherwood Road
Revelstoke BC
VOE

2S3

May 16,

2016

In response to RAA's letter dated May

5th 2016:

Dear Mayor and Council,
I am saddened and very disappointed that RAA would have made this motion to its members and written the letter

they did without any consultation with me, or without actually being aware of the final details of my rezoning
application as that was not submitted until May

11th some 5 days after the date on RAA's letter.

I have made a number of calls to Mr. Langlois, to discuss the letter but unfortunately to date he has not responded. I

understand that the motion to write this letter was made by Mr. Nielson (Vice President of operations at RMR) and
seconded and supported by Mr. Beruschi. I am disappointed that it appears certain groups are trying to influence
this decision to benefit themselves, rather than working as a community to build something that benefits everybody.
The arguments made in the letter from RAA are not new ones in fact they are same ones made many times by RMR
and their parent company Northland's over the last few years to Council, the CSRD and the Provincial government.
All three of these elected bodies have supported the annexation of this property in the knowledge that I intend to
build this as an accommodation area. The OCP for the City of Revelstoke and the CSRD also support this very type of
land use for this property and the lands directly South of and connected to RMR.
In my rezoning application, I have shown that I am reaching out to the resort to work together by offering to
maintain runs and add connecting lift at my own expense, and granting access through my property to make it easier
for Northlands to access their other lands. I was similarly expecting to work with the RAA to diversify the
accommodation options in Revelstoke.
The addition of Hotels and bed units on these lands will only enhance and improve RMR. The addition of one single

100 room hotel alone would bring between $1.8 million and $3.6 million dollars in lift ticket sales during the ski
season, before the further knock on revenue from food and beverage and clothing sales that RMR would have the
opportunity to make over and above the lift ticket sales. The need for more hotels to satisfy the growing number of
skiers is obvious as many hotels do not have any occupancy during the ski season. This is further reinforced by the
fact that Mr. Beruschi the owner of two hotels in Revelstoke already, has recently applied for rezoning to build
another hotel.
Furthermore the addition of new, different accommodation types will draw many more Skiers and tourists to the
City of Revelstoke who otherwise may not come. These guests to Revelstoke will further support our downtown core
by frequenting our growing number of bars, restaurants, coffee shops, clothing, ski boot, outdoor, bike, ski and
rental stores not to mention our grocery, pharmacy and gas stations by spending their dollars in our town whilst on
vacation not just in the Winter but during all our Seasons.
My annexation proposal took over two years and I have now been working with City staff for the last

5 months to

complete the rezoning application that has now been submitted to ensure the rezoning covers all best practices for
land use now and in the future. My plans for the property have not been a secret. In fact, they have been widely
known for over two years while I awaited my annexation. I believe the time to ask questions and voice concerns
would have been during that time.
The simple fact is that this community has been asking for investment in the City and at RMR to grow, strengthen
and diversify our tourism economy. I am an engaged and active community member that believes in Revelstoke and

wants to see it thrive. I am submitting my second rezoning application that represents a huge investment in the City
and strengthens my commitment to helping the economy of Revelstoke.
Should any members of RAA wish to discuss my proposal I am happy to do so as I am open and ready for business.

Yours sincerely,

David Evans

May 14, 2016
City of Revelstoke
Box 170 Revelstoke B.C. VOE 2SO
Dear Mayor McKee and Council: I am writing with regards to and support of the re zoning application of
the recently Annexed 7.2 Ha of lands on Camozzi Rd adjacent to the Ski Hill. For 2.5 years I was a
member of the Regional District OCP committee that addressed several land use issues and ultimately
made recommendations that the lands located on the ski hill upper bench area be allowed to enter into
the City of Revelstoke . So I was pleased when this parcel of land was indeed Annexed into the city and
look forward to the remaining area also to follow suit to help resolve the water and land use issues that
are prevelant and see some long awaited expansion near the resort lands. I have copies of previous ski
hill proposals showing the land usage in this area as Resort Commercial and this was the assumption and
part of the reasons the Regional District made these recommendations.
I recently received a copy of the letter sent to council from RAA (Revelstoke Accommodation
Association) and their objections to further annexation and re-zoning of these lands . I truly don't
understand their objections or how a new development can "actually slow the progress being made"
but would like to think an opportunity for a cohesive development may in fact stimulate more
expansion. I must apologize as I am not familiar with the terms of reference for RAA but would like to
think that it does not entail a policy of Protectionism but does market and encourage the
accommodation sector of Revelstoke .
Our council was elected on the foundation of promoting development and being open for business and I
fear if another proposal is denied like the Highway development was we will be sending a clear message
to investors and our community that we are indeed NOT OPEN FOR BUSINESS . As previous owner of the
A&W I understood the pain of competition, when McDonalds moved into Revelstoke. At the time I
wished City Council would have not approved their application but that didn't happen and we were
forced to compete and be better and to this day that experience has many positive results.
Perhaps I am missing something and invite you to educate me if so but I personally had these lands
listed for sale for over 6 mths ,with many requests of interest and all of the interest I received was for
development reasons! I did in fact approach RMR on more than one occasion suggesting that this
property would be ideal for them and their future plans. Now that there is someone ready and able to
develop this property and hopefully add to the resort experience and promote Revelstoke it seems
ludicrous to me that City Council may not support a re zoning application that may stimulate some well
needed development.
Members of Council, please lets act as leaders of the community and embrace this opportunity to
facilitate well needed cohesive development and send a positive message to the people and investors of
Revelstoke.
Yours Truly

~

Todd Arthurs

Subject:

Treehouse proposla

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: James Statham [mailto:jestat@me.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2016 8:16 PM
To: admin
Subject: Treehouse proposla
I am the owner of suite 3454 at the Sutton Place hotel and I would like to voice my support for new development at the
base of the ski hill, specifically, the TreeHouse hotel proposed by David Evans. Even better that he may provide new
lifts, more beginner terrain and probably more vertical if the lifts go down to the playhouse.
James Statham
416‐722‐7033
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Subject:

FW: Rezoning

From: Chris Osborne [mailto:COsborne@swtgroup.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 7:26 AM
To: admin
Subject: Rezoning

As an investor in RMR, I'm in support of Mr Evans project. These ski resorts need owners/investors and their
friends and families for the long term success of all involved including the community. As much as I would
like to see the ski volume stay as it is, it's imperative to embrace new ideas and investments for LT success.
Kind regards,
Chris Osborne
Units 1216 & 1416, Sutton Place
Chris Osborne
President
1591 Kildare Rd. Windsor ON N8W 2W2
Direct: 519-967-1350
swtgroup.com
ISO 9001:2008

This email communication contains confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient or have
received this email in error you are hereby notified that copying, forwarding, or other dissemination or
distribution of this communication by any means is prohibited. Please notify the sender immediately and
destroy this email.
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Subject:

Camozzi development application

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Colin Campbell [mailto:colcamp99@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 11:05 AM
To: admin
Cc: Judy Collins; Peter Nielsen
Subject: Camozzi development application

Hello
We are owners of a unit number 1415 at the Revelstoke Mountain Resort and would oppose the proposal from the
Evans group for the Camozzi bench. They want to construct mini units to access the resort development . I am assuming
the COR would then tax them some low tax rate when they suggest we bear enormous rates at the resort. The proposal
is vague , uses a lot of land and would very quickly degrade to a trailer park type of unit. The type of development
suggested would be satisfied by park model mobile homes. I think Revelstoke has no shortage of mobile homes and
partial residential developments. THe Evans Group claim a shortage of rental units. Again this is not the case in my
experience there is no shortage of beds in Revelstoke, unless there is a road blockage. There is even a large Air BnB and
other discount rooms available. Perhaps you should access all of them at some sort of tax rate you take from the condo
owners at RMR.
Please consider these comments and perhaps suggest the Evans Group put a real hotel application in place.
Regards Colin Campbell and Judy Collins. Unit 1415 at RMR Sent from my iPhone
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Paul Barry
2095 Rose Point Lane,
Kirkland W A 98033
Tel: 206-650-5793 Fax 425-650-1677
email: paulbarryl@gmail.com
City of Revelstoke
PO Box 170
Revelstoke BC VOE 2S0
July 11,2016
Re zoning change for the treehouse development. OCP 2016-02 + ZON20 16-07
Dear Sir/Madam:
I am writing to put forth my views on the zoning changes proposed in the City of Revels toke's
letter of July 06.
I currently own three units at RMR with a capital investment of close to C$3M. The reasons for
purchase were quite simple. A great new ski resort, and a protected investment through the master
plan. Simply put, sleeping units would be added alongside new lift and mountain facilities. That
was partially funded by the premium rates investors, like myself, paid for units at the base.
With the financial hiccups along the way, the resort development has stalled with three lifts and
the completion of Sutton Place, but no more.'What I see is that the new proposed development
will add more beds that can only be construed as piggybacking on the ski resort for its demand.
This presents an investment problem for me:
A) The new units are not paying for the capital cost and improvements of the ski resort.
Through purchases at RMR, investors such as myself, were paying for that cost.
Therefore my investment is being devalued.
B) The ski resort, during peak-days, already reaches capacity. Adding more bed capacity will
negate from the premium experience of skiing Rt\1R. That again devalues my investment.
It seems to me that a solution to this problem is that either the current owner ofRMR, Northland
properties, commits to further expansion of the ski resort or that the new development pays for
some of the costs of infrastructure at RMR. Change the dynamic from a parasitic development to
a symbiotic one.
I believe that Northland properties needs to come up with something to further RMR's
development, or, in time, lose its master plan development rights. The decision then will be for
Northland to continue RMR's development or force the sale ofRMR to someone who will.

Da70
'f>.../

for listening.

I

Paul Barry
Kirkland
A

Subject:

Tree house development

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Marty Bulcock [mailto:bulcockmarty@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2016 8:41 AM
To: Council; admin
Subject: Tree house development
Mayor McKee and council.
I am a owner at Sutton place and would like to voice my opinion on the tree house development next to the resort. We
need development at the ski hill and if Northlands is not willing to use the tenure as was granted then other developers
should be granted that right. The last 8 years have been lean for the ski hill development business but that has now
changed. So it's time to "shit or get off the pot". The city needs to make hay while the sun shines.
Thnx
Sent from my iPad
Sent from my iPad
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His Worship Mayor Mark McKee and Members of City Council
July 11th, 2016.
Subject:

Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan
11177 (Camozzi Road)

It is with deep concern that I recently became aware of said OCP and Zoning
Amendment Bylaws to change the Subject Lands that are adjacent Revelstoke Mountain
Resort to permit nightly tourist accommodations.
I am very familiar with the long process that has occurred to achieve a sound master
plan for Revelstoke Mountain Resort and the planning initiatives taken by the City of
Revelstoke to ensure that a sustainable mountain resort community is realized. Based
on the experiences I gained as The Resort Municipality of Whistler’s Development
Planner during the early 1990’s when the community of Whistler was undergoing a
period of the most development in its’ history, I was invited to share my experiences by
the City of Revelstoke’s Mayor and Council at a retreat. This retreat was concerned with
the challenges that may be encountered in developing the City of Revelstoke and
Revelstoke Mountain Resort into a world-class mountain resort destination. I have since
consulted to the City of Revelstoke and private sector clients regarding various planning
projects. I must emphasize that I am not retained for fees by Revelstoke Mountain
Resort nor any other entity but have been asked to submit my opinion by concerned
residents of Revelstoke.
I suggest that the development proposed under these Bylaw Amendments will
jeopardize build-out of the Revelstoke Mountain Resort Master Plan because it will
erode the sources of revenue such as real estate sales and nightly rentals that are
required to reinvest into future mountain resort infrastructure such as ski lifts, grooming
equipment, snow making, year round amenities and activities, employee housing, and
marketing programs. In these early phases of the resort’s development, only
improvements to the resort lands that achieve build-out of the resort and infill of the City
of Revelstoke’s commercial core should be considered.
A precedent where a mountain resort master plan was stalled and eventually failed due
to the impacts of ad-hoc planning and development occurred at Red Mountain Resort in
Rossland, BC during the late 1990’s and early 2000’s. Red Mountain Resort had a
master plan approved under the BC Commercial Alpine Ski Policy (CASP) for the rights
to develop a commercial village and adjacent residential subdivisions that were
coordinated to improvements to the on-mountain infrastructure.
The City of Rossland annexed the ski resort base lands and extended the municipal
wastewater treatment system approximately 2.5 kilometers to the resort to increase its
tax base, To offset some of the costs of the municipal sewer extension, the City of
Rossland allowed rezoning of lands between the City and the ski hill from low-density
rural resource use to zones that permitted higher density commercial and residential
uses that would be in direct competition with development of the ski hill base lands. The
ski resort began construction of it’s base village and some of the residential subdivisions
but the master plan for the base area was only partially built out due to market
9424 Deerhorn Place, Whistler, BC, Canada, V0N 1B9
Telephone: (001) • 604 • 932 • 3700

Email: hmeasure@shaw.ca
Skype: hmeasure

competition from other properties. The City of Rossland did not benefit from potential
infill development in the town’s commercial center. Red Mountain Resort did not
complete its base lands master plan with sufficient critical mass and amenities to
become a year-round destination. Development on the lands between the City of
Rossland and the ski hill has also stalled creating unappealing urban sprawl conditions.
This development activity occurred before the 2008 Global Financial Crisis (GFC). Since
that time, real estate development in mountain resorts has also declined due to the
overall global decline in the popularity of the sports of skiing and snowboarding that
began in the early 2000’s. With this ongoing decline, and the impacts of the GFC upon
the mountain resort real estate industry, build-out of the BC mountain resort master
plans approved by CASP will continue to be challenged unless they are proximate to
large population centers.
Given the creation of a high risk situation where lands adjacent the resort are able to
develop at lower costs because there are no requirements to construct resort infrastructure, Revelstoke Mountain Resort may not pursue the build-out of the commercial
village and base lands, and may focus on managing the existing operations without
future expansion of on mountain facilities.
In an increasingly competitive industry, Revelstoke Mountain Resort does not currently
have the critical mass of accommodations, activities and amenities required to attract
significant tourists on a year round basis. I note that whilst skier visits were up this past
season, the decreased value of the Canadian dollar, good snow year for the West and
poor snow year in Eastern Canada and the US, Europe and Japan resulted in most
resorts in Western Canada having a very successful ski season. A shift in exchange
rates, a poor snow season locally and good skiing conditions elsewhere and combined
with the inconvenient access to Revelstioke could very easily result in a disastrous year
for Revelstoke Mountain Resort and other businesses in the City.
Based upon the experience and knowledge that I have acquired in the 35 + years that I
have been providing professional planning and architecture services to the resort,
recreation and tourism industries in North America, South America, Australasia, and
Asia (with an emphasis on mountain resort design and development in British
Columbia), I suggest that the proposed Zoning Bylaw amendment will create a similar
condition to what occurred at Red Mountain in Rossland. I understand that the proposed
zoning will allow a density of approximately 800 units and I emphasize that the
absorption of this development will take years to achieve - if ever, and be of little if any
long-term benefit to the City of Revelstoke. The City should focus on supporting the
build-out of the Revelstoke Mountain Resort master plan and on infill of the downtown
commercial center.
If you have any questions or comments regarding the forgoing, please do not hesitate to
contact the undersigned.
Respectfully submitted,
Harry Measure, M.E. Des. (Architecture + Planning)
Principal, Harry Measure + Associates, Whistler, BC
9424 Deerhorn Place, Whistler, BC, Canada, V0N 1B9
Telephone: (001) • 604 • 932 • 3700

Email: hmeasure@shaw.ca
Skype: hmeasure

Subject:

Evans Property proposal

From: Cathro John [mailto:cathro.john@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2016 7:25 PM
To: admin
Subject: Evans Property proposal

Revelstoke Mayor and Council,
I live in Kaslo and enjoy taking my family skiing in the region. While the snow and terrain are probably the
best in Revelstoke, the accommodation opportunities are limited.
I understand that you are considering approval of the innovative Evans project on Camozzi Road.
It would certainly be more likely to ski in Revelstoke if there were more rooms for families like mine.
Thanks or the consideration.
John
*****************************
John Cathro
Box 1193
Kaslo, BC, V0G 1M0
Canada

T) (+1) 250 505 3513
E) cathro@netidea.com
S) john.cathro
www.cathro.ca
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Subject:

Tree House Development - Camozzi Road

From
m: Daniel Kellie [mailto:dan
niel@glacierh
house.com]
Sentt: Friday, July
y 15, 2016 8:3
39 PM
To: a
admin
Subjject: Tree Ho
ouse Developm
ment - Camozzzi Road

This iis to confirm my support of
o the develop
pment applie
ed for on Cam
mozzi Road.
Danieel Kellie
CEO
50 683 9403
+1 25
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Subject:

ZON2016-07 & OCP2016-02, Lot 1, Plan 11177 (Camozzi Road)

From: richdmickle@gmail.com [mailto:richdmickle@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, July 17, 2016 3:53 AM
To: admin
Cc: David Evans
Subject: ZON2016-07 & OCP2016-02, Lot 1, Plan 11177 (Camozzi Road)

I am strongly in favour of the above subject application and would encourage you to continue to support this
important project for the City of Revelstoke. Respectfully Richard D. Mickle
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June 17, 2016
To: Revelstoke City Council , City Administration, and Planning
From: Fred Beruschi
As a former Council member and a strong advocate and supporter of the
development of Mt Mackenzie since 1978, a hotelier and family business owner in
Revelstoke for three generations, I would like to share some thoughts regarding Mr.
David Evans (2016) rezoning and proposal.
In that RMR is in disagreement with proposed zoning, I have outlined some
historical information for your considerations and understanding.
CONSIDERATIONS
1) Consideration should be given to the fact that when the ski area was for sale by
the City of Revelstoke, all potential buyers / developers were given full
confidence that the City recognized and understood that the success of the Mount
Mackenzie ski area would be based on the success of their development of a
village, hotels and real estate at the resort. It was also the clear understanding
that the City of Revelstoke would work together in a positive manner with the
developer in order to make the ski venture successful.
2) Consideration should be given to the reality that the potential to keep RMR
expanding and moving forward is based on economic demand. Any future
expansion plans of RMR must abide by the rules of the Master Plan Agreement as
dictated by the Province of B.C.
3) Consideration must be given to the fact that the City of Revelstoke benefited from
new sewer and water lines from Moss Street through to Arrow Heights all the
way through to the resort. This was completed and paid for by RMR. This was
very costly and was a requirement of the City and the Master Plan.
4) Consideration should be given to the wants and needs of the community. Prior to
the development of RMR, it was very clear at all public hearings that the
community of Revelstoke did not want to be another Whistler. The zoning as
proposed, does not take on the general understanding that was expected by the
community.
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5) It should be considered that Revelstokes new economy has been largely due to
the RMR investments in modern ski lifts, mountain infrastructure and trails etc.
on Mount Mackenzie. These investments and expenditures are extremely
expensive and without them Revelstoke would not be the vibrant economy it is
today.
6) Adding hotels and potential village zoning at this location (as per Mr. Evans
proposal), will be an economic mistake for Revelstokes future tourism industry
as Revelstoke Mountain Resort as a local business and industry cannot sensibly.
consider continued investment on the mountain with the threat of a neighboring
development that will undermine a balance of hotel room supply.
7) Consideration must be give to RMR’s position on this matter. If a further
development area at the base of Mount Mackenzie is not in concert and agreed
upon with the present or future owners of the RMR, then this zoning proposal
will not be in the best interest of Revelstokes future.
8) Attention should be given in respect to those companies that have made
substantial business investments in Revelstoke and have provided years of
steady employment to the local economy. The Gaglardi family through Northland
Investments is a major taxpayer and has been involved in Revelstokes economic
community and since 1976.
HISTORICAL ASPECT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF MOUNT MACKENZIE
In the late 1970’s and early 1980’s The City of Revelstoke recognized that the
community was heading for some economic difficulties.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

The logging industry was having difficulties
Downie street sawmills was shut down
BC Hydro dam construction was complete
CPR Tunnel project was complete
CPR was getting more efficient, cutting jobs and moved employees to Golden
The Downtown was looking very run down and tired
Local business were in hard times
Mount Mackenzie Ski Area was bankrupt and in receivership
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REVESLTOKE MAKES A FORWARD THINKING DECSION
The future for employment was looking very bleak for Revelstoke. What
followed was a determination by the City Council and the community to move
forward and set the stage to become a winter and summer tourist destination.
HOW DID IT ALL COME TOGETHER
1) The Mount Mackenzie’s receivership situation was taken over by a Community
Ski Society spearheaded by members of the Revelstoke Ski Club and members of the
business community. The citizens banned together to raise money to rekindle a
sport and a ski area that Revelstoke was passionate about. Progress was made to
save the existing old chairlift, T-bar, rope tows and chalet.
2) Soon afterward a used chairlift was purchased by the Ski Society and erected to
access higher elevation on the mountain.
3) The revitalization of downtown Revelstoke became a major project, including the
building of Grizzly Plaza. This was all part of the plan to set the stage for a true
Canadian tourism town defining its character and its history.
4) As the Ski Society struggled with the operation of the ski area, the City of
Revelstoke recognized that the future of Revelstokes economy would rely on the
major development of Mount Mackenzie and hence purchased the ski area from the
Society, which included 69 acres of land at the base.
5) The City sole purpose was to make Mount Mackenzie an economic development
project. It was the pure intention of the City to promote and sell the ski area to a
developer who would commit to making Mount Mackenzie into a major
international ski area.
6) The City marketed the project all over the ski world including the Les Arc Group
from France, the Lech ski group from Austria, Intrawest form Whistler/Blackcomb,
Vail and Associates and the American Ski Corporation. A lot of effort by the
community plus a lot of money was spent/invested to solicit potential developers.
Most groups felt that Revelstokes geographic location and lack of air service would
hinder a first class development on Mount Mackenzie.
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7) In 1998 Clyde Newsome and Cat Powder Skiing leased and managed the
mountain on behalf of the City of Revelstoke. His effort was well recognized and
appreciated by the entire community. The City then invested in the building of a
four-kilometer road to the 2500 ft elevation where the main lodge is now. This was
a sizable investment.
8) A developer investor was found in the early 2000’s after 20 years of rigorous
effort, work, frustrations, public hearings and economic studies.
9) In 2007 & 2008, Mr. Don Simpson opened Revelstoke Mountain Resort with a
state of the art gondola, new quad chairlift, mid mountain lodge and a hotel at the
base. Simpson had brought in the Gaglardi family as a shareholder investor.
10) Summer of 2008 saw a general North America recession and Simpson had
difficulties in the U.S. market. Soliciting for interested parties for financing, real
estate purchases and general investors for ski resort projects became extremely
difficult or almost impossible.
11) The Gaglardi family (Northland Investments) then took over the majority of
shares and completed the resort. Their interest and commitment in further
investing of millions of dollars, ultimately saved RMR from bankruptcy.
Revelstoke now had a financially strong resort owner.
The Northland Group, finished the village, the hotels, the condos the restaurants,
added another Chairlift, plus they branded their hotel to the prestigious Sutton Place
Hotel, thus giving RMR and Revelstoke the international distinction of having a truly
first class hotel.
13) Since their major involvement, the Gaglardi family through Northland
Investments has invested millions of dollars into packing equipment; snow making,
construction and road equipment, completing buildings and terrain development
plus added the newest mountain ride in North American.
Because of all of the above and the Gaglardi family commitment, Revelstoke has
evolved into one of the best ski towns / resort destinations in North American with
worldwide appeal.
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WHAT DOES A COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT ZONE 18
REALLY MEAN TO OUR COMMUNITY?
1) Mr. Evans original asked for 18 acres to be annexed, which seemed somewhat
reasonable considering what he had proposed to build. Now he is asking for
another 39 acres to be annexed and zoned for a total of approximately 57
acres.
Interesting, that compared to downtown Revelstoke commercial size of
approx. 25 acres this is more than twice the size!
2) Potential Density…as the per the request CD18 zoning density
…A) at 1 x FAR (Floor Area Ratio) i.e. (1 times the site coverage)
Therefore the density related to the 39 acres equates to approx.
+/-1,650,000 million sq. feet. of buildable density.
This is significantly more than the existing downtown commercial area of
Revelstoke and a stark contrast to the original images of what Revelstoke as a
community was expecting.
3) This development would in fact create a third commercial sector, which could
very well end up in commercial sprawl for Revelstoke.
This would undermine the potential and sustainable tourist industry that our
local business, our citizen and tourists now enjoy.
Revelstoke, has two walkable and sustainable village areas, being
The Resort Municiplality of Revelstoke and Revelstoke Mountain Resort.
Both provide ample opportunities for investors and developers within those
areas already zoned for development. Allowing additional zoning at this time
at this location will change and challenge the unique tourist destination
industry that Revelstoke now enjoys.
This zoning may well prove to be really bad planning for Revelstokes future!
4) An unbalanced supply of commercialization most definitely will be
deterimental to both RMR and to the City Revelstoke. To undermine RMR
investments and commitments to Mount Mackenzie is wrong.
It goes without saying that any established resort business such as RMR
would readily and negatively change their immediate and future plans on for
mountain and resort development.
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5) Consideration for such a dramatic change for the City of Revelstoke without
comprehensive due diligence of the developer and/or partners as such, is
absolutely essential. It may be the case the Mr. Evans bought the land on pure
speculation and is now moving forward with the zoning and planning stage
only to resale the entire package.
6) In conclusion, if Mr. Evans really wishes to be in the hotel and resort business
beside having his now approved Tree House Hotel, then he should and could
buy property already zoned within Revelstoke or RMR.
THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE REZONING
To rezone Mr. Evans property is an irreversible decision and most likely will end all
further investments in the ski lifts and mountain infrastructure by both the current
owner and perhaps future owners.
This would be a huge blow to the economic development of the community.
RMR and specifically the ski lift and ski/boarding mountain development is a major
base industry that the Revelstoke economy now strongly depends upon.
To undermine this local major business/industry (RMR) by allowing unfair
competition will most likely cause irreparable damage to the socia economic
climate of Revelstoke.

Subject:

Treehouse hotel

Fro
om: rayntina@
@telus.net [m
mailto:rayntina
a@telus.net]
Sen
nt: Sunday, July
J
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To:: admin
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bject: Treeho
ouse hotel
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n't
Wee support thee Evans and their develo
Noorthland donee enough harrm to this to
own?
Regards,
Rayy & Tina Yeearley
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e
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Click Here!

Subject:

Support treehouse hotel

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Mike Bromberg [mailto:mikebromberg@me.com]
Sent: Sunday, July 17, 2016 4:56 PM
To: admin
Subject: Support treehouse hotel
Revelstoke Town Council,
I am writing to express my support of the treehouse hotel project.
Northland Properties' continued bullying of local businesses and any creative new growth oriented initiatives is toxic for
this community.
This project should has the opportunity to serve as an example of "our community ‐ our decision" that should be the
core of any local governance, not a response to big corporate interests.
As a homeowner, small business owner and community member, I sincerely hope council will allow for not only Mr
Evans' treehouse project, but see to it that future initiatives in our community experience fair due course regardless of
size and scope.
Thank You,
Mike Bromberg
608 Mackenzie Avenue
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Subject:

Support

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Shep Howatt [mailto:shephowatt@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, July 17, 2016 8:11 PM
To: admin
Subject: Support
To who this may concern,
I am in full support of the treehouse development. I have lived here my entire life and I think it would be an asset for our
city.
Thanks,
Shep
Sent from my iPhone
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Subject:

FW:

From: Elie Daoust [mailto:dastou007@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, July 17, 2016 10:57 PM
To: admin
Subject:

Hi my name is Elie.
I am a carpenter in town and i was just reading that the treehouse project was being put on hold.
Jist letting you know i dont understand why
I think its a cool project. It would attract more people to revelstoke and the resort so a bettter economy in town.
Amd it would also give a cool look to the town
Thx for your time
Sent from my Sony Xperia™ smartphone
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Subject:

FW: In Support of the Tree House Hotel

From: Jacque Kelsall [mailto:jac_kels@yahoo.com.au]
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 10:52 AM
To: admin
Subject: In Support of the Tree House Hotel

Hello,
My name’s Jacqueline Kelsall of 603 Barry Road Revelstoke, and I am writing to show my support
for the Tree House Hotel.
Revelstoke has so much to offer as a city, and there are so many incredible, talented, innovative and
forward-thinking people here who want to make things happen for the prosperity of the town as a
whole. We have an opportunity to open the door to these kind of initiatives, to make our town a
place of innovation and creativity, to showcase our forward-thinking community as well as the
natural beauty of our location. The Tree House Hotel will offer a unique alternative for tourist
accommodation and will put Revelstoke on the map for being a city that nurtures and supports
creative, entrepreneurial ideas. This, I believe, is an incredibly attractive offering for a city. People
want to live in a place that is open to new ideas. They want to live in a place that is more likely to
consider a suggestion than shut it down at the very first word. Revelstoke has all the ingredients to
make this happen, which is why we can’t just keep allowing the old ways to overrule anything that
is new and fresh. The tree house hotel will have only positive impacts on our community; it will
bring more, diverse people to our city. It will establish Revelstoke as a place where unique ideas are
nurtured; an innovative community backed by a supportive government. It will not take away from
the resort in any way, except for perhaps preventing Northlands from having a full monopoly on
this town, something everyone I know is incredibly wary of.
Please consider the needs and wishes of the people of this town, and give them due regard, relative
to the needs and wishes of the heavyweight, profit-making parties who don’t even live here and
give very little back to this community. It is the people within the community that hold it together.
Kind regards,
Jacqueline Kelsall
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Subject:

Evans' Camozzi Rd rezoning application

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: info@poppis.ca [mailto:info@poppis.ca]
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 12:32 PM
To: admin
Subject: Re: Evans' Camozzi Rd rezoning application
Dear Mayor and Council,
I am writing this letter in support of the Evans’ application for rezoning.
The reasons I am in support are the following:
1) Clearly, the very best use of the land at the bottom of the ski hill is for a hotel, and if Northlands was making this
application it would be a no‐brainer. Our town is in need of more tourist accommodation.
2) The only objection is from Northlands Properties and, in my opinion, anyone who supports Northlands has
submissions that are clearly worded in the same manner and should be considered puppet submissions of RMR.
3) Northlands Properties has done nothing for the town except ride on the laurels that Don Simpson has created with
no development since his departure.
4) Northlands is threatening to halt all infrastructure development if the Evans’ application is agreed to, however this is
a false threat as a) they have done no developing whatsoever anyway, and b) they are bound by their tenure to perform
certain upgrades for the Provincial Government, which they have continually failed to do.
5)
Do Threatening to halt development unless City Council gives in to their demands is nothing short of bullying and we do
not want Revelstoke to be dictated to by bullies.
I urge City Council members to vote in favour of the Evans’ application so that Revelstoke can enjoy development that
the Gagliardis are refusing to provide. Please don’t let us become the stagnant backwater that Northlands is trying to
make us become, for whatever corporate gains they can enjoy by parking on our opportunities to progress. City Council
members were voted in as pro‐development and there is no better example than the Evans’ application to fulfill that
mandate.
Thank you all very much for your time and dedication to our city.
Sincerely,

Poppi Reiner
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Subject:

Camozzi Rezoning application

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Caallen@telus.net [mailto:caallen@telus.net]
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 1:23 PM
To: admin
Subject: Camozzi Rezoning application
From:
Cindy Allen
416 Track St W
Revelstoke,B.C.
This letter is to advise the City of Revelstoke that I fully support David & Shelley Evans in their endeavor of getting their
property rezoned for hotel use from agricultural use. I don't see what concern it is of RMR's / Northlands Properties. It
has nothing to do with them. Many businesses in this town lost a lot of money due to Northlands Properties and they
have not forgotten this. For Revelstoke being this "world famous ski resort" 'as I see it ,all we've gotten is Sutton Place
and now the new PIPE, which only benefits RMR. RMR does not want anyone else to benefit from the ski hill but
themselves, but they are not willing to develop it any further. David & Shelley Evans are looking into the future of
Revelstoke and it's growth. The City has rejected more than one proposed project that would do nothing but benefit
Revelstoke, I hope this will not be another one of them.
Sincerely
Cindy Allen
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Subject:

CAMOZZI REZONING APPLICATION-DAVID EVANS

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: dmartiniuk@telus.net [mailto:dawnad66@telus.net]
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 2:23 PM
To: admin
Subject: CAMOZZI REZONING APPLICATION‐DAVID EVANS

DAWNA & RICK MARTINIUK
105 5TH ST WEST
REVELSTOKE, BC
V0E 2S0

CITY OF REVELSTOKE;
I am writing in regards to the matter of Shelley and Dave Evans and their proposal to rezone existing agricultural land
into hotel use‐ “Camozzi rezoning application”.
I understand that there has been much resistance towards the project from RMR, and by our local council in favor of
RMR.
I feel as a “resort town”, everyone should have an equal opportunity to develop and help our community to grow. By
allowing the Evans’ to move forward with the proposal, this would not only support the resort and the town, but also
employ many local contractors, thus providing many jobs for our community in the short term. In the long term, hotels
do not run themselves; again, more jobs would be provided for the community.
RESORT TOWN:
A resort town, often called a resort city or resort destination, refers to an area where tourism or vacationing is the
primary component of the local culture and economy. A typical resort town contains one or more actual resorts in the
surrounding area, though there are some instances where a resort town simply describes a locale popular among
tourists.
Generally, tourism is the main export in a resort town economy, with most residents of the area working in the tourism
or resort industry. Shops and luxury boutiques selling locally themed souvenirs, motels, and unique restaurants often
proliferate the downtown areas of a resort town.
We are in full support of the application, and feel it requires another look at by City Council.

Sincerely,
Dawna & Rick Martiniuk
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Subject:

Camozzi Rezoning application

From: Battersby's Plumbing [mailto:rbattersby@rctvonline.net]
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 2:34 PM
To: admin
Subject: Camozzi Rezoning application

To: Revelstoke City Council
This letter is to show our full support for David & Shelley Evans to have their property on Camozzi
Road rezoned for hotel use. We have known and worked with David & Shelley for the last couple of
years and we believe that they have Revelstoke’s best interests at heart. They believe in this town
and it’s future for growth. How is Revelstoke supposed to grow if every proposed project for growth is
denied. Why would we want to turn away any kind of development that would be beneficial to our
community?
Sincerely
Management and Staff of Battersby’s Plumbing & Heating Ltd.
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Dear Council and Stakeholders of the Treehouse Developments
My name is Lindsay Craig, I own Revelstoke Pool and Spa which is a service and maintenance company
for the Revelstoke area, as well as a Retail location in the big eddy. I sell chemicals, pumps, filters, and
equipment for residential and commercial pools and hot tubs. I have been operating for 3 years and
have worked for the Evans for close to 2 years maintaining their personal pool and hot tub. Before that I
had worked on the RMR Professional Ski Patrol for 2 seasons, and on their Volunteer patrol for 3
seasons. I have noticed a few differences in the way each company operates and I thought I should
share.
In that amount of time I have learned a few things about the Evans, and the way they operate. The most
important being that my invoices are always paid, and paid in full. That is a pretty important issue when
dealing with Northlands who are local legends after paying their contractors cents on the dollar in
construction. Another thing I noticed about the Evans is that they are flexible and open to change
and/or innovative ideas from locals, tradespeople, and community members when suggestions are
brought forward. They listen and get involved in developing projects that the community needs and can
support, as well as taking a methodical and proactive approach to building in this unique environment.
They also hire local, I often pull up to their property and see numerous local company trucks. I think
their new development will help our local economy and generate more quality jobs that people can
survive on.
They are active and attentive to their projects and do not settle for mediocracy, as I have been called
back to correct my mistakes on the rare occasion they happen. My invoices may be small to someone
who lives their sort of lifestyle but they are all looked at and I feel that they are very much aware of
exactly where each dollar goes. I think that is a tremendous asset in a developer as it will cut down
waste, repetition, and makes the contractors be accountable for their work and craftsmanship. This is a
major flaw with the Northlands Corporation, as the owners and major stakeholders do appear to care
about accountability and workmanship. They don’t live here, they don’t get involved, I’m not even sure
they ski. The most involvement I see from the upper players in their corporation is that they send
Graham Renney about 2 times a year to continually cut operational budgets.
From my years on ski patrol, I have noticed a few things that I feel are not up to par with operating
standards at RMR. The ski patrol department is Underfunded, Understaffed, and Underpaid for what
they do there. They have some of the most qualified people in the industry and the poorest
compensation. They are continually stretching their budget and run out of signs, rope, and bamboo. An
entry level position on ski patrol requires the employee to obtain over three thousand dollars in First aid
and avalanche courses, and pays 13/hour. That is hardly a living wage for Revelstoke, and the job is
inherently dangerous involving extreme situations and environments. Not to mention the gear and
clothing you need just to get to work, and no benefits.
The grooming is always a gamble, and we have some of the most experienced groomers in the world,
just not the equipment to get the job done. Northlands needs to open up their eyes and start investing
in their company so it can reach its full potential. We need more machines, more people, and larger
operating budgets if they want to grow and be successful. If northlands wants the community to get
behind them and support them, then Northlands should get involved in this community and support the
people who make their resort amazing.

In the spring of this year (before schools out) my friends daughters class had planned a field trip from
Nakusp to Revelstoke for the day. They called to ask RMR if a discount could be provided for “The Pipe”
as some of the kids could not afford it. RMR said no. Seriously! So the class got to go to RMR and look at
it from the bottom. That is a perfect example of how little the Northlands Corporation care about our
local community.
My industry is growing rapidly in Revelstoke, and I am experiencing steady growth along with it. I service
4 local hotels (no Northlands properties, they hire out of town) and several bed and breakfasts/rental
suits and my business is a tributary business created off the success of the resort. Without the real
estate and rental demands that have been forced on the community, my services would not be a viable
business for this population size. I think that there will be many other small businesses that need this
demand to continue growing in order to keep thriving in this small town. For instance cleaning
companies, landscaping, window washing, laundry services, property management are all growing local
industries tied to the resorts success. I feel that with more development will come more economic
success for our local businesses, and with less development we will see no growth or investment from
Northlands.
In closing, I feel Northlands has not done enough to improve their resort, install any sort of loyalty from
their patrons, or help the local community. I support David and Shelley Evans and their intentions for
their resort. I hope these are people we can keep in our community, and look forward to working with
them in the future.
Thank you for our time,
Lindsay Craig
Revelstoke Pool and Spa
1051 Sandstone Road, Big Eddy
250-814-3530

Subject:

Proposed Tree House Development

From: Steve Kent [mailto:thecat@telus.net]
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 4:13 PM
To: admin
Subject: Proposed Tree House Development
Attn: Revelstoke Mayor and Council
I am writting this letter to express my support for the above referenced development.
While I understand that the City has a responsibility to maintain an effective working relationship with RMR, I find the
resort's arguments against this proposal transparent and intellectually offensive. Mr. Evans' "Tree House Hotel" concept is
innovative, interesting and would be a welcome addition to our community and economy. Let him build it.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Steve Kent
Green Cat Home Repair
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Subject:

Support for Treehouse Hotel

From: Madeline King [mailto:madelinecking@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 5:20 PM
To: admin
Subject: Support for Treehouse Hotel

Hello,
I am writing to express my support for the proposed Treehouse Hotel development, I think that this would be a
great addition to our community!
Thanks,
Madeline King
1590 Hay Road
Revelstoke, BC
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CAMOZZI BENCH
REVELSTOKE, BC

0935211 BC Ltd.
David Evans
3669 Catherwood Road
Revelstoke, BC V0E 2S3
1 (604) 932-9835
dnevanshk@gmail.com
July 17th, 2016

Re: Letter from Mr. Harry Measure on the Application for Bylaw Amendment by 0935211 B.C. Ltd. (the “Applicant”) for:
Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2110 and Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan 111777 (Camozzi Road).

Your Worship Mayor McKee & members of Revelstoke City Council,
I have tried to contact Mr. Measure to discuss his comments but unfortunately his website is no longer active and company records
show Harry Measure + Associates is no longer in operation.
The recollection of events at Red Mountain by Mr. Measure are not exactly correct and the circumstances around them are very different to those we face in Revelstoke so I question the relevance of his reference to Red Mountain to the application that is in front of
Council today.
The Sewer line referred to by Mr. Measure in this case was funded by the Federal Government 1/3, The Province 1/3 and the Red
Mountain property owners (Which included resort and private lands). From 2000 after the MDP was agreed to there was a lot of development both on Crown land and on Private land this was not ad-hoc planning as Mr. Measure states. The City of Rossland did benefit
contrary to Mr. Measure’s comments as many locals took the opportunity to move to modern condo’s with lower maintenance costs at
the ski hill base and still be only 5 minutes from the Downtown.
The resort plan stalled not due to this construction but as a result of the lack of significant on-hill improvements to keep momentum
and interest from buyers and investors at Red mountain. Since this time Red mountain has installed a high speed 4 man quad in 2013
increasing terrain and re-establishing Red as a ski hill on the move. The lift added lift access to Grey mountain in addition to the already
lift serviced peaks of Red mountain and Granite mountain.
http://www.redresort.com/press-releases/lift-expansion-is-official-for-red-mountain-resort/
Then in 2014 Red mountain expanded terrain again by adding CAT skiing to a fourth mountain area Mt. Kirkup.
http://www.redresort.com/press-releases/red-expands-terrain-again/
As a result of giving confidence back to the market, Red has re-established itself and is once again seeing growth. Since these major
investments above showing commitment from ownership that have re-kindled interest in Red they have also added:
1. A legacy training centre in 2014
2. Expansion of that legacy training centre in 2015
3. In 2015 Red announced significant changes to the management team to lead Red forward for the next 10 years
4. In the Fall of 2015 Red had the following projects underway, new hotel construction, the second phase of snow making to the TOP
of Red Mountain, modifications to the chair on Grey mountain, road construction between Granite and Grey mountains as well as
brushing and clearing, lift maintenance and on mountain construction.
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5. Oct 2015 as a result of all the above Red mountain is announced BC Alpine’s Resort of the Year. This award is given annually to the
resort in British Columbia that has gone above and beyond to support, promote and enhance the sport of alpine ski racing in the
province.
6. July 2016, Red launches ne get lost adventure centre, the first of its kind in the region.
7. For all updates at Red mountain please go to: http://www.redresort.com/about/press-releases/
I think that is clear to see that Red is a happening ski resort again thanks to the re-establishment of on mountain construction, hotels,
increased skier terrain and a full Summer activity plan.
I look forward to your support of my application as it will only enhance the attractiveness of Revelstoke and create more interest in our
community and at RMR.
Regards,

David Evans

Harry Measure July 11, 2016 Response-2 / 2

Subject:

Letter of support for Camozzi Rezoning Application

From
m: Sally Carm
michael [mailto
o:sally@carmichaelconsultiing.ca]
Sentt: Monday, Ju
uly 18, 2016 8:19
8
PM
To: a
admin
Subjject: Letter of
o support for Camozzi Rezoning Applica
ation

Dearr City of Rev
velstoke May
yor and Cou
uncil,
RE: Letter of Su
upport for Trreehouse Hottel Rezoning
g
I woould like to ask
a you to pleease vote in favour of reezoning the E
Evan’s propeerty on Cam
mozzi Road too allow for
hotell use.
I stroongly believ
ve that there is
i room for more
m
options for visitorss and a greatter breadth oof experiencees for
hosppitality in Reevelstoke, co
onsidering th
he resort's arrrival over thhe past 10 years. I agree that Revelsttoke
Mouuntain Resortt and the Suttton Place arre valuable community
c
aassets and paartners. Som
me of the initiial support
for thhe RMR dev
velopment was
w to benefiit our commu
unity by creaating more bbusiness oppportunities, inncluding
moree hotels and accommodaations. If the reason that this rezoninng request is being deniedd is because RMR and
Counncil is conceerned that thee Treehouse Hotel will compete
c
withh RMR, thenn this is not merited andd shortsightted. Revelsto
oke Mountaiin Resort does not have a monopoly on other hootels and accoommodationns being
deveeloped. Add
ditionally, RM
MR has not shown
s
a com
mmitment too ongoing development aas a) outlinedd in the now
w
outddated resort master
m
development plan
n nor b) at a level compaarable to otheer resorts across the Norrth America.
Undeerstanding th
his rezoning
g is compreheensive and contemplates
c
s greater devvelopment thhan the just tthe initial
Treee Hotel, I hav
ve confidencce that the deeveloper hass the commuunity’s intereest and long tterm vision of diversity
in prroduct offering and tasteful resort oriented devellopment in m
mind. In futuure years, thee developer w
will likely
movve from estab
blishing the Treehouse
T
Hotel
H
to conteemplating otther unique services for this area, annd I am
conffident that all parties willl make respo
onsible decissions that wiill benefit ouur communitty.
Thannk you,
Resppectfully, Saally Carmichael

-Sally Carmichael
Princiipal, Carmichaeel Consulting
m: 2550 200 0066 | e: sally@carmich
haelconsulting.cca |
w. ww
ww.carmichaelcconsulting.ca
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Subject:

Support for Camozzi Road rezoning

From: Rob Hart [mailto:rob@robhart.net]
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 9:49 PM
To: admin
Subject: Support for Camozzi Road rezoning

To the mayor and council,
I would like to strongly support the Camozzi Road rezoning application by David and Shelley Evans. I have
been investing in Revelstoke since 2007, and am the owner of 4806 Airport Way. I invested in the vision of
Revelstoke becoming a major ski destination on promises that RMR would build out the facilities. This has not
happened. I understand for some delays caused by the Global Financial Crisis, but that was 9 years ago. The
ownership of RMR changed, and the new owners therefore took over the obligations, but have not lived up to
them. As head of Asia property investment for Morgan Stanley for 12 years, and as the property investor for a
major hedge fund for the last 8 years, I understand the upside for Revelstoke if only they would apply the
necessary pressure to RMR to build out the mountain. I am relieved that the Evans' are trying to build out
something on the mountain, and they have my full support. I can only hope that this spurs on RMR to do the
same. If not I believe it is in the best interests of Revelstoke to force RMR to build out the mountain as they are
legally required.
Thanks and regards
Rob

1

Subject:

Camozzi Re-Zoning

From: Vicki Hemmingson [mailto:vhdesign@telus.net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 8:16 AM
To: admin
Subject: Camozzi Re-Zoning

I give my full support to this project propposed by the Evans. I believe this Tree Hotel will bring tourists to
town, and should not impact RMR. These tourists will ski, dine, shop and use ammenities on the hill. They
both offer a vastly different experience.
Sincerely,
Vicki
Vicki Hemmingson
VH Design
Box 1012
Revelstoke, B.C. V0E 2S0
c 250-837-1580
f 250-837-6423
www.vhdesign.ca
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July 18, 2016
His Worship Mayor Mark McKee and Members of City Council
City of Revelstoke
Re:

Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan
11177 (Camozzi Road)

I have been asked by Shelley and Dave Evans to provide my comments with respect to a letter
submitted on July 11, 2016 by Mr. Harry Measure opposing this development. Like Mr.
Measure, I am a planner that has specialized in the area of ski resort development, working on
projects around the world and based in Whistler, BC for over 20 years. I have not been retained
by the Evans and am making these comments as a private citizen with considerable experience
in the BC mountain resort industry.
Unlike Mr. Measure I don’t believe that allowing this development to proceed will undermine the
success of Revelstoke as a destination mountain resort. Mr. Measure makes reference to
development stalling at Red Mountain Resort in Rossland and forecasts a similar future for
Revelstoke if it allows this development to proceed. The extension of water and sewer to the
base of Red Mountain was completed in 1996 and funded 1/3 by the federal government, 1/3 by
the Province and 1/3 by the property owners at the base of the mountain. Unlike many areas in
BC, Red Mountain operates on private land and some of the land designated for base area
development wasn’t owned by the ski area. Following the extension of services, ownership of
Red Mountain changed and a new Master Plan was prepared in 2000. The projections for real
estate absorption contained in the 2000 Master Plan were quite optimistic given Red Mountain’s
size and location and taking into account the competing developments at ski areas in the East
Kootenay and the Okanagan that are a shorter drive to the population centres in Calgary and
Vancouver. Nevertheless approximately 200 units were constructed at the ski area base
between 2000 and 2007 and another 500 were either under construction or being marketed
when the global recession hit at the end of 2008. These units provided a diversity of product to
the motel style accommodation and single family residential housing in Rossland and were
attractive to local residents as well as second home owners and destination visitors and
provided much needed ski-in/ski-out accommodation.
Development at Red Mountain did stall after 2008 as it did at resorts across most of North
America. The Global Financial Crisis, the rise in the value of the Canadian dollar and the
dramatic drop in real estate values at mountain resorts in the US all contributed to this. There
was very little investment in mountain facilities at any of the BC resorts immediately following
the crisis. However since 2011, a handful of BC ski resorts have made strategic capital
improvements to improve their product. Red Resorts installed a new chairlift at Red Mountain
for the 2014-15 ski season opening a large amount of terrain and in January 2016 Red’s
president and general manager Don Thompson was quoted in the Vancouver Sun as saying
“We’ve had a record setting December in both revenue and skier visits in the entire 67 year
history of Red Mountain Resort”.

Letter re OCP Amendment 2109
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The proposed Camozzi Road development is on land in the Village area of the Mount
Mackenzie Base Lands Master Plan. The master plan clearly states that private lands in the
base are not to be regulated by CASP or restricted by the comfortable carrying capacity on the
mountain but should be driven by market demand. The 18 hectare parcel is within 500 to 900 m
of the Revelation Gondola and will be 100 to 500 m from the proposed Pulse Cabriolet making
the site close enough to the lifts to be a strong candidate for public accommodation. The aerial
photo of Whistler Village below shows 500 m radii circles extending from the Whistler and
Blackcomb staging lifts. Much of the Blackcomb Benchlands and Village North which are quite
viable public accommodation properties are located outside the circles.

Revelstoke has enough snow and terrain to attract destination skiers even though it is further
from the population centres than its competitors. It does, however, need a variety of
accommodation offerings and amenities to entertain the whole family to get repeat vacation
bookings. If a developer on private lands is willing to proceed with a unique public
accommodation project that satisfies the City’s criteria for development under the OCP,
including environmental protection, access to lands beyond, servicing, employee housing etc., it
should be evaluated on its own merits and not rejected because it isn’t being put forward by the
resort operator.
Respectively submitted,

Jill Almond, P.Eng., MBA
P.O. Box 1451, Whistler, BC V0N 1B0, 604-938-4312
jillalmond@shaw.ca
Letter re OCP Amendment 2109
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July 18, 2016

DOUGLAS W. RYE
B.ADMIN, C.P.A., C.A.

July 18, 2016

Chris Selvig, BES
City of Revelstoke
PO Box 170
Revelstoke, BC V0E 2S0

VIA EMAIL: admin@revelstoke.ca

Dear Chris:
RE: BYLAWS 2109, 2110 and 2118 – Camozzi Road, Revelstoke, BC

I received your package via email. It is my understanding that the owner of the adjacent property is
planning to build rental accommodations to compete with the resort. I fear these new rental
accommodations will cannibalize existing rental units.
I am aware that the Resort is vehemently opposed to this development. Their opposition is based on
trying to recover their $150 Million investment. Their arguments are very strong, and I want to see the
Resort succeed.
My desire for the success of the Resort is due to the fact I am an owner of a unit in the Sutton Place
Hotel. I have a vested interest in ensuring the demand for the rental of my unit is strong. Based on
information provided by the resort, my unit was rented for 78 days for the year ended June 2015. My
2015 rental income was up 8% over 2014, but given the proposed property tax increases, the income
will likely be insufficient to cover the taxes, common area charges, insurance and other expenses in
2016.
What make the units at the Sutton Place unique are the ski-in / ski-out feature and the proximity to the
village. Allowing additional units to be built next door to my unit, with similar features, seems
counterintuitive at this time. Adding units will not increase rental demand; it will decrease the demand
and will negatively impact rental rates. This negatively impacts the value of my unit.
Perhaps in a few more years, once the demand for the existing units exceeds 78 days, it will make sense
to revisit this proposal to add more units in my backyard.
Thank you for the opportunity to express my concerns.

Yours truly

Douglas W. Rye

1318 – 2950 CAMOZZI ROAD | REVELSTOKE, BC | V0E 2S0

To: Revelstoke Town Council

Date: July 19, 2016

From: Fraser Sprigings
Re: Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan
11177 (Camozzi Road)

I am writing to town Council as a resident and business owner in Revelstoke. I am in full
support of the Evans ‘Tree House Hotel’ proposal and subsequent rezoning application. I see
this project as a positive entity , to spur development up and around the ski hill, increasing visitor
numbers to Revelstoke and utilization of local commerce.
Without external pressure from other business ventures, such as the ‘Tree House Hotel’, I do not
foresee any future investment/development of Revelstoke Mountain Resort. This is supported
with 6 years of dormancy.
I strongly feel that the most sustainable economic model for Revelstoke is a diverse business
sector with as many various business owners as possible. This in turn will draw a healthy, well
rounded, varied demographic of tourist and new residences to Revelstoke for further prosperity.

Sincerely,

Fraser Sprigings [BSCPT, CAFCI, EMR]

Subject:
Attachments:

Treehouse Hotel Vote
pastedGraphic.pdf; ATT00001.htm

From: Jonathon Vinet [mailto:jvinet@jdesignstudio.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 3:21 PM
To: admin
Subject: Treehouse Hotel Vote

I am voting in favour of the treehouse hotel.
Sincerely,

Jonathon Vinet
Dipl. Arch. Tech.
p:
250.814.3488
e:
jvinet@jdesignstudio.ca
w:
www.JDESIGNSTUDIO.ca
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CAMOZZI BENCH
REVELSTOKE, BC

0935211 BC Ltd.
David Evans
3669 Catherwood Road
Revelstoke, BC V0E 2S3
1 (604) 932-9835
dnevanshk@gmail.com
July 19th, 2016

Re: Letter from Mr. Fred Beruschi on the Application for Bylaw Amendment by 0935211 B.C. Ltd. (the “Applicant”) for:
Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2110 and Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan 111777 (Camozzi Road).
Your Worship Mayor McKee & members of Revelstoke City Council,
Please find my response below to Mr. Beruschi’s letter dated June 17th 2016. I will follow the same format as Mr. Beruschi’s letter and
respond to the points I feel need clarification.
As a quick introduction I would like to say that at no point did Mr. Beruschi contact me to ask questions about this application. I have always
stated that I am willing to discuss this with anyone that cares to inquire and am disappointed that Mr. Beruschi has decided to make up his
mind about this rezoning without hearing my reasons for this application.

CONSIDERATIONS
1. I think we all understand that the success of RMR is based on the success of the development of a village, hotels and real estate at the resort.
That is why I have proposed a complimentary and unique accommodation area next to the resort. One that is different from the hotels,
currently built at RMR. The accommodation area is designed specifically to be different from the resort, and given the scale and type of development as shown in the maps and images I have prepared cannot be large enough to ever compete with the almost 350,000 square feet
of developable commercial space, nor the 2,654 hotel units. Further to this, I know, as we all do, that the City has attempted on numerous
occasions to work together in a positive manner with Mr. Gaglardi and Northland Properties to make the resort successful. Northland’s refusal
to cooperate with the City should not be then held over the City as ransom to turn down every other application presented near the resort.
2. The Master Development Plan did not foresee a complete halting of development at RMR and a change of ownership. However, as a
result of that change in ownership the Provincial Government have been asking for an updated Master Development Plan (MDP) from
Northland’s since 2008. Despite being more than 6 years overdue it has still not been presented to the Province or the City of Revelstoke
as requested on multiple occasions. That original MDP is completely out of date and its implementation now is impossible as Northland’s
have not actively pursued the lands within the original plan that were not owned by them. As a result, half the golf course cannot be built,
the clubhouse, the practice range, the Equestrian center, the entire South Portal or the education center not to mention the main route
as shown to the resort (see attachment #2 showing properties not owned by Northland's).
3. This type of infrastructure request is not unusual when a very lucrative tenure such as the one for RMR as given out by the Province. Please
note that this infrastructure was all installed prior to any ownership involvement by Northland’s. Further to this, RMR had an option to
apply a latecomer’s fee, whereby they could collect fees from anyone hooking into the system after the fact. They refused this option and
let the City of Revelstoke take ownership of this system, though are now claiming they should be compensated. This infrastructure is now
Revelstoke’s to allow whomever they see fit the option to pay the city to connect to a currently underused system.
4. This is not about becoming Whistler. This is about a unique accommodation area not found anywhere else in Revelstoke. We should be
beyond using Whistler as a scare tactic to sway the public or Council. We are obviously not Whistler, and I fail to see how my proposal
brings us any closer to that reality, other than, perhaps creating an innovative accommodation area rather than relying on traditional
hotel buildings to meet the needs of everyone. This is about providing choice and creating an amenity attraction. The vast majority of
today’s citizens of Revelstoke are fully in support of this proposed use.
Fred Beruschi's June 17th, 2016 Response-1 / 4

5. Yes, this is correct Revelstoke’s new economy is due to the introduction of the ski hill. Many of the new business owners and residents
to our community have come here as a result of the ski hill and the opportunities they could see that would bring. They came based on
the original vision of the MDP and not that of a stalled resort. My proposal represents another opportunity to grow our community, bring
more tourists to the City, and attract more people to stay here.
6. There is no village proposed here, for a village I would have required to apply for Commercial and Residential zoning uses neither of
which are part of my application.
7. I know that Council will consider Northland’s position on this, as it will the opinion of its staff, and feedback from residents. I appreciate
the opportunity to show Northland’s and Mr. Beruschi that Revelstoke is supportive of this application. After speaking with other ski
resort managers, they all believed that this would be a complimentary, and positive development that the resort should be embracing,
rather than fighting with lengthy letters and websites. Perhaps future owners would be more open to working with me and the City to
grow the resort.
8. After speaking with several business-owners in town, as well as with many of the residents of Sutton Place I can assure you, as you will
see from the level of support from the community, that this plan is being respectful of those that have invested heavily in our community.
Mr. Beruschi also fails to point out the contractors, sub-contractors, businesses and families that were ruined when Northland’s took over
majority ownership and unilaterally offered $0.50 on the dollar for the millions they invested at the resort. Many of whom have still not
recovered. He also fails to acknowledge that will Northland’s is a major taxpayer, they do so reluctantly, by fighting their assessment and
installing bee hives to claim farm status on their developable land.

HISTORICAL ASPECT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF MOUNT MACKENZIE
I understand that Revelstoke faced hardships over 30 and 40 years ago. RMR was built and supported locally to ensure a more stable
economy based on progressive growth. RMR’s responsibilities under their MDA have been forgotten. What is relevant is that when RMR was
awarded the Tenure to operate an All Season Resort (ASR) it was done so on the terms of Province’s land use operational policy. This means,
under the objectives guiding the development of an ASR that RMR are responsible to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain and enhance British Columbia’s competitive edge in resort development and expansion.
Provide enhanced business certainty and security.
Promote new investment, economic generation and jobs.
Minimize conflict between competing land uses.
Promote sustainable land use that commits to social responsibility and environmental stewardship.
Promote Aboriginal tourism/resort development opportunities.
Ensure an efficient and coordinated approval process with clear, welI-defined and timely decision-making.
Meet changing market and business conditions in a competitive international marketplace.
Promote diversification and four season use.

I think it is safe to say that Northland’s have failed on every single one of these objectives.

In 2016 we now find ourselves with a ski hill that has been stalled for 8 years and no plan on the table to change that as highlighted in Mr.
Tom Gaglardi’s letter to Mayor and Council dated July 15th 2016. So we have Northland’s failing on every objective of the Land use policy
for operation of an all season resort, CP rail threatening that Revelstoke may lose half of its railway jobs and the third leg of a wobbly stool
Downie left carrying the tax burden for the City of Revelstoke. We need to embrace growth and change if we are to create jobs, grow our
population and subsequently increase the pool of tax payers so Revelstoke can once again become a truly business friendly place.

REVELSTOKE MAKES A FORWARD THINKING DECISION
I think if we find ourselves in a similar situation many years from now. We will look back on this time and ask what if Revelstoke chose to
move forward and pursue development that will support further growth at the resort, or if they chose to wait for Northland’s to do this. How
long do we wait? Another 8 years? Another 20? My rezoning application represents a small project that will show Northland’s that if they
choose to invest in the resort, people will come, and growth will follow for them and the City of Revelstoke. I think we’ve seen this already
with the mountain coaster. A small investment in infrastructure will have a significant payback. I urge you as councilors to move forward with
this application.
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HOW DID IT ALL COME TOGETHER?
I and many of the residents of Revelstoke are extremely appreciative to the past efforts to establish RMR. But I fail to see how the past efforts
to get us where we are today being relevant to whether or not my application is the best use of land for this property today. It was difficult
road, people worked hard, life is hard. But we are here, thanks to the residents who worked to make this happen. Does CP Rail get a bigger
vote than BC Hydro? Yes, Mr. Gaglardi took majority ownership of RMR in 2008. And, given his past actions and unwillingness to work with
the City or the Province it would appear that he has resented it ever since.
Why has Northland’s not sold any real-estate since taking RMR over in 2008?
Northland’s like to tell you that they are good guys and have not sold any condo’s since 2008 as they do not want to sell below the prices paid
by the initial buyers, so they continue to market a few at pre global financial crisis prices and the stalling of investment at RMR. This means
the prices of those condo’s is probably 50% or more over current market prices so the likelihood of selling any are zero.
They then use this as an excuse why they cannot invest further.
In the 8 years since taking over ownership and completing all the infrastructure Mr. Beruschi stated they have why haven’t they rectified
the laundry list of deficiencies? Leaving many owners of property unable to build some 8 years after the purchased lots in good faith and
rendering the unsold stock worthless.
Please see attached a letter written by Bob Gaglardi in October 2012 some 4 years after the lots were sold where he finally admits responsibility Northland’s shortcomings. Even after admitting responsibility, we are now 4 years further on and still the works have not been rectified.
This doesn’t sound like someone who is really trying to sell real estate.
Northland’s continually say they cannot sell their real estate because there is no demand, whereas the reality of the situation it’s like trying to
sell an F 150 without an engine as “a good little runner.”
The claim they make continually that they have to invest further in infrastructure to obtain more land is again simply untrue as they have a
bed capacity of 4000 hotel beds that could have been built at any time in the last 8 years.
As a result, there are no new bed units in Revelstoke other than those built by Mr. Beruschi. There is no opportunity for skier visits to grow in
a meaningful way as there is no-where for anyone to stay. All of which allows Northland’s to further defend the fact that they haven’t invested
by saying our skier visits have peaked so they do not need to invest.
Rather than the gleaming commitment Mr. Beruschi would have you believe the Gaglardi family has made in our community, the reality is
that they have under-invested and are the single biggest obstacle to real growth in our community.

WHAT DOES A COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT ZONE 18 REALLY MEAN TO OUR COMMUNITY?
1. The 39 acres Mr. Beruschi and the Gaglardi’s continue to refer to is not part of this application in front of you today in any way shape or form.
2. I am not asking to rezone the as-yet annexed 39 acres as a part of this application. So including this in an FAR calculation is completely
irrelevant and is a purposeful misrepresentation of the facts to try and confuse the issue before Council.
3. As already stated there are no commercial or residential components to my rezoning application this is complete fear mongering and
speculation by Mr. Beruschi.
4. This rezoning will be complementary to the growth of the resort in every way and create growth we are unlikely to see from Northland’s
anytime soon. As indicated in Mr. Tom Gaglardi’s letter dated July 15th 2016 to Mayor and Council:
Northland Properties Corporation emerged at the helm of Revelstoke Mountain Resort in 2008 during one of the worst economic downturns of our generation. To date, we invested over $150,000,000 in mountain and infrastructure; an investment recoverable only through
the future sale of real estate at the Resort over the next two decades or more. This investment hasn’t been for the faint of heart. As we await
recovery from the 2008 downturn, we have an inventory of 120 unsold condos and 20 unsold residential building lots. We believe over
time this situation will improve with general economic recovery, but we believe a long-term view is required. The Applicant has said we
invested “the bare minimum” in the Resort, which is highly misinformed. In fact, Northland Properties Corporation has invested far more
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than the market has called for, all while market forces driving absorption have yet to catch up to the excess supply of real estate products
at the Resort.

It is my understanding from reading this that until Northland’s have sold the remaining 120 condo’s available at Sutton Place there will be
no further investment. And that Mr. Gaglardi believes this may take 20 years, based on the deficiencies already mentioned to the lots and
the over-pricing of the condos I would suggest this may take 20 years or longer. Is the City of Revelstoke to do nothing in the interim? Why
are Northland’s not operating in line with the Land use policy as set out by the Ministry of Forestry, lands and Natural resources office that
states among other items that they should:
•
•
•
•

Meet changing market and business conditions in a competitive international marketplace.
Promote Diversification and Four season use
Minimize conflict between competing land uses; and
Promote new investment, economic generation and jobs.

THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE REZONING
I respectfully request your support for this rezoning application. I fear that if this application is not successful it will result in a repeat of the
last 8 years or even worse, another 20 years as Mr. Tom Gaglardi states. A future where we the citizens of Revelstoke see no investment and
no cooperation from Northland’s. Contrary to Mr. Beruschi’s claims, there are investors out there today who would gladly take-over the tenure
at RMR and invest heavily in our community, despite Northland’s not wanting to do this and not wanting to cooperate with others.
I appreciate your thoughtful consideration of my rezoning application.
Regards,

David Evans
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Attachment #1

Bob Gaglardi Monashee Estates Letter

Attachment #2

Map Showing Properties within RMR Master Plan that are not currently owned by RMR

CAMOZZI BENCH
REVELSTOKE, BC

0935211 BC Ltd.
David Evans
3669 Catherwood Road
Revelstoke, BC V0E 2S3
1 (604) 932-9835
dnevanshk@gmail.com
July 19th, 2016

Re: Letter from Revelstoke Mountain Resort on the Application for Bylaw Amendment by 0935211 B.C. Ltd. (the “Applicant”) for: Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2110 and Zoning
Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan 111777 (Camozzi Road).
Your Worship Mayor McKee & members of Revelstoke City Council,
I would like to take this opportunity to respond to the letter addressed to you by Mr. Gaglardi of Northland Properties, owner of Revelstoke
Mountain Resort, dated July 15th, 2016.
I appreciate that Northland Properties is interested in protecting its financial well-being, but I find the extent to which this company has gone
to oppose a complimentary development adjacent to their property to be troubling. The lengthy letter, loaded with false statements and
misrepresentations and the website they created (http://www.developrevelstoke.com) was poorly masked as a community initiative for days
before Northland’s took credit for it, and the public relations firm calling around to distribute Mr. Gaglardi’s point of view, and are designed
to disseminate false information to Revelstoke citizens. Given the amount of intentionally false statements in Mr. Gaglardi’s letter I am left to
question the honesty of his claims. In this letter I will take the opportunity to explain why I believe this rezoning should be approved. I will
also, where necessary, respond to specific points and false statements made by Mr. Gaglardi to clarify why Camozzi Bench will be a benefit to
both Revelstoke Mountain Resort and the City of Revelstoke.

WHY CAMOZZI BENCH WILL BE GREAT FOR REVELSTOKE
What I am proposing will allow for a unique, world class accommodation area to be built at the base of Mount Mackenzie. This will increase the global awareness of Revelstoke by creating a unique destination that separates Revelstoke from its competition. This proposal
if approved will allow for an increase in tourism to our great City not just in the winter and summer but also the shoulder seasons. This will
increase business not only at the resort but also the Downtown core as people come to stay at the tree-house hotel and discover everything
else Revelstoke has to offer.

GENERAL RESPONSE TO RMR’S CLAIM OF AN UNFAIR ADVANTAGE
1. When I visited Revelstoke for the first time, I fell in love with the community. I recognized the potential of Revelstoke and the Resort to become a world class resort and the best place to live in the world. That is why I chose to build my house here. I also recognized the potential for
investment and the opportunities those brought. That is why I invested in several other properties in and around Revelstoke.
2. Like many of you, I settled down here (or chose not to leave) based on a belief that Revelstoke Mountain Resort would continue to grow,
and invest in itself as laid out in the Master Development Agreement. We all acknowledge that the 2008 economic downtown was tough
for many people. That includes local contractors employed at the resort that were forced to take $0.50 on the dollar when Mr. Gaglardi and
Northland Properties took over control of the resort and unilaterally imposed this on them all. In the 8 years since, the global and local economy has recovered. I think that we can all agree that investment in Revelstoke is back to a healthy level and growing every year. Like many
residents, the City of Revelstoke, and Council, I have waited for Northland Properties to recognize this and pick up where Mr. Simpson and
his investment group left off before 2008. The Province of BC, the City Revelstoke, and residents have been asking Northland Properties to
update its 2003 Master Plan, and the Master development agreement for over 6 years now. The community has been asking Mr. Gaglardi to
bring forth a plan that recognizes that 2008 was difficult, but that they have a plan to move forward and honour their commitments under
the MDA (see the objectives guiding the development of an All Seasons Resort from the Province of BC below). But 8 years on, Northland’s is
continuing to invest minimally and holding the community hostage with statements like, “tragic and irreversible consequences” if anyone
else wants to invest in this community. Mr. Gaglardi claims that Northland’s are bound by their tenure agreement and uses this as a reason
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why they cannot compete. And yet, Northland’s continues to ignore the terms of their tenure agreement themselves which are laid out in
the Province’s Land Use Operational Policy document (http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/farming-natural-resources-and-industry/natural-resource-use/land-water-use/crown-land/asr_policy.pdf), the objectives guiding the development of an All Season Resort (ASR) are:

OBJECTIVES GUIDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ASR:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain and enhance British Columbia’s competitive edge in resort development and expansion.
Provide enhanced business certainty and security.
Promote new investment, economic generation and jobs.
Minimize conflict between competing land uses.
Promote sustainable land use that commits to social responsibility and environmental stewardship.
Promote Aboriginal tourism/resort development opportunities.
Ensure an efficient and coordinated approval process with clear, well-defined and timely decision-making.
Meet changing market and business conditions in a competitive international marketplace.
Promote diversification and four season use.

3. After years of waiting, and a realization that Northland’s sees more value in RMR as a tax break it can claim against its other businesses’ profits
than it does as a viable investment, I have put forward this rezoning application so the community can finally see some meaningful investment. I have had numerous people tell me that they cannot find suitable accommodation in Revelstoke in the winter that suits the needs of
their families. As a result, they choose to go elsewhere. This is why I am proposing to build a high-quality, unique tourist destination that will
provide bed units for those looking to come to Revelstoke. RMR has the ability to address this obvious need by building out the 4,000 bed
units they are granted before having to make any further investment in resort infrastructure.
4. Northland Properties may well be finding it difficult to sell its properties. I would expect that when they are still for sale at the now overvalued
pre-2008 prices and the fact they haven’t addressed deficient infrastructure issues from as far back as 2008. Who would want to buy a lot or
hotel site that has significant infrastructure issues such that the City of Revelstoke will not approve a building permit on it? Please see admission of responsibility for the faulty works by Mr. Bob Gaglardi, CEO Northland Properties dated Oct 2102, some 4 years after initial investors
purchased these lots. Unfortunately, despite this admission of responsibility, Northland Properties still have not rectified these works and as
such all properties effected cannot be sold as they are not serviced correctly and will not get a building permit issued as a result, rendering
them worthless in their current state. Quote from Mr. Bob Gaglardi below (Please see attachment 1 for the full letter):
“We are writing this letter to explain our situation on the above mentioned. We find ourselves in a very difficult situation, in that we are
coming to the end of our paving season faced with contract obligations to the current lot owners and having issues with the City of Revelstoke. We are faced with severe issues from both parties. We also accept that this predicament is one of our own making due to all
the mistakes we have made. We have nobody to blame but ourselves for the time constraints we find ourselves in.”

Mr. Bob Gaglardi, CEO Northland Properties October 19,2012.
5. Mr. Gaglardi’s claim that this rezoning application is the thing that will prevent RMR from making any future investments for “a generation if this application is approved” is a preposterous threat to the City of Revelstoke and flies in the face of the his obligations as laid out
in the Tenure agreement, and Northland’s claim that they are good neighbours and investors in Revelstoke. Firstly, we’ve seen over the
last 8 years they are not interested in making any investments and they are now saying it maybe another 20 years based on the inventory
they have alone before there is any justification to invest again. If Northland’s wants to sell its real-estate and invest then they have to
rectify the issues of the past, market their real-estate at current market prices and show investors what they intent to do in the next 3-5
years to rebuild the confidence they have lost as a result of their inaction in the last 8 years.
6. My rezoning application if passed will not stall this resort as it is already stalled. It may, and I hope it does, relight some of the embers
left from the initial launch of RMR.

SPECIFIC ISSUES IN RMR’S JULY 15TH LETTER
1. I believe that this application is about a long-term vision. The question before you is whether or not this application will be a complimentary use to RMR without competing with it or downtown. As you can see from the maps and images I’ve included in my rezoning
package, this development will be of a low impact, maintaining most of the trees on site, with small accommodation pods scattered
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throughout the site that are serviced by lodges or hotels with associated services. Had this been meant to compete with RMR or the
downtown I would have done better to have applied for the “Resort Core” rezoning that surrounds my property to the north and east,
under which are permitted 8 storey hotel buildings, apartments, townhouses, retail and commercial uses among others. The CD-18
application is about a specific, unique accommodation type that is nothing like the Resort and cannot be of a scale and size to compete
with downtown and does not contain specific commercial or residential zoning as Mr. Gaglardi claims.
2. What is true is that, at the time of annexation I indicated that the first phase of the accommodation area would include a main lodge and
about 25-50 accommodation pods. Beyond that timeline, I would develop a comprehensive plan for the site and present it to Council in the
rezoning application. The intent has always been to develop a unique hotel accommodation area on this property, and that is what this zoning
application in front of you today is for. By continually focussing on this low number and falsely stating that I previously said 20 units, 25 units or
50 units for the entire site, Mr. Gaglardi is attempting to make me look like a liar and distract the community and Council from my application.
3. See above.
4. If I truly believed that there was a risk that this would have negative effects on the resort and Revelstoke itself then I wouldn’t bring
this application forward. Why would I when I have several other land investments (Mackenzie Village being the largest) whose success
hinges on Revelstoke growing and thriving? Doing so would be financial suicide. The rezoning will support growth of the resort and of
the community where it is indicated to be as laid out in the OCP and the resorts own MDP.
5. I have explained in previous letters the financial benefits this would bring to RMR in direct lift ticket sales and spin off purchases. Bringing more people to the resort and to the downtown can only have positive effects. This is direct income for the resort, without Northland’s
having to spend a single penny. Please see the attached charts from the two largest ski resorts in North America as publicly traded companies their data is available, from this you can clearly see that the resort will directly benefit from an increase in visitors and that lift ticket
sales make up the vast majority of revenue.

Source: http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2012/02/no-business-like-snow-business-the-economics-of-big-ski-resorts/252180/

6. I would question that Northland’s Properties has invested $150 million in on-mountain infrastructure. Any expense associated with the
building of Sutton Place or development of the lots and hotel sites are not on-mountain but are recoverable development costs. $150
million may have been invested in the creation and construction of roads, sewer, water, lifts, gondolas and buildings at the resort, but to use
this figure as a show of continual investment from Northland’s alone is extremely misleading not only for the reasons given above but also
because the vast majority of this investment was made before Northland’s even became a minority investor let alone once they took control.
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•

The other statements made in this section have been addressed by my point 4 under “General Response to RMR’s Claim of Unfair Advantage).

7. Mr. Gaglardi states that his current lifts have 30% capacity remaining that would imply they are running at 70% capacity. The Canada
West Ski Area Association (CWSAA) states:
“Ski resorts can typically run at 45% of their carrying capacity prior to experiencing operational challenges (e.g. weekend line-ups).” source CWSAA
•

So as per Mr. Gaglardi’s statement, that means that RMR are running at 70% capacity, or put another way, 55% above typical utilization
rates before you can expect operational challenges.

The CWSAA also states that the average capacity for all BC Resorts is 32%
•
•
•

RMR is therefore operating at 118% above average when compared to other resorts in BC.
Contrary to Mr. Gaglardi’s claim, this is why we are commonly seeing long line-ups at RMR, and why we should have already seen additional lift capacity at RMR.
Furthermore, what Mr. Gaglardi is missing here is that you need momentum to make a resort successful. Claiming you’re waiting for
more capacity before installing more lifts, doesn’t cut it for those who travel here to spend $86 a day or $600 a week to stand in line for
30 minutes every run at the Stoke Chair. Simply saying we are big enough does not drive growth. In fact, it kills it, as it sends the message
there is nothing more coming for a long time, if ever.

8. Despite the false statements made about 1,600 homes, my other applications or investments should have no bearing on this specific
application. Using this point to suggest that Council is “in bed” with me is insulting to the City of Revelstoke, Council and myself. Again
this is a low-blow scare tactic that is trying to create a perception of unfair advantage where none exists.
9. Whilst not part of this application the development of Mackenzie village will provide an important element to our City to allow growth at
RMR. Without Mackenzie Village where does Mr. Gaglardi think all the people that will need housing as a result of the jobs that should
be created from the development of RMR live? So this again is not only complimentary to RMR but will enhance RMR’s ability to grow,
without a home you can’t live and work in Revelstoke.
10. Council was given a mandate to represent its citizens to make informed decisions about these types of applications. Again to suggest that
Council is doing everything I ask of them is insulting and defamatory. This is an attempt to make Council look bad in front of the community.
•
•

Furthermore, it does not explain the length of my annexation application for this property that took over 2.5 years to get approved. Surely
if Council was in my back pocket this would’ve happened much more expediently than it did.
I would also like to point out the irony of this statement. As Northland’s have created their own website trying to tell Council exactly how
our city should be developed.

11. Since Camozzi Bench was a part of the CSRD when the OCP was written and is only now being considered after annexation, the most
logical thing to do would be to consider Council’s consideration for annexation as the overriding direction on this particular property.
Council voted unanimously to annex Camozzi Bench so that it could be rezoned for hotel accommodation use, a rezoning designation
that would complement RMR. In my rezoning application to the City, I have highlighted specific goals and policies that support this development. After consideration of the application and its appropriateness within Revelstoke’s OCP, Mr. Strachan, the City of Revelstoke’s
Manager of Development Services, in his professional opinion, put forward the recommendation that this rezoning be brought forward
for Council’s consideration. There is no change to the OCP as Northland’s would have you believe it is simply being amended to include
the subject property as is required.
12. There are three principal uses laid out in the proposed zoning.
•

•

They include:
◦◦ Accommodation Pods (i.e. Tree House Units – with a definition);
◦◦ Hostels; and
◦◦ Hotels
The other, secondary uses, such as restaurant, spa, etc. can only exist in conjunction with a principal use and would be consistent with
service offered in any hotel, hostel or other accommodation found throughout the world. The idea being that if you were staying in a
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hotel or larger accommodation area, you would expect there to be a restaurant or place to get a drink within said hotel as is usual practice.

13. Given that there are only 3 principal uses (accommodation pods, hostels, hotels) proposed for this area, and that there is no commercial
or residential components this could ever become a “whole new village.”
•
•
•

Also, saying that there could be “homes, multi-family dwellings and even retail” is another false statement used to try and misinform
Council and the community about what is actually permitted in this zone. If you review the proposed zoning you will see that nowhere
does “homes, multi-family dwellings, or retail” appear.
The 5 year no-build covenant was a gesture to allow RMR to consider this rezoning and how it may fit into its long-term plans when it
updates is MDA.
Northland’s are omitting the very large concession to allow them a right of way through my lands as shown on the MDP. Without this, they
have no meaningful way to access all their potential development land to the South.

14. This is RMR telling the City and a private landowner how they should develop their property. Again, ironic given point 10 above. The reason that hotels are proposed is so that they can act as a central lodge for the accommodation pod guests, providing check-in area as well
as food and beverage services and more conventional room types. In essence they would be ancillary to the accommodation pods while
providing for more traditional accommodation units that would appeal to a wider range of guests. Without this use permitted it would
too narrowly define the area, and not allow for the related services (such as restaurant or bar) that people would expect when staying at
a hotel. Would you stay somewhere that you had to drive out of just to get a coffee? If your answer is “no” then I hope you can appreciate
why this is proposed in this application.
•
•
•

The City of Revelstoke’s Planning Department has reviewed the proposed zoning and is satisfied with the definition for accommodation
pods. The definition was kept flexible enough to allow for a variety of types that can accommodate wheelchairs, building code requirements, etc., without specifically having to be a “tree house”.
Secondary uses are ancillary to the “permitted use” by law.
I believe that the City has hired competent professionals with relevant experience to review these types of applications. I believe that if
they had seen the need to limit uses to accommodation pods only, or restrict the secondary uses to 20%, they would have stated so in their
recommendation or said this to me in our meetings prior to submission of the application. It is not up to RMR to tell the City of Revelstoke
how it should draft its own bylaws. I will leave that to the experienced city staff.

15. I have responded to the April 27 comments and I am sure that Council has had time to consider both sides of the argument.
•

As of July 17th at 3:20pm I cannot find any indication that there is a similar style accommodation zone designation area at either Red
Mountain, Sun Peaks or Fernie. Are we comparing apples to apples? How applicable will their feedback be to this particular application for
this style of accommodation area? Please see my response to Mr. Harry Measures letter that highlights Red mountain as support for Mr.
Gaglardi. Mr. Measure’s letter has also been included on Northland’s website. You will see that in this case Mr. Measure is comparing infill
housing (again not proposed with this rezoning) to this accommodation area. Again, Mr. Gaglardi is very poorly informed.

16. This application is following the standard timeline. In fact, it has already been delayed twice (1 month) before going to Council. I appreciated the comments from Councilor Nixon at the June 28th Council Meeting. She recognized that this application is not being fast-tracked
through the City, but is following due process as laid out under law, and should continue to follow due process.
•
•

This is another inappropriate suggestion that the City of Revelstoke and Council is being coerced and influenced by me, with the intent
of misinforming the public.
The OCP as already stated is not being changed as Mr. Gaglardi is claiming it is merely being amended to incorporate the Camozzi bench area.

17. See above.
18. Please refer to my comments in the “General Response to RMR’s Claim of an Unfair Advantage” section above and my response to #5,
where I highlight how important lift ticket sales actually are to a resorts revenue stream.
•

My suggestion of increased lift revenue represents 100% income without any significant investment on Northland’s behalf. The $1.9-$3.8
million RMR would receive in lift tickets was calculated to try and show how this development would mutually benefit Northland’s, without
them having to invest a single dollar.

19. Please refer to my comments in the “General Response to RMR’s Claim of an Unfair Advantage” section above.
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20. I believe that we have seen the results of a stalled resort over the last 8 years. Camozzi Bench represents the first real investment in the
resort since Northland’s took over in 2008. Please refer to my comments in the “General Response to RMR’s Claim of an Unfair Advantage” section above.
21. I have met with Rob Toor in the last few months and reached out to Graham Rennie, Rob Toor, and Peter Nielson via email offering to
meet in person or talk on the phone. Not one of them have responded to my requests in any meaningful way to date. My proposal to
install a lift to service the lower mountain as detailed in my application is genuine and I am happy to discuss this with RMR at any-time.
22. I would like to point out that I have paid a substantial premium for the lands I’ve acquired versus the cost of the Crown land made available to
Northland as a result of the tenure. Under the terms of the tenure RMR are obliged to invest in on-mountain infrastructure in order to acquire
these lands. However, these are the terms of the agreement to which RMR agreed to and have nothing to do with land that is outside of that
tenure agreement. Northland’s are failing to point out that the ultimate beneficiary of this on-mountain infrastructure is actually them, as
they are the owner and operator, and will receive the on-going revenues from this potentially substantial mountain resort.
23. Please refer to my comments in the “General Response to RMR’s Claim of an Unfair Advantage” section above. RMR may well have 200
acres of land, but if the City of Revelstoke has deemed their “serviced” land to be unsatisfactory to the point that it won’t issue building
permits, this is an empty promise to distract residents and Council from this application’s merit. That Northland’s cannot find a single
buyer says more about Northland’s, than it does about the hardships they face. The only party devaluing the resort lands is Northland’s
themselves by failing to rectify the many issues of their making.
•
•
•

Further to this, The Revelstoke Review spoke to Graham Rennie on Monday July 18th and asked why the resort wouldn’t build its own
new hotels.
Mr. Rennie replied, “The first thing we need to do is have demand. That demand is not there yet.”
So if RMR don’t want to take the risk, but am willing to, why are they so opposed to this application.

24. I urge Northland’s to rectify the servicing issues with their lands and then hire an independent group to market and sell these lands so
we can see development at RMR once again.
25. In terms of density, Camozzi Bench is far less of an impact than the surrounding Resort Core Zoning. Camozzi Bench represents a responsible
“transition zone” between the 8-storey buildings allowed within Resort Core Zoning, and the more rural area surrounding the property to
the west and south. Trees will be retained as visual buffers, effectively shielding the visual impact of the Resort from the surrounding rural
landscape, while providing the benefit of higher density and commercial tax rates. This will alleviate the short-term lack of 4+star accommodation, while providing long-term, complimentary investment adjacent to the resort. This will bring more people to Revelstoke to recreate,
stay and shop. The City of Revelstoke benefits, the downtown core benefits, and Revelstoke Mountain Resort benefits.
26. I could not agree with this statement more… “development should be occurring on lands that are intended for development…” Mr.
Gaglardi, Revelstoke is still waiting. In the meantime, while we wait, I have committed to investing in a unique accommodation area that
will bring more visitors to Revelstoke, increase 4-season tourism visits and create a long-term economic benefit for the Resort, Downtown
and the City of Revelstoke.
I urge City Council to approve my rezoning application as this is the best land use for this 18 acres adjacent to the resort. Despite the
comments made by Northland’s if they look calmly at my application they will see that it is also in their best interests. The context of this rezoning application has been in the public domain for more than 2.5 years and has not changed. I am making considerable concessions to
Northland’s and urge them to move forward with development at RMR as they are obliged to do under the terms of the Provincial tenure.
Regards,

David Evans
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Attachment #1

Bob Gaglardi Monashee Estates Letter

Subject:

Tree House rezoning application

From: Mass Spataro [mailto:mass@revelstoke-realty.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 3:45 PM
To: admin
Subject: Tree House rezoning application

Hi
I just want to offer my support for the rezoning of the property for the tree house hotel. Growth is vital to our
city. Thank-you
Mass Spataro
Owner/Managing Broker
RE/MAX Revelstoke Realty
Phone: (250) 837-5121
Cell: (250) 837-0049
Fax: (250) 837-7020
mass@revelstoke-realty.com
www.revelstoke-realty.com
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Subject:

Letter in support of 'Evan's Project'

From: Ian Tomm [mailto:mmotnai@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 4:29 PM
To: admin
Subject: Letter in support of 'Evan's Project'

Attention: Town Council
RE: Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2110 and
Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan 11177 (Camozzi Road)
I am writing in full support of David and Shelly Evans' Treehouse development. I have been a Revelstoke
home owner and resident for 10 years and have worked in the region for the better part of 20 years. I feel that
the proposed development is in total alignment with the community values that I deeply appreciate living in
Revelstoke.
My 20 year career in BC’s winter adventure tourism industry has taught me the importance of investing in the
future. David and Shelly have a vision for what Revelstoke can be, not dissimilar to the vision that the original
investors in RMR had for our community. While I understand and respect the need to value the contributions
that RMR has made, I truly believe that there is room for both RMR and the Evan’s project. I also believe that
if this development was proposed in any other resort community we’d see it being supported by the resort, not
opposed, as in this case. By most accounts, BC is at the beginning of an extended boom in tourism and now is
the time for investment. I do not see investment being made at the resort beyond relatively low cost, high return
initiatives. We need more beds in this town for more visitors, summer and winter. A development like the
Treehouse Hotel will add to the international brand of Revelstoke that will extend well beyond the ‘ski resort’
brand that we have now.
I strongly encourage Council to rise above the politics and rhetoric and approve this proposal based on its merits
and community support, which I believe to be strong on both accounts.
Ian Tomm
Revelstoke, BC
250-200-0808
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July

19th

2016

Re: Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot I, Plan
lll77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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July

19th 2016

Re: Official Community Plan Amendment BylawNo. 2109, ZoningAmendment
BylawNo. 2110 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan
lll77 (Camozzi Road)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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IuIy lgth 2016
Re: Official Community Plan Amendment BylawNo. 2109, ZoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 2l l0 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 21 1 8 for Lot 1, Plan

lII77

(CarrozziRoad)

Dear Mayor and Council,
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July

19th

2016

Re: official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, zoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 21 10 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2l I 8 for Lot l, plan
llI77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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July

19th 2016

Re: offrcial community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, zontngAmendment
Bylaw No. 2l l0 and zoningAmendment Bylaw No. 21rg for Lot i, plan
lll77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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July lgth 2016
Re: official community Plan Amendment BylawNo. 2109, zoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 21 10 and zoningAmendment Bylaw No. 2l l g for Lot î, plan
IlI77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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Re: official community plan Amendment BylawNo. 2109, zoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and zoningAmendment Bylaw No. 21 lg for Lot î, plan
lll77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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July lgth 2016
Re: offrcial Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, zoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and zoningAmendment Bylaw No. 21lg for Lot l, plan
lll77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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July lgth 2016
Re: official community Plan Amendment BylawNo. 2109, zoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 2l 10 and ZoningAmendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, plan
Ill77 (Camozzi Road)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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2016

Re: offrcial community Plan Amendment BylawNo. 2109, zoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 2l l0 and ZoningAmendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot l, plan
lIl77 (CamozziRoad)
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official community Plan Amendment BylawNo. 2109, zoningAmendment
BylawNo. 2110 and ZoningAmendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, plan
Re:

lll77

(Camozzi Road)

Dear Mayor and Council,
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July

19th 2016

Re: Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and ZoningAmendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan
lll77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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19th 2016

Re: offrcial community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, zoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and ZoningAmendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, plan
lll77 (Camozzi Road)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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July lgth 2016
Re: official community Plan Amendment BylawNo. 2109, zoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and zoningAmendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot l, plan
lll77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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July

19th 2016

Re: Offrcial Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, ZoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 2l l0 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan
lll77 (Camozzi Road)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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July lgth 2016
Re: Official Community Plan Amendment BylawNo. 2109, ZoningAmendment
BylawNo.2110 and ZoningAmendment BylawNo.2118 for Lot 1, Plan
lll77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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July

19th 2016

Re: Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and ZoningAmendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan
lll77 (Camozzi Road)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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Re: Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, ZoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and ZoningAmendment Bylaw No. 2l 18 for Lot 1, Plan
Ill77 (Camozzi Road)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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July lgth 2016
Re: Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, ZoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan
III77 (Cartozzi Road)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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Iuly lgth 2016
Re: offrcial community plan Amendment Bylaw No.
2109, zoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 21 10 and zoning Amendment Byiaw No. 2l l g
for Lot î, plan
11177 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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Re: official community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, zoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 21 10 and ZoningAmendment Bylaw No. 21 18 for Lot l, plan
IlI77 (Camozzi Road)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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Re: offrcial community plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, ZoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 21 10 and zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 21 1 g for Lot plan
î,
lll77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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July Igth 2016
Re: offrcial community plan Amendment Bylaw No.
2109, zoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 21 10 and zoningAmendment Byiaw No. 21 r g
for Lot î, plan
lll77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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19th 2016

Re: Ofhcial Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, ZoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and ZoningAmendment Bylaw No. 21 18 for Lot 1, Plan
Ill77 (Camozzi Road)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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July lgth 2016
Re: Official Community Plan Amendment BylawNo. 2109, ZoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 21 10 and ZoningAmendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan
lll77 (CamozzíRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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19th 2016

Re: Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, ZoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and ZoningAmendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan
lll77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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July lgth 2016
Re: Offrcial Community Plan Amendment BylawNo. 2109, ZoningAmendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and ZoningAmendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan
lll77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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19th

2016

Re: Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 2110 and ZoningAmendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan
lll77 (CarnozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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Re: official community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, zoningAmendment
BylawNo.2110 and ZoningAmendment BylawNo. 2118 for Lot l, plan
lll77 (CamozziRoad)
Dear Mayor and Council,
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19th 2016

Re: Official Community Plan Amendment BylawNo. 2109, ZoningAmendment
BylawNo. 2110 and zoningAmendment BylawNo. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan

Ill77 (CamozziRoaÐ
Dear Mayor and Council,
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Subject:

Camozzi Bench

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Maitre Jim [mailto:snow12@telus.net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 10:33 PM
To: admin
Subject: Camozzi Bench
I wish to express my support for the Camozzi Bench proposal and the zoning change to enable it. Sincerely, Jim Maitre
Sent Sent from heaven

1

Subject:

Camozzi Rezoning

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Al [mailto:al@purcell.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2016 8:55 AM
To: admin
Subject: Camozzi Rezoning
To Mayor and council,
As a regular visitor to Revelstoke I fully support the rezoning application at Camozzi road. The biggest issue with coming
to stay in Revelstoke during the Winter months is the lack of suitable accommodation. I find Sutton Place regularly
booked during the weekends and if that isn't available my only other options are the 1&2 star hotels motels downtown
which aren't an option as I come for skiing and a mini‐break so want somewhere nice to stay that is ski in ski out. The
tree house proposal looks like a great addition and a real asset to Revelstoke.
I would also like to ask why, when Revelstoke is popular among skiers hasn't RMR expanded at all in the last 8 years
when everyone‐else is? i would also visit in the Summer if RMR offered downhill biking and sightseeing.
Regards,
Al Gluckman
‐‐

1

Subject:

Treehouse Hotel

From: Amanda Lovenuik [mailto:acb.stoneyridge@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2016 8:58 AM
To: admin
Subject: Treehouse Hotel

To whom it may concern;
I support the Treehouse Hotel. I believe that Revelstoke is growing as a tourism destination, particularly in the
winter season. The addition of this concept hotel will provide more accommodation opportunities.
Sincerely
Amanda Lovenuik

1

Subject:

Camozzi Re-zoning - Treehouse Hotel

From: Natalie Wilson [mailto:nataliew6@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2016 9:17 AM
To: admin
Subject: Camozzi Re-zoning - Treehouse Hotel

Dear Mayor and Council of Revelstoke, BC.
I am writing this letter to show full SUPPORT for the Treehouse Hotel project and rezoning.
As a skiing family who travel the province, we have been to Revelstoke quite a few times, each time
finding it difficult to secure appropriate accommodation slope side. While the Sutton Place has great
placement to the ski hill, it has been extremely difficult to secure a room when needed, thus forcing us
to stay in town, which is not the proximity we are looking for with younger children.
We look forward to returning to Revelstoke, to stay in a unique, dynamic and innovative
accommodation.
We fully support this proposal.
Natalie and Taylor Wilson
8304 Ladner Rd
Vernon, BC
V1B 3M8

1

Subject:

Tree house project

From: beechler33 [mailto:beechler33@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2016 11:34 AM
To: Dawn Levesque
Subject: RE: Tree house project

To whom it may concern.

I think the tree house development is a step in the right direction for not only the the hill but the town of
revelstoke as a whole. I cant for the life of me find a reason that this project doesnt already have the green light.
All the tax money it would generate, not to mention the boost for businesses around town as well as it just being
a sweet concept are just some of the many reasons i believe this idea is a winner. Do the right thing. lets give
this a shot. Thanks for your time.
My name is Matthew Marcotte

1

Subject:

FW: Camozzi Bench Development

From: Gary Dunchus [mailto:gdunchus@merriongroup.net]
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2016 12:18 PM
To: admin
Subject: Camozzi Bench Development

Dear Mayor McKee and members of Council,
I have been a real estate investor in Revelstoke for about 8 years and have been following the Comozzi Bench
development process extremely closely. My original investment thesis was based on the master plan. The time horizon
was 15‐20 years, let the resort build out. For the past 8 years I have watched in horror at the lack of action and
commitment to grow shown by Northlands. AND NOW, the rhetoric and fear mongering coming from Northlands and
their shills is appalling. As stewards of the original master development plan they have now successfully accomplished
exactly zero toward making investors in your city excited about ANY future development at the resort, let alone any
ongoing infrastructure build outs. It is as plain as the noses on your faces as to why the real estate at the resort has
languished and will continue to languish, Northlands is content with status quo and are anything but inspired about
Revelstoke and its prospects. The conclusion is that a small amount of competition and passion have left them
scrambling to prevent the resort and town from moving forward.
It seems from a cursory reading of David Evan’s proposals and biography that he is once in a generation agent for
positive change. He is obviously a passionate and thoughtful investor, energetic home builder and skier. He has already
shown good faith in that he lives in the neighborhood where he plans to build. It is imperative that the Tree House
proposal get approval . We all want to see what it brings. Revelstoke needs to be open for business!
Yours truly,
Gary Dunchus

________________________

The Information contained in and accompanying this communication is for your information only. Such information is
strictly confidential and is intended solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s) of
this communication please delete and destroy all copies immediately. This is not an offer or solicitation with respect to the
purchase or sale of any security. This material has been prepared based upon information that Merrion Financial Group
and its subsidiaries believe to be reliable. Any historical price(s) or value(s) are as of the date indicated. Merrion Financial
Group and its subsidiaries do not accept any responsibility to update any opinions or other information contained in this
email.
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Subject:

FW: Letter in support of the Tree House hotel

From: Greg Hoffart [mailto:greg@treeconstruction.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2016 2:38 PM
To: admin
Subject: Letter in support of the Tree House hotel

Hello et all,
I am writing in support of the tree house development. The developer has painstakingly gone through the
democratic process, and has complied on numerous applications for due process, as well as acknowledgment of
community concerns, communal spirit and living in Revelstoke. Living here has offered the Evan’s an acute
knowledge of what makes this area special, and rings home the care they have taken to consider the community
at every intersection.
In keeping consistent with sustainable community goals, and healthy living arrangements, what could more
beneficial then building on a site, that is predicated on maintaining the health of our sensitive
ecosystems? Treehouse!! Further, the benefits of childhood health and development are regularly linked to
spending time in nature. Not to mention, more heads in beds, means more people to cruise through Revelstoke
and enjoy all of its amenities.
The nature of the attacks and hasty conclusions made by Northland Properties is a confirmation of the character
this company runs, and of the ethics that they abide by. Strictly speaking, they have repeatedly harmed
ecosystems, rung individuals and companies through expensive lawsuits, stalled development of this resort, to
name a few. I can’t understand how Northlands wouldn’t appreciate the open handed approach the Tree house
development has come forth with their goals and aspirations.
In short, it would be a crying shame to continue beating this drum. Due process is in support of the tree house
development, the opportunity is unique and compelling. If Revelstoke wants to continue to be amazing, be a
place for imagination and continue with the magic that keeps people attracted, more emphasis should be put on
discouraging large corporations flocking to town slapping up starbucks, generic restaurant chains and lacklustre
mega-box stores, rather then beating down our own talented minds, developers and visionaries.
Go climb a tree Northlands, have a look through the canopy at what an opportunity this is, to be a part of, and to
admire the ingenuity and engineering required to building beds in the top of this amazing forest.
Sincerely,
Greg Hoffart
Tree Construction Inc.
250.837.1571
www.treeconstruction.ca
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Subject:

TreeHouse Hotel

From
m: Adam Corn
neil [mailto:ad
dam@naturallycrafted.ca]
Sentt: Wednesday
y, July 20, 2016 3:47 PM
To: a
admin
Subjject: TreeHou
use Hotel

I am
m out of town
n and cannot make the meeting
m
but nonetheless I am in favouur of the prooposed TreeH
House Hotel.
Thannks.

Adam
m Corneil
CEO
O
Natuurally Crafted Contractin
ng Ltd.
(7788) 996-4011
NatuurallyCrafted
d.ca
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Subject:

Revelstoke: Camozzi Road Rezoning

From
m: Crofton-Atkins, Charles [mailto:ccroffton@btig.com
m.hk]
Sentt: Thursday, July
J
21, 2016 12:13 AM
To: a
admin
Subjject: Revelsto
oke: Camozzi Road Rezoning

C
Dearr Mayor and Council,
07 on the und
derstanding that
t
RMR wouuld be continuously develo
oped according to the
I invvested in Revelstoke in 200
resorrt master plan
n. There is no doubt in my mind that Mt
M MacKenziee and the Selkirk Mountains are some o
of the most
stunn
ning ski terrain and capablle of drawing thousands of visitors from
m around the world every day. The Collumbia River
is an outstanding natural wond
der and comb
bines with the
e scenery aro und Revelsto
oke to make truly inspiratio
onal
landsscape with hu
uge developm
ment potentiaal for summerr recreation tooo.
Will yyou please ap
pply firm and judicious pre
essure on Norrthland Propeerties to enerrgize their effo
orts in develo
oping
RMR. They are do
oing the City of
o Revelstoke
e no favour byy failing to invvest in RMR aat a pace which would help create
i the local arrea. When I visited in Maarch there was no doubt th
hat the amount of
moree prosperity for everyone in
invesstment in RMR had barely changed in 5 years which is ridiculous with interestt rates this low
w and financing so readily
availaable.
I have known Davvid Evans for nearly
n
twentyy years and he
e is a man of strong convicction and mo
oral values. I ffully support
oject and believe it will he
elp kick‐start further
f
growtth at RMR and Revelstoke. We simply cannot have
the tree house pro
uation where a small blockking minority are allowed to
t create obsstacles for thee wider comm
munity purelyy on the basis
a situ
that tthey don’t se
ee the blindingly obvious. The mountain has so mucch potential th
hat any objecction to this d
development
is as unhelpful as sitting on a goldmine and refusing to dig.
f
to meeting you when I’m back next year.
I veryy much look forward
Yours sincerely,
Charles

Charles Crofton‐Atkkins
Manaaging Director
BTIG Hong Kong Ltd
d., 18/F., Kinwick Centre, 32 Hollywood
H
Roaad, Hong Kong
852 3416 5009 | M: 852 6779
9 9269 | US To
oll Free : 1 866 316 5061
Tel: 8
Disclaimer: https://ww
wwca01.btig.com
m/apdisclaimer..aspx

Discclaimer: https://www.btig
g.com/disclaaimer.aspx
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Subject:

Tree House Project Support

From: Anna-Carin Hart [mailto:annacarinhart@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 2:13 AM
To: admin
Subject: Tree House Project Support

Dear Mayor and Council,
I invested in Revelstoke in 2007 on the understanding that RMR would build the resort out as per the master
plan, this has not happened and I hope you bring pressure on Northland Properties to re-establish growth and
investment at RMR.
I am fully in support of the tree house project and believe this will spur further growth at RMR and in
Revelstoke. I have known David Evans for more than twenty years and Shelly Evans for ten. They are people
of the highest integrity and their efforts to make Revelstoke a prosperous area should be championed by
everyone.

Warm regards,
Anna-Carin Hart
www.snapsack.com
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Subject:

For the attention of the Mayor and the Council

From: Stephen Lindsay [mailto:stephen.lindsay90@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 2:19 AM
To: admin
Subject: For the attention of the Mayor and the Council
Dear Sir/Madam,
Nearly 10 years ago I invested in the Re-zoning of Camozzi Road on the premise that RMR would be building a resort there.
The project did not go ahead though. I am very keen that Northland Properties re-start growth and invest at RMR.
Concerning the tree house development. This eco-friendly project is likely to encourage action at RMR and is good for Revelstoke overall - I
would like it recorded that I fully support this.
Yours sincerely,
Steve Lindsay
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Subject:

Revelstoke - David Evans.

From: Christopher Johnson [mailto:clj72@icloud.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 2:11 AM
To: admin
Subject: Revelstoke - David Evans.

Dear Mayor and Council,
I invested in Revelstoke in 2007 on the understanding that RMR would be continuously developed according to the
resort master plan. There is no doubt in my mind that Mt MacKenzie and the Selkirk Mountains are some of the most
stunning ski terrain and capable of drawing thousands of visitors from around the world every day. The Columbia River
is an outstanding natural wonder and combines with the scenery around Revelstoke to make truly inspirational
landscape with huge development potential for summer recreation too.
Will you please apply firm and judicious pressure on Northland Properties to energize their efforts in developing
RMR. They are doing the City of Revelstoke no favour by failing to invest in RMR at a pace which would help create
more prosperity for everyone in the local area. When I visited in March there was no doubt that the amount of
investment in RMR had barely changed in 5 years which is ridiculous with interest rates this low and financing so readily
available.
I have known David Evans for nearly twenty years and he is a man of strong conviction and moral values. I fully support
the tree house project and believe it will help kick‐start further growth at RMR and Revelstoke. We simply cannot have
a situation where a small blocking minority are allowed to create obstacles for the wider community purely on the basis
that they don’t see the blindingly obvious. The mountain has so much potential that any objection to this development
is as unhelpful as sitting on a goldmine and refusing to dig.
I very much look forward to meeting you when I’m back next year.
Yours sincerely,
Christopher Johnson
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Subject:

Camozzi Road Rezoning.

From: Mark Bucknall [mailto:markbucknall@me.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 2:55 AM
To: admin
Subject: Camozzi Road Rezoning.

Dear Mayor and Council,
I invested in Revelstoke in 2007 on the understanding that RMR would be continuously developed according to the
resort master plan. There is no doubt in my mind that Mt MacKenzie and the Selkirk Mountains are some of the most
stunning ski terrain and capable of drawing thousands of visitors from around the world every day. The Columbia River
is an outstanding natural wonder and combines with the scenery around Revelstoke to make truly inspirational
landscape with huge development potential for summer recreation too.
Will you please apply firm and judicious pressure on Northland Properties to energize their efforts in developing
RMR. They are doing the City of Revelstoke no favour by failing to invest in RMR at a pace which would help create
more prosperity for everyone in the local area. When I visited in February 2016 there was no doubt that the amount of
investment in RMR had barely changed in 5 years.
I have known David Evans for nearly twenty years and he is a man of strong conviction and moral values. I fully support
the tree house project and believe it will help kick‐start further growth at RMR and Revelstoke. We simply cannot have
a situation where a small blocking minority are allowed to create obstacles for the wider community purely on the basis
that they don’t see the blindingly obvious. The mountain has so much potential that any objection to this development
is as unhelpful as sitting on a goldmine and refusing to dig.
I very much look forward to meeting you when I’m back next year.
Yours sincerely,
Mark Bucknall
(Resident in the UK, yet have been travelling to the Revelstoke Area for at least a week a year since 2001)
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City of Revelstoke
Box 1-70, Revelstoke, BC
VOE 2SO
RE: ANNEXATION AND RE-ZONING _ TREE TOP DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

Dear Mayor and Council,

It is my opinion that this development is not in the interest of the City and the continued viability of the
Revelstoke Mountain Resort. I want to make it clear that my opposition is not a protectionist one. ln
fact, I am not against more hotels being built as they are warranted by customer demand. My
opposition is based on fairness as I am opposed to a project which is obviously piggy backing on RMR'S
investments and its potential for continued growth.
The financing of North American Ski Resorts is absolutely dependant on real estate, and operations and
development can not be sustained on lift ticket revenue only. As Revelstoke can be really proud to have

will be needed.
prosper
Anything which will impede the financial success and the ability of RMR to
and grow is not in the
a ski area which in a short time has attained world class status, more infrastructure

interest of Revelstoke and its businesses. ln fact, I do not think there is anyone in Revelstoke who has
not profited directly or indirectly from the creation of this facility.
As former owner of Selkirk Tangiers Helicopter Skiing and as co-owner of the Hillcrest Hotel I have had,

and continue to have, a successful affiliation with the Northland Group. Together with CMH and Cat
Powder Skiing, Selkirk Tangiers was among the first to bring a national and international skiing clientele

to Revelstoke. Believe me, this was not an easy task.

RMR, together with the partners of the RAA, has
put
numbers
and
has
Revelstoke on the world skiing map.
now successfully expanded these
I remember the tough years after 2008 and Northlands continued commitment - without it, the ski area

project could have easily derailed. Needless to say such a failure would have been devastating to my
business and Revelstoke
!

Council, I urge you not to rush a decision in this matter and to carefully consider the pros and cons,
Please do not tilt the scales because of some perceived short term gains at the expense of a valuable

established partner.

Peter Schlu egger
Co- owner Hillcrest Hotel

T

250 837 3322

f

250 B3t 3340

2100 Oak Drive, PO Box'1 979
Revelstoke, BC VOE 2S0
¡eservations
coosthotels.com
1.800.563.1144

Dear Mayor and Council,
I feel compelled to submit a letter of my own detailing my Resort experience living and working in Whistler from
1988 to 2014, as well as on what kind of capital investment other ski hills have been making over the last 3 years. I
am doing this to dispel any kind of “stories” that Northlands continues to put out about how Joe Houssain and Hugh
Smythe managed the real-estate side of the development and how they worked with Whistler and Developers. I
also feel it is important to show Mayor and Council that others in the Industry have not sat back since 2008. I have
listed just a few resorts in North America that on their own have invested or are planning to invest over a Billion
dollars since 2010, this does not include the many other resorts in North America or any of the other resorts around
the world the stated Billion dollars is just from the few listed below.
I moved to Whistler in 1988, opened a small retail store in 1989 sold it three years later and begun my 16 year career
at Blackcomb Mountain. When Intrawest purchased Whistler Mountain in 1997 I worked for Whistler Blackcomb. It
was an exciting time in 1986 when Joe Houssain purchased 50% of Blackcomb from Aspen Skiing Company with the
remainder 50% purchased a few years later. Joe met Hugh Smyth at a Young President Organization dinner and so
the story goes, Hugh convinced Joe to purchase Blackcomb Mountain from Aspen skiing company and the rest they
say is history.

*Joe and Hugh saw was more than just a ski mountain. They saw a perfect fit for Intrawest and Blackcomb.
An established real estate development company (Intrawest/Houssain) combined with an expert resort
operator (Blackcomb/Smythe). The synergy proved to be revolutionary in the way Mountain Ski Resorts
would operate in future.
Soon after its purchase, Intrawest embarked on a massive upgrade of the ski mountain facilities, pouring
over $100 million into new lifts and an on mountain lodge called the Rendezvous. At the same time it began
to sell off some of the acreage at the base of the ski mountain to developers. The mountain brought the
people, who bought the real estate, who then skied the mountain. The synergy was a hit.
Joe Houssain was not interested in “holding onto” any real estate as Northland intimates and slowly doling it
out to the select few. Joe’s interest was to sell and get as many “heads on beds as possible” that would enjoy
Blackcomb Mountain. It is important to note that Whistler Blackcomb is not a hotel operator. They do not
own one hotel in Whistler. Their only interest in any kind of accommodation has been Club Intrawest a
timeshare company that works with RCR and other networks across the world selling 52 weeks in a condo
so the occupancy is extremely high and reliable for a resort. This concept was developed years after all their
inventory was sold.
I believe it is very misleading of Northlands to somehow imply that Intrawest had a hold on all of Whistler
Village and surrounding area to sell off to their leisure, which was not the case. Hussain had access to
property around the base of Blackcomb to which he sold off to other developers right away. Any of the
property he kept he built on immediately and was one of the first developers to “pre sell” a project based on
the promised infrastructure of Blackcomb Mountain. This was extremely successful and true to his word
they developed new capital investment on the Mountain each and every year pretty much each year since
then. Intrawest strategy was to always have something “new” in the pipe. Ski magazines would pick that up
and write articles on “what’s new” drawing more visitors. The strategy also worked for those who were
visiting or thinking to visit as usually WB would announce any capital investments more than 6 months in
advance in order to entice visitors to the resort.

The last position I held at Whistler Blackcomb was Director of Sales. I sat on the board of the Whistler
Chamber of commerce on the behalf of Whistler Blackcomb. I was extremely involved in all aspect of
planning, working with Tourism Whistler, all the in-resort hotels General Managers. I traveled on business
to the UK and Los Angles on behalf of Whistler Blackcomb and traveled to other Intrawest Resorts to help
train Sales Staff. I sat on the “secret committee” when the Peak to Peak idea was first vetted and was part of

working with the Executive team on “where we wanted to be by 2014 (back in 2005) looking at not only
other Ski Resorts as our competition but how we can compete with Cruise Ships, Mexican Vacations,
Disney land etc. as everyone in the industry was after the same tourist dollar.
With this vast experience I have I can tell you that if I didn’t wake up every day and think about how I could
sell more tickets I would have been out of a job. This is the very meat of the revenue a Ski Resort can
produce as the yield on the lift ticket is extremely high. For Northlands to dismiss any hotel investment at
the base of the Mountain is beyond ridiculous, to not see the value of not spending any money and we bring
them guests shows me yet again we are dealing with Hoteliers not Mountain Resort Operators. I have
spoken with many of my colleges at Whistler Blackcomb and have shared the letters and position of
Northlands to them, I can tell you they are flabbergasted Northlands would not be rolling out the red carpet
for us and are pretty much in disbelief at their hostile position towards David and I.
As someone who has lived and breathed Resorts for most of my adult life I find it incredulous that
Northlands continues comment on the 2008 downturn in the economy and this is the reason for noninvestment (one of their many reasons not to invest). I would like to share with you what other resort in
North America have been doing in the last few years




Intrawest Announced February 5, 2016 (this is not Whistler Blackcomb) Intrawest CEO Tom
Marano just announced that Steamboat Ski Area will be getting new amenities as part of the
company's capital improvement plan. New chairlift, Mountain Coaster. Intrawest plans to spend
between $43 and $48 million on new developments at its 6 mountain resorts, which include
Steamboat and Winter Park in Colorado. In a move that mirrors what Vail Resorts is doing at its ski
areas, Intrawest said it plans to invest more heavily in summer amenities.
Breckenridge, announced December 8 2015. In a decision this past November, the U.S. Forest
Service gave Vail Resorts a green light for a significant expansion of Breckenridge's summer
infrastructure. Similar to the projects at Heavenly Mountain Resort in Lake Tahoe and Vail
Mountain (two other properties also owned by Vail Resorts), the Breckenridge expansion will
include zip lines, canopy tours and other recreation meant to draw summer visitors to the ski town.
White River National Forest Supervisor Scott Fitzwilliams approved the following projects, all of
which are on National Forest land and fall within the boundaries of Breckenridge's special use
permit.
· Sawmill and Peak 7 Zip Lines
· Sawmill and Ore Bucket Canopy Tours
· Challenge Courses at Peak 8
· New and Realigned Mountain Bike Trails and Skills Course
· Peaks Trail Connection
· Hiking Trails (excluding Lake Chutes Trail)
· Off-Highway Vehicle Tours
· Upper Four O'Clock Road Realignment
· Vista Haus Deck and Climbing Wall and Peak 7 Hut Expansion
· Educational and Interpretive Programs
· Observation Tower (Alternative 3 location)
· Existing Chairlift Operations, Scenic Chairlift Rides and Activities Access
It's estimated that the project will bring up to 150,000 additional guests to Breckenridge in the
summer months.





Heavenly Resorts June 16 2015. Looking to bolster its summer operations, Heavenly Ski Resort in
Lake Tahoe has begun construction on the Epic Discovery Project. The Vail Resorts-owned ski area
is adding attractions like a mountain bike park, mountain coasters, zip-lines, and sky bridges. Check
out full details of the plan over here.
Vail Colorado, October 22 2014. Vail to get huge $25 million dollar Mountain Adventure Park
















Killington-Killington Resort & Pico Mountain
Killington and Pico continue to focus on snowmaking and lift operations, replacing primary water
lines, rebuilding pumps and hydrants to boost efficiency, and also upgrading lift drives including the
K-1 Express and Skyeship Express gondolas, making them more reliable. Also new at Killington is
the $3.5 million Snowshed Adventure Center, boasting a nearly mile-long Beast Mountain Coaster, a
soaring Skyeride over 100 feet above Snowshed Pond, a four-story Skye Ropes Course and much
more.
Okemo Mountain Resort
There are lots of improvements at Okemo this winter: a second bubble chair, a fixed-grip lift, a new
trail and snowmaking is being added to two trails at Jackson Gore.Skiers and snowboarders will view
the landscape through the bright orange tint of a retractable, transparent dome when they ride in the
comfort of another new, high-speed bubble chairlift named Quantum Four. Okemo’s snowmaking
system expansion this year includes White Lightning and Rolling Thunder at Jackson Gore. At
SouthFace Village, Okemo’s newest on-mountain community, the Sunshine Quad will connect the
Village Center to the South Face Express Quad and provide access to the new Suncatcher trail.
Okemo is also introducing convenient RFID ticketing this season.
Mount Snow Resort
Major upgrades for the 2015-16 season include new snowmaking pipe across the mountain which
will allow them to maximize the use of the 645 new guns installed last season. Ten miles of new,
larger pipe has replaced older, inefficient pipe. Significant progress has also been made on West
Lake, Mount Snow’s future 120 million gallon snowmaking water reservoir, which is expected to be
completed before the 2016/2017 winter season. Additional aesthetic upgrades include paving around
the resort and new carpet in many restaurants. Our seasonal locker room got a major facelift,
including new ceiling, floor, walls, security, and the lockers themselves.
Stratton Mountain Resort
Stratton is investing $9 million in a Main Base Lodge project, which will add 4,000 square feet and
approximately 350 seats to the original lodge that has welcomed generations of friends and family
since 1961. A summit webcam will be ready for the 2015-16 season, allowing snow enthusiasts to
watch what’s happening at Stratton from their computers and cell phones
Stowe Mountain Resort
In order to meet the demands of a rapidly growing slope side community, Stowe Mountain Resort
and Spruce Peak Realty will unveil their latest development this coming winter 2016. The new
building will advance and expand the family amenities and services at Spruce Peak. Several new
facilities are being built around a new ice rink that will double as a community plaza and green in the
summer. These amenities will include a new state-of-the-art children’s Adventure Center with
ski/ride school, year-round daycare facilities, and a children’s activities center. A new Stowe
Mountain Club Alpine Clubhouse will also be delivered as a part of the expansion. Retail shops,
restaurants, food markets and a parking garage for Club members, will additionally be constructed to
enhance the Spruce Peak Plaza. This exciting next phase of development is the culmination of
conversations with many Spruce Peak owners, Club members and resort guests throughout the past
ten years.
Steamboat-too many to list http://my.steamboat.com/new-on-mountain-improvements-elevateguest-experience-for-201516-season/
Sunpeaks. Total investment in the Sun Peaks Resort is close to $630 million dollars, a very
significant figure for the total building activity in the Thompson-Nicola Valley Regional District.
Sun Peaks Mountain Resort Municipality was formed in 2010 and boasts a year round population of
500 residents and over 7,000 tourist beds
Vail Resorts Commits $110 Million in Resort Improvements for 2015-16, Including Creating the
Largest Ski Resort in the U.S. at Park City
Since the 2010-11 season, Vail Resorts has invested more than $500 million to enhance every
facet of the guest experience at the Company’s 10 U.S. mountain resorts
This summer, Vail Resorts is combining Park City with Canyons Resort to create the largest
resort in the U.S. with more than 7,300 acres
A new six-person lift at Vail, upgrades at the Keystone Lodge and Spa, snowmaking
enhancements at Beaver Creek and Breckenridge headline improvements

March 14 2016- Vail announces increased profits and new upgrades. In its latest quarterly results,
Vail Resorts has reported better-than-expected revenue and profit. The figures are likely due to
increased lift ticket prices and an uptick in skier visits due to snow conditions at its western
resorts.The Denver Post reports that Vail Resorts saw a rebound in its Tahoe ski areas after four
years of drought. The company has also seen solid growth at its Colorado ski areas and double-digit
growth at its Park City resort. Vail Resorts bought Park City Mountain Resort from Powdr Corp for
$182.5 million in September 2014, and the industry heavyweight had hinted that big improvements
were coming to Utah. Now, the company's $50 million capital improvement plan is paying
dividends.Amidst strong revenue, Vail Resorts announced that they will build a 500-seat restaurant
at the top of Breckenridge's Peak 7 chairlift. Vail Mountain will get an upgraded, high-speed quad
Sun Up lift, and this summer the ski area will also open up the Epic Discovery recreation areas at
Heavenly and Vail.
Vail Resorts also just announced a $13 million improvement plan for their new Chicago-area ski
resort, Wilmot Mountain.


Jackson Hole January 19 2016 (January 19, 2016), Teton Village, WY - Jackson Hole Mountain



Resort (JHMR) is pleased to announce the construction of a new gondola for the 2016/2017 season.
Construction will start this spring to be ready for a winter 2016/17 opening. The Sweetwater
Gondola will be located between the Bridger Gondola and Teewinot High Speed Quad will have a
mid-station approximately a third of the way up the mountain in the Solitude area, then continues up
to terminate just uphill of the Casper Restaurant. In total, the new gondola will rise 1,276 vertical
feet.
Stowe Mountain 2014 Stowe Mountain Resort receives an average of 300+ inches of natural snow
on Vermont’s highest peak each ski season. Even with one of the most productive natural snow
environments east of the Rockies, Stowe is currently investing more in snowmaking than any other
resort. From incomparable snow surfaces to modern lifts, mountain access technologies, world-class
amenities and exceptional service, Stowe Mountain Resort differentiates itself by being bigger than a
mountain.
The ongoing mountain improvements that have taken place over the past decade in Stowe are too
numerous to mention here, but at the core of it all and the genesis of a half-billion dollar master plan
is snowmaking. Beginning with the formation of a 116 million gallon water storage area named
Peregrine Lake and New England’s first and only fully-automated snowmaking system on Spruce
Peak, snowmaking at Stowe Mountain Resort has become a new benchmark for the ski industry.
Stowe Mountain Resort’s continued investment in its state-of-the-art snowmaking operations include
an additional 3.4 million dollars in new equipment and upgrades this summer, which consist of 100
HKD tower guns, 3 Super Pole Cat fan guns and miles of new snowmaking pipe.
Add that to the 4.7 million invested last summer for a two year total that includes; 445 HKD tower
guns, 150 energy efficient land guns, 20 Super Pole Cat fan guns and another seven miles of
new snowmaking pipe. In addition to supplementing its already superlative snowmaking, the
improvements allow Stowe to operate with greater energy efficiency and eliminate over 100,000
gallons of diesel storage, use and emissions. From a skier’s standpoint, the new snowmaking
increases potential for more early season terrain, increases overall snow quality and allows mountain
operations to resurface the mountain more quickly.





February 15 2016 Whistler Blackcomb announces 8 million investment plans to elevate winter and
summer experience. Plans Include Enhancements to Learning Areas on Whistler Mountain, Major
Upgrades to Roundhouse Lodge Deck and Garibaldi Lift Company Patio and Improvements to
Summer Hiking Trails - See more at: https://www.whistlerblackcomb.com/about-us/media/feb-152016#sthash.wf9gKN57.dpuf
April 2015 Whistler Blackcomb-Over $345 million planned to be invested in three phases, further
leveraging the Company’s on-mountain and base infrastructure for both new and enhanced four-

season revenue-producing customer experiences - See more at:
https://www.whistlerblackcomb.com/about-us/media/apr-5-2016#sthash.hlrEx63x.dpuf

I thought this article dated April 09 2015 in the Pique Newspaper was very important to showcase what
RMR’s competitors are doing with their thoughts around Capital investment and how they are always
looking at opportunities to improve their guest experience
Vail Resorts investment a sign of competitive industry, says WB's Brownlie Vail
spending $50 million to link Park city and canyons this year
http://www.piquenewsmagazine.com/whistler/vail-resorts-investment-a-sign-of-competitive-industry-says-wbsbrownlie/Content?oid=2644284

When Park City and Canyons in Utah join to form one ski area at the beginning of next season, the result
will be the largest ski resort in the U.S.
But the $50 million being poured into capital investments by Colorado-based Vail Resorts isn't a concern
to Whistler Blackcomb (WB), just a sign of a competitive industry, said WB's president and CEO Dave
Brownlie.
"Certainly it's a big investment and it will improve the guest experience in the wintertime... but it's a
competitive industry," Brownlie said.
"It's not only Park City and Canyons. Other resorts are continuing to improve their experience (as well), and
that's what Whistler as a resort and community has to look at as we go forward."
First announced in December 2014, Vail Resorts' plan to connect the two existing ski areas includes an
eight-passenger, two-way gondola as well as upgrades to two other lifts, restaurants and snowmaking
capabilities, among other improvements.
"This is an unprecedented opportunity to transform the ski industry in the U.S.," said Margo Christiansen,
senior manager of communications for Vail Resorts, in an email.
"Park City is a world-class town that is loved for its charm and uniqueness and we are excited to be able to
build on that existing reputation to create an experience of a lifetime for our guests."
Investments like the one made by Vail Resorts are part of an ongoing quest to maximize the guest
experience, Brownlie said. "If you look at the last couple years, we've invested $30 million in the two new
lifts with the Harmony and the Crystal, and then this past year in some technology things like the Whistler
Village gondola cabins," he said.
"So we're always looking at opportunities to improve our experience."
Next up for WB is the planned renovation of the Rendezvous Lodge on Blackcomb, which will come with a
$5.4 million price tag.

The expansion will increase the Rendezvous' seating capacity by 8.5 per cent, with upgrades expected to
be completed by the start of the 2015/16 ski season.
Beyond that there are no immediate announcements pending, though Brownlie said WB continues to plan
and work towards the future.
"I think there's always going to be opportunities for improving as the guest experience evolves and
changes," he said.
"You look at the grooming technology, you look at the snowmaking technology, avalanche control
technology, there are a number of things that are always evolving.
"As a business, as the customer demands things, you have to look at those things and spend your money
wisely."
And despite the big-money investment from Vail Resorts, the improvements lack an iconic attraction on
the same scale as the Peak 2 Peak, and don't do much to improve summer operations, Brownlie said.
"I think it's a great investment for that ski area — linking the Canyons and Park City — but it's certainly
focused on winter," he said.
"And it won't provide the dramatic vistas and, quite frankly, the access to different terrain that Whistler and
Blackcomb do."
Staying competitive in the tourism and outdoor recreation industry — or any industry for that matter —
doesn't happen by being complacent, Brownlie said, but so far Whistler and Whistler Blackcomb have been
more than up to the challenge.
"The reality of the business, whether it is wintertime or summertime, is that it does change and it does
require investment and competitive response," he said.
"And as a community I think we've done a great job of that, but it never ends. It doesn't stop. It's a
revitalization that we always have to be looking at, and always be trying to figure out how we can do that
as a community.

Thank you for your consideration of our application and I look forward to your support.
Shelley Evans
Proud to live in Revelstoke BC

Subject:

OCP Amendment Bylaw No. 2109 and Zoning Amendment Bylaws No. 2110 and 2118

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Rene [mailto:lwi4@telus.net]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 10:39 AM
To: admin
Subject: re: OCP Amendment Bylaw No. 2109 and Zoning Amendment Bylaws No. 2110 and 2118
Attn: Revelstoke Mayor and Council
I am writing this letter in support of approving David and Shelly Evans' TreeTops Hotel.
If Revelstoke the city is to continue reinventing itself with the goal of becoming a world‐class tourist destination, it needs
to encourage more visionary developments such as this aesthetically unique project. Diversification of economic activity
and growth in our city should not be dissuaded by the self‐serving interests of RMR's current negative campaign
opposing competition.
The TreeTops Hotel proposal should be judged on it's own merits and what it can do for Revelstoke.
Sincerely
René Terlinden
Revelstoke
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Subject:

FW: Tree House Hotel Support

Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 11:51 AM
To: admin
Subject: Tree House Hotel Support

To: The City Of Revelstoke
We are writing this email in SUPPORT of the Tree House Hotel.
David and Shelley Evans have been a part of our community as soon as they arrived three years ago. They
have shown this with building their home here and purchasing property to add development to our
community.
We believe the Tree House Hotel will be a great addition of unique accommodations. Revelstoke does need
more accommodations for the tourists, outdoor enthusiasts, world travelers, anyone that comes to Revelstoke
for any reason. It also seems that Revelstoke is becoming a destination for weddings – A Tree House hotel –
what a great place to have your family or guests stay.
With this accommodation so close to RMR, it would surely be a great addition to the “Ski” experience.
David and Shelley are true to heart people – they mean what they say – they do what they say – they believe
in Revelstoke and want to see it have positive development.
PLEASE consider this development as Revelstoke does not need a CLOSED for Business tag.

Tammie Kermack
Chief Administrative Officer
Canyon Industrial Electrical Services Ltd
510 W 2nd Street
Box 591
Revelstoke BC V0E2S0
P 250‐837‐4174
F 250‐837‐3174
E canind@telus.net
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Subject:

Forward with Revelstoke!

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Don Hocking [mailto:donhocking@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 12:00 PM
To: admin
Cc: Margaret
Subject: Forward with Revelstoke!

For the kind attention of the Revelstoke Council
Dear Mayor and Councillors
We understand from our dear and valued friend David Evans that developments that had been reasonably expected
many years ago seem as far away as ever.
We hope you will consider us to be friends of Revelstoke when we say we believe there are others who are not. Inaction
by certain parties is stunting the progress of what by now should have become one of the premier ski sites in North
America. It's qualities and topography could make it so, but what is holding it back?
We know that David wishes to make significant progress and under the current financial conditions it would be the right
time to do so. He reports however that certain parties are blocking his well‐meaning efforts.
In our case we believed in him at the time of our investment as we still do. May I respectfully request that you help him
to make progress that will be in the best interests of all the ordinary people of Revelstoke, his organisational abilities
engaged fully will be to the benefit of the whole community. Any selfish interest ranged against him is also against the
interest of your community and needs to be recognised as such.
To us his Tree House project is worthwhile and exciting and a start along the long‐hoped for road ahead.
We thank you for your kind attention and hope that we may have an opportunity to visit you next Winter (2017).
Yours Sincerely
Don and Margaret Hocking.
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Subject:

Tree House Support

From: Rebekah Jenkins [mailto:rebekah.w.jenkins@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 12:18 PM
To: admin
Subject: Tree House Support

I am in support of the rezoning for the tree house project. More accommodation brings more visitors to town to
spend money at our local businesses, creating jobs for locals, and enhancing the allure of Revelstoke- all in
support of our local economy.
-Thanks, Rebekah Jenkins
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Subject:

Treehouse project/Camozzi Road

From: Andrew Goldman [mailto:goldmanajs@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 12:42 PM
To: admin
Cc: andrew goldman
Subject: Treehouse project/Camozzi Road

For kind attention of the City authorities
I live in the UK but I bought a lot in RMR when they were first sold and constructed a house;we have been
there for the last six ski seasons.The development of the resort has in not met expectations.Whatever the effects
of the 2008 financial crash,the recovery in nearly all other ski areas and consequent development puts beautiful
Revelstoke with all it's natural advantages to shame despite the best efforts of it's ski knowledgeable
community.
Personally,I am committed to Revelstoke Mountain Resort and to the City of Revelstoke where I have recently
bought a property (Minto Manor...which purchase completes in early August).
In my view ,the proposal from David Evans re. Treehouse project/Camozzi Road will significantly enhance
both resort and City;I urge
the City to support it wholeheartedly.
I will be in Revelstoke from the 25th July and would be pleased to amplify my views in conversation with
anyone who wishes.
Yours
Andrew Goldman
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Subject:

In Support of Tree House Development

From: Natasha Worby [mailto:natasha@revelstoke-realty.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 1:06 PM
To: admin
Subject: In Support of Tree House Development

To whom it may concern,
As a business owner and member of the community, I am in support of the proposed tree house development.
Thank you,
Natasha Worby
Cell Phone: 250‐814‐9764
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Subject:

Camozzi Bench vs RMR

From
m: Randy Drie
ediger - RCUI [mailto:randy.driediger@rrcuinsurance..com]
Sentt: Thursday, July
J
21, 2016 1:24 PM
To: a
admin
Cc: 'd
david evans'
Subjject: Camozzzi Bench vs RM
MR

Dearr Mayor and Council,
C
Afterr being born and
a raised in Revelstoke, I have over my life time se en many tren
nds in population as majorr projects and
d
deveelopment have come and gone
g
in our co
ommunity.
It hass been unforttunate that ovver the last decade or so, short of the rresort develo
opment taken on by the foresightedness
of a M
Mr. Don Simp
pson, other projects and development have
h
been sc arce at best.
Potential developers come and
d go, quicker that the seassons of Revelsstoke.
Theree are many re
easons why developers
d
leaave after neve
er even gettinng their projeects to ground
d.
But tthat is not the
e reason for my
m letter.
onal support for
f the future
e of Revelstokke and the development off the Camozzi Bench as
This letter is to show my perso
proposed by Mr. David
D
Evans.
Kudo
os and congraatulations to Mr.
M Evans forr taking the tim
me, effort an d financial rissk in trying to
o make Revelsstoke a better
placee.
nal support on
o this matterr.
He HAS my person
Regards and Resp
pectfully Subm
mitted,

Rand
dy Driedigerr, CAIB
Geneeral Manager Insurance Se
ervices
RCU Insurance Services Ltd.
Box 9
989 ‐ 201 We
est Victoria Ro
oad
Reveelstoke, BC V0E2S0
V
Canada
Phon
ne: 250.837.6
6291 Ext. 244
4
Toll FFree: 888.851
1.5715
Fax: 250.837.634
46
www
w.rcuinsurance.com
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Subject:

Treehouse hotel rezoning application

From: Lorena Gaillard [mailto:lorena.gaillard92@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 1:26 PM
To: admin
Subject: Treehouse hotel rezoning application

Dear Mayor & Council,
I live in Revelstoke and I support this project. I will show my support throughout the entirety.
Best regards,
-Lorena Gaillard
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Subject:

Treehouse Hotel re-zoning application

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Hayden Frederick [mailto:meadow27@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 1:40 PM
To: admin
Subject: Treehouse Hotel re‐zoning application
Dear mayor and council,
As a resident of this beautiful town, I feel it is my duty to support this proposal. By supporting this I will be helping bring
something to life that will greatly benefit this town. I hope you yourselves can see the benefits and that you will give
your support as well.
Warm regards,
Hayden.
Sent from my iPhone
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Subject:

Treehouse Hotel Rezoning Application

From: Tegan P [mailto:combatwombat100@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 1:58 PM
To: Cindy Floyd
Subject: Re: Treehouse Hotel Rezoning Application

Dear Mayor and Council,
As a resident of this beautiful town, I feel that it is my duty to send in this email of support for the Treehouse
proposal. I strongly believe that this hotel, which is locally owned would be a strong asset to this small tourist
community. Please consider all the good that this may bring into our community.
Sincerest regards
Tegan Payne
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Subject:

Full approval for rezoning of Camozzi

From: Tony Hocking [mailto:tony@benwhistler.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 1:51 PM
To: admin
Subject: Full approval for rezoning of Camozzi

Dear Mayor of Revelstoke, Council Members and interested parties,
Revelstoke has the potential to be one of the great Summer and Winter destinations of the world. It has natural
resources and features that are almost unparalledled, and a reputation amongst extreme skiers, Sledders and Mountain
Bikers.
As a long time interested party in the success and relevance of Revelstoke in the international scene, I am delighted to
find that the city has proposals of such a unique nature as the tree house hotel that will increase the standing and
awareness of this unique place. I apologies for the muddling of metaphors in the following letter, but this means a lot to
me.
Today, we have an RMR that has indisputably stalled and stagnated in its development. There strategic goal seems to be
to maintain the status of big fish in a small pond. The tree house hotel represents the kind of wakeup call and
progressiveness that the RMR sleeping giant would wish would go away, and they’ve probably thrown more money at
fighting these schemes than they have planning how Revelstoke can evolve into something internationally remarkable.
The problem is that their response to this threat is a shotgun that is aimed at their own toes – blocking neighbourhood
developments that are in their own economic interest, as well as those of the residents of Revelstoke. If the precedent is
taken to block this project, run by a sympathetic local who loves the area, then we can kiss goodbye to any other natural
evolution and sink back in to the torpor that the RMR seem to embrace.
This decision should be a quick decision to vote in favour of further economic activity and relevance. And the spotlight
should be quickly turned on RMR to figure out why they are not the champions of Revelstoke in the same way as Mr
Evans is.

*You have to build the facilities before the tourists will come.*
There have been some bright shoots recently in Revelstoke, the Pipe Mountain Coaster stands as a good example of how
a resort might differentiate itself – but the development of alternative accommodation of the unique style as proposed
will attract wider attention, and a diversity of client. But why do families have to wait for affordable Ski In Ski Out? We
are being shown the way by a whole host of other ski resorts, and the parochialism of RMR is killing this cool town.
Mountain Resort have continually fallen short of the vision for developing the ski area and prospects for the town, and
have stumbled over reality of resorts.
As Colorado has recently shown, it is possible with a diversity of lodging options to maintain the level of visitors in poor
snow years, and increase spend per visitor in that period. The increase in variety of lodging will also inevitable attract
further visitors that RMR will share in revenue from in terms of Ski Lessons (Vail Resorts is reporting a 5.9% increase in
Ski School revenue for last season), Lift Tickets and on slope dining and entertainment.
RMR has a further unused bed capacity of 4000 beds. This is the clearest demonstration that they have lost the will to
develop as per the initial vision, and are focussed instead on stunting the development of Revelstoke City, with the
knock‐on effect of undoubted economic dis‐benefit of Revelstoke town and its hard working locals.
1

I feell very stronglyy that to denyy this rezonin
ng would be set an extrem ely dangerou
us precedent for developm
ment in
Reveelstoke. The body of the arrgument is thaat any develo
opment in Revvelstoke shou
uld be bound by the same terms as the
RMR developmen
nt. That is to say
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e actions of RM
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poly situation
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Yours Sincerely
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Direcctor
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Subject:

Revelstoke Development - VOTE YES

From: Ted Kesten [mailto:ted.kesten@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 2:20 PM
To: admin
Subject: Revelstoke Development - VOTE YES

Dear Mayor and Council,

I invested in Revelstoke in 2013 on the understanding that RMR would build the resort out as per the master
plan, this has not happened and I hope you bring pressure on Northland Properties to re‐establish growth and
investment at RMR.

I am fully in support of the tree house project and believe this will spur further growth at RMR and in
Revelstoke.

Yours sincerely,

Ted Kesten
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Subject:

rezoning application at Camozzi road for the tree-house project

From
m: Schreyer Axel
A
[mailto:ax
xel@schreyerrconstruction..com]
Sentt: Thursday, July
J
21, 2016 2:58 PM
To: a
admin
Subjject: rezoning
g application at Camozzi ro
oad for the tree-house pro
oject

to:
Mayyor and coun
ncil
re: reezoning application at Camozzi
C
road
d for the treee-house projeect
I am
m in full SUPPORT of thee treehouse hotel
h
projectt.
I am
m a frequent visitor
v
to Rev
velstoke to visit
v friends and ski. I love it there annd consider to relocate tthere one
day. However niice accommo
odations are hard to com
me by and thee stagnation of the devellopment on tthe ski hill iss
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This hotel would
d be a very welcome
w
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k of care for anyone but themselves.
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y
they are
a people off the highestt integrity.
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Schreyer
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6
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7
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Subject:

Evans

From: Kelsey Carlson [mailto:kelsey@canyonindustrial.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 3:59 PM
To: admin
Subject: Evans

I support the Evans and The Tree House Development

Kelsey Carlson
Canyon Industrial Electrical Services
510 2nd St W
Revelstoke BC
V0E 2S0
P 250-837-4174 | F 250-837-3174
E kelsey@canyonindustrial.com
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Subject:

Treehouse Hotel

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Leslie Wilkins [mailto:leswil@telus.net]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 3:21 PM
To: admin
Subject: RE: Treehouse Hotel
To Whom It May Concern,
I am adding my voice in support of the Camozzi Rd. rezoning application. I cannot be at the public hearing so this I hope
will suffice.
Leslie Wilkins
Box 2936
377 Pearkes Dr.
Revelstoke BC
V0E2S0
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Subject:

upport for David & Shelley Evans

From: Sarah Gertzen [mailto:sarah@canyonindustrial.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 3:27 PM
To: admin
Subject: Support for David & Shelley Evans

Good afternoon,
I fully support the Evans and their Tree House Hotel. It is innovative and it will create more beds in our town
for not only skiers and boarders but all travellers.
I have lived here on and off for 28 years. They say there is no shortage of beds but there are always a shortage
of beds in our small town and more hotels will only benefit us. Road closures have a lot of people coming to
town that have the locals giving up beds in their homes for complete strangers ‐ not that we mind – we all love
hosting, but it would be nice to have our town provide people with private spaces when they are revelstuck.
Other than the road closures, the ski hill is getting busier and busier with no growth themselves, and more
attraction toward summer activities here is expanding us faster than we can hold the people that are coming
our way. There is no building directly AT the ski hill currently in sight, so it only makes sense to have other
developers, who are motivated and big supporters of our small businesses, to begin their builds. Plus, this build
of the Tree House Hotel will create more local jobs both for the production and operation ‐ which is always
beneficial in our town. It will draw more people here as “there is no work there” is often the reason no one
wants to move here... We can’t all be trust fund babies buying villas. We all like to work in our communities
and we like to work for people who support our community and who personally appreciate it as much as we
do.

Regards,
_______________________________________
Sarah Gertzen | Administration
Canyon Industrial Electrical Services Ltd.
510 2nd Street W | PO Box 591
Revelstoke British Columbia V0E 2S0
250.837.4174 | F
250.837.3174
P
E
sarah@canyonindustrial.com
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Montreal, July 21st 2016

Architecture49 Inc.
1244 Ste-Catherine O.
3e étage
Montréal QC
H3G 1P1
T

1.514.878.3941

F

1.514.866.3780

Subject: Tree-house hotel rezoning application

A49montreal.com
architecture49.com

To Your Worship Mayor McKee & members of Revelstoke City Council,
My name is Alexandre Sauvé and I am a senior architect and principal at Architecture49.
Our firm spreads across Canada, from St-John to Vancouver and has a portfolio of
several hundred built projects around the world over the last 60 years. Our Montreal
office is the national leader in Hospitality and specializes in feasibility studies,
programming, conceptual design, construction documents, renovations, expansions and
fit-ups for the development of hotels, convention centers and resort masterplans. I am
writing this letter on my own free will and have not been retained or paid by David Evans
to write this opinion.
Among our resort experience, we collaborated with Intrawest on the Tremblant
Mountain resort here in Quebec, which involved the masterplanning, design and
construction of the Fairmont Tremblant. It was followed by the feasibility and conceptual
design of the Westin Hotel, the Tremblant Casino, Versant Soleil Hotel and Conference
Center. Tremblant is now the most popular ski destination in the North East, and is a
great example of a successful ski resort. It offers both a compelling resort experience at
the bottom of the hill and offers the authentic feel of the rural village of St-Jovite, which
greatly benefited from the birth of the mountain resort and became in itself a healthy
and thriving destination in the heart of the Laurentians Mountains.
The difference between a ski hill and a resort is the accommodations and services
provided. At present Revelstoke is an excellent ski mountain with great potential for the
future. The skiers that come here are excellent skiers for whom the mountain and the
quality of the snow are the things that matter the most. The importance of the type of
accommodations is secondary to the quality of the ski hill. The reputation that
Revelstoke now has is exactly that, it is a skier’s mountain and it attracts die-hard skiers.
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Architecture49 Inc.
1244 Ste-Catherine O.
3e étage
Montréal QC
H3G 1P1

There are many ski hills across North America that fall into this category and few that
can call themselves real ski resorts. For many years, Mont Tremblant was considered to
be one of the best in the east. It was a place where most were day skiers from Montreal
and Ottawa with a small proportion of excellent skiers that came from the US. The

T

1.514.878.3941

accommodations were basic, both at the mountain and in the immediate surrounding

F

1.514.866.3780

areas. Mont Tremblant is now a year-round resort, voted top mountain in the East by

A49montreal.com
architecture49.com

many of the ski magazines. What caused this transformation? Quality Accommodations.
Similar to what is now happening at Revelstoke, Intrawest, the owners of Mont
Tremblant at the time, started by creating a small new village built around one hotel and
several stores and restaurants. This initial development created the nucleus for the
future development into the successful resort that now exists. One of the early
developments that followed this initial construction was the Quintessence Hotel, a five
star full service hotel and spa built on immediately adjacent lands. The result was that it
did not take clientele away from the Intrawest hotels, but added a different visitor
profile to the resort that in effect raised the bar of the entire resort. This example shows
how with a synergy between the owners of the mountain and adjacent developers
caused not only these entities to benefit from each other, but for the entire area
including the original town of Mont Tremblant to grow and prosper.
We had the chance to visit Revelstoke last month and met with David Evans. What we
discovered is a place of great beauty and authenticity, but also a passionate individual
who is hard at work in creating a bright future for a community he deeply cares about.
In our long working experience with developers across the globe, we've learned that
one's motivation in such project can vary from one individual to another. But once in a
while we have the chance to work with true visionaries. Individuals like David Evans that
are able to chanel the will and hopes of both stakeholders and communities alike into
the creation of projects that have a truly positive impact on its social and physical
environment.
It was a rainy day when we drove into Camozzi Bench. As we stepped out of the pickup,
we were struck by the sheer beauty of the place. As we wandered through the trees, we
were told about a vision for this forest: where people would drive in, where they would
check-in; how they would walk these narrow bridges to their cabins to spend the night
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A49montreal.com
architecture49.com

among the pines. We could almost see the cabins hovering over the ground, an
otherworldly and beautiful vision. By preserving the natural beauty and the open space
of the site while embracing the topography, the project literally reinvents the ski in/ski
out experience. It offers a unique proximity to nature with spectacular views in a layout
that provide intimacy and a sense of community.
We are used to seeing architectural images such as the ones created for this project by
David Evans and his team. These days, images are easy to create and can tell almost any
story and frankly, shouldn't always be trusted. In effect, the finished product is often
disappointing in regards to those early sketches.
In our opinion, what can be trusted is what we found later that day on David Evans's
private property: a full-scale mockup of a tree house cabin. We were able to appreciate
the carefully sawn bc fir, the elegant construction details and the thoughtful interior
design. And this was probably the moment when we fully understood that this wasn't
just another hotel project, but a project with a soul.
We believe that the project envisioned on Camozzi Bench will have the staying power to
marvel and delight visitors for years to come. It is a project that shows great sensibility
to its context and will most certainly become a destination in itself. We believe that the
community should embrace the opportunity to complement the current masterplan
with such creative initiatives.
Ultimately, the diversity and uniqueness of Revelstoke hotel experiences might be what
reinforces its unique character in the Rockies, and prevents it from being just another
resort.
Sincerely,

Alexandre Sauvé, OAQ, OAA
Principal Senior Architect
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Subject:

ZON2016-07 & OCP2016-02, Lot 1, Plan 11177 (Camozzi Road)

From: Richard Tucker [mailto:rtucker@sw10.ca]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 3:57 PM
To: admin
Subject: ZON2016-07 & OCP2016-02, Lot 1, Plan 11177 (Camozzi Road)

Dear Mayor and Members of Council
The “Tree House” proposal is a strong and attractive proposal that uses the steep terrain well and to its advantage,
providing quality accommodation in a good location at low density with significant landscape reserves and
buffering. There is certainly sufficient demand in the local market to support another 100 accommodation units. At
peak periods in the summer and winter, I know from personal experience that it can be challenging to secure good
quality accommodation. The proponent has undertaken the due diligence to confirm that adequate visitor demand
exists and is demonstrably willing to risk significant financial resources on the success of the project.
A few have expressed concern that the proposal may have a negative effect on other accommodation in
Revelstoke. There are only negative effects on occupancy if the potential visitor group is fixed and immutable, with
businesses fighting over the same customers year after year. Reasonable levels of competition improve the quality of
each offering which along with a broader range of accommodation inevitably increase in the total number of visitors
who find Revelstoke to be a compelling and accessible destination. Increasing the number satisfied visitors year after
year is the surest way to ensure sustainable employment growth and economic security for the City and residents of
Revelstoke.
Northland and the Gaglardi family are strident in their opposition to the proposed development claiming that the
development will damage their interests in Revelstoke Mountain Resort and may reduce their interest in further
investment in the resort. Northland and RMR are an important part of the local economy and we need to thoroughly
consider objections from such an important contributor to the community. I agree that the proposal will affect
Northland’s monopoly on accommodation at the resort and that Northland is vitally interested in preserving its
monopoly and the advantages and comfortable economic control that such monopoly confers.
The question for the Mayor and Councilors to consider is whether such monopoly is in the interest of the City of
Revelstoke and its residents. To determine whether such a monopoly is beneficial, one can only look at the track record
of Northland over the last eight years. Northland stepped in and supported the resort in the credit crisis of
2008. Northland completed the condominium buildings at the base and built the road and services at Monashee
Court. Since those two capital investments, Northland has been adamant that there is no current or foreseeable
demand for more accommodation, resort real estate, additional summer attractions or skier capacity
upgrades. Northland consistently laments the enveloping and debilitating lack of demand as the root of the
problem. They say that there is no demand for real estate “decades of absorption” are required yet their saleable
inventory consists of only four lots on MacKenzie Court – hardly a vast backlog of unsold inventory. Is the lack of
demand real or is it a self‐ perpetuating manifestation of Northland’s management and lack of investment?
Put simply, the Gaglardi’s and Northland management simply do not have any confidence in the future of
Revelstoke. While Northland may put on a buoyant public front, a complete lack of any significant capital investment
for the last four years speaks far louder than any marketing web site or letter from a management. Northland’s rescue
of the resort and eight years of management epitomizes the classic business school response to a failed investment ‐
financial triage to recover as much of the original investment as possible while simultaneously minimizing further
expenditures.
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Fortunately this depressing assessment of the future Revelstoke may not be the correct one. Ironically the recent
success of the Pipe has demonstrated this clearly along with the new Bison Lodge, the global award winning Big Horn
and new houses under construction and just completed on MacKenzie. The Tree House proposal is another sign that
Revelstoke just needs supportive, positive, confident investment to flourish.
The decision lies with the Mayor and members of Council. Preserve and protect a monopoly that consistently
demonstrates its complete lack of confidence in the future of Revelstoke or start to embrace those that see the future
confidently and are willing to back such vision with significant and meaningful investment.
President
rtucker@sw10.ca
+1 250 814 9153
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Subject:

Please Release a Statement from the City

From: keriknapp.photographer@gmail.com [mailto:keriknapp.photographer@gmail.com] On Behalf Of Keri Knapp
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 4:55 PM
To: admin
Subject: Please Release a Statement from the City

To Whom this May Concern:
I never get involved in local politics. I'm open minded and I believe people should be treated fairly and with
respect. I also believe if we want to build Revelstoke as being a town centered around tourism we can expect to
have competition. Tom Gagliardi ( although he does not make it clear on this site that he is the one being
wronged by his website www.developrevelstoke.com) is in the hotel and real estate business and obviously had
other intentions for the development of the area. However they have not been released publically!. The property
was for sale and it is no surprise with a property of that size that the buyer would want to capitalize on the
resort. With a road to nowhere off nichol road and an outdated development plan, the people of Revelstoke will
clearly back the tree house plan. It offers a unique experience and accommodations next to a world class ski
resort. They are sure to spend money at the resort but also in the town of Revelstoke so why is this such a big
deal for the resort. Share a piece of the pie !
My issue is If the owner of the resort wants to release a website like this http://www.developrevelstoke.com/
and make personal calls to local people and accuse the city of making a promise.

Imagine you bought a business - based on promises from the City that noone could build the same business right beside you.
I feel the City needs to answer this. The resort changed their plan so why can't we! Or at least create some
transparency so the residents know what is at stake is the ski hill included? With the rising cost of houses here
in Revelstoke and no careers available to pay for these houses. Call Revelstoke Mountain Resort and Northland
Properties to come to the table with the plans as David has or see let the people of Revelstoke speak and see the
treehouse development approved.
I hope this makes sense.
Thanks for hearing my concerns
Keri Knapp

-Keri Knapp
keri@keriknapp.com
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July 20 2016
City of Revelstoke
Box 170 Revelstoke B.C. V0E 2S0
Dear Mayor McKee and Council: I am writing with regards to and support of the re zoning application of
the recently Annexed 7.2 Ha of lands on Camozzi Rd adjacent to the Ski Hill. For 2.5 years I was a
member of the Regional District OCP committee that addressed several land use issues and ultimately
made recommendations that the lands located on the ski hill upper bench area be allowed to enter into
the City of Revelstoke . So I was pleased when this parcel of land was indeed Annexed into the city and
look forward to the remaining area also to follow suit to help resolve the water and land use issues that
are prevelant and see some long awaited expansion near the resort lands. I have copies of previous ski
hill proposals showing the land usage in this area as Resort Commercial and this was the assumption and
part of the reasons the Regional District made these recommendations.
I recently received a copy of the letter sent to council from RAA (Revelstoke Accommodation
Association) and their objections to further annexation and re-zoning of these lands . I truly don’t
understand their objections or how a new development can “actually slow the progress being made”
but would like to think an opportunity for a cohesive development may in fact stimulate more
expansion. I must apologize as I am not familiar with the terms of reference for RAA but would like to
think that it does not entail a policy of Protectionism but does market and encourage the
accommodation sector of Revelstoke .
Our council was elected on the foundation of promoting development and being open for business and I
fear if another proposal is denied like the Highway development was we will be sending a clear message
to investors and our community that we are indeed NOT OPEN FOR BUSINESS . As previous owner of the
A&W I understood the pain of competition, when McDonalds moved into Revelstoke. At the time I
wished City Council would have not approved their application but that didn’t happen and we were
forced to compete and be better and to this day that experience has many positive results.
Perhaps I am missing something and invite you to educate me if so but I personally had these lands
listed for sale for over 6 mths ,with many requests of interest and all of the interest I received was for
development reasons! I did in fact approach RMR on more than one occasion suggesting that this
property would be ideal for them and their future plans. Now that there is someone ready and able to
develop this property and hopefully add to the resort experience and promote Revelstoke it seems
ludicrous to me that City Council may not support a re zoning application that may stimulate some well
needed development.
Members of Council, please lets act as leaders of the community and embrace this opportunity to
facilitate well needed cohesive development and send a positive message to the people and investors of
Revelstoke.
Yours Truly

Todd Arthurs

Subject:

support for the Evans

From: Benoit Doucet [mailto:bdoucet76@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 6:05 PM
To: admin
Subject: support for the Evans

Hello,
I am definitely in favor of the Evans Project
Thanks
Benoit DOUCET
pobox 1112 403-kootenay st.
Revelstoke
250 814 7396
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Subject:

Tree house hotel

From: Paul Jones [mailto:pjones@lortap.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 6:28 PM
To: admin
Subject: Tree house hotel

Dear sirs. I wish to express my support for this proposed project. Furthermore the opposition being expressed
by the Gallardi group is in my opinion coming from a group that to date have been less than model corporate
developers. It is my belief that the town of Revelstoke should not be held ransom to other development just
because of the resort agreement.

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.
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Subject:

reasoning application for Camozzi road treehouse development.

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Gary Starling [mailto:garystarling@icloud.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 7:19 PM
To: admin
Subject: Re: reasoning application for Camozzi road treehouse development.
We are in favor of this going forward. We believe this will only enhance the City as well as the opportunities for a
different experience for tourists.
As well this will add jobs and prosperity to our local economy.
Let's not forget that RMR/Northlands group had the opportunity to purchase this land long before the proposed
developer came along. The chose not to and missed the boat. Now they can only oppose it.

Gary Starling & Janis Borden
219 Third Street East
Revelstoke
Sent from my iPad
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Subject:

Rezzoning development

From: D Crowe [mailto:dcrowe11@telus.net]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 7:27 PM
To: admin
Subject: Rezzoning development

Hello All
We have been a residents of Revelstoke for the past twenty nine years and a tax
payers as well as owning a small business . We have seen many changes since moving here ,some good and
some not so good.Our quiet community is changing and we should welcome any development and move
forward if we want Revelstoke to grow .There has been to many road blocks in the past for businesses wanting
to move into town .Many people have put a lot of time ,effort and not to mention the almighty dollar into
proposals for new businesses and developments and seem to hit too many roadblocks .Its time we open up
these barricades and welcome development.Too many have left Revelstoke discouraged and moved on to
other communities and put there ideas forward there where progress is welcomed .New business will not only
create jobs,but will increase our tax revenue so the city can make needed improvements to
infrastructure.More employment helps everyone as people all need a place to live and meet day to day
needs.Building helps the construction industry as well as all the spinoffs.Its a win win situation for all
.Revelstoke is not just about skiing and the ski hill.There has been a great increase in snowmobiling and even
mountain bike riding in the past few years .There are many other attractions such a hiking.mountain climbing
and boating that bring tourists and locals to Revelstoke .I would like to see the development on Camozzi
bench go ahead and I think our whole community should offer full support to this development.There should
be no road blocks ,just ideas and plans to moving in a positive direction .Please everyone get involved in the
community and offer your support to Dave and Shelley Evans plans.Progressing forward is the only way to go .

Regards Dorn and Sheila Crowe
1207 Maplewood Street
Revelstoke BC
V0E2S0
dcrowe11@tetus.net
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Subject:

FW: support

From: Laby Rinth [mailto:labyrinthbox@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 7:44 PM
To: admin
Subject: support

hi
im not sure if it is the right place to send all my support for your tree house project,i find that is a very good
development project ..
the ski ressort dont seems to want to make any improvement...
i wish you good luck for the next steps...
anthony rodriguez 3710 airport way
revelstoke
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Subject:

Evans Tree House Hotel Land Development Proposal

From: Steven Cross [mailto:steven@revyoutdoors.com]
Sent: July 21, 2016 8:21 PM
To: 'admin@revelstoke.ca' <admin@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: Evans Tree House Hotel Land Development Proposal
To Mayor and Council of Revelstoke,
I am writing today to express our families 100% support for the Evans planned development of land near the ski resort.
There development is exactly what Revelstoke needs! It is thoughtful, inclusive and unique. It will develop while also
adding cache to our town and its allure.
In our families opinion RMR’s claims about the development being inappropriate are completely without merit. Having
explored the issue thoroughly we also find that RMR’s claims that the development is in violation of the OCP are also
without merit.
I would add that having majored in statistics/surveys in my undergrad program and having been called by the RMR
survey company and asked the questions they asked … I can state from a professional objective stance, that the
questions they asked are completely off the charts in terms of being misleading and doing their utmost to engineer a
result. No one should take those survey results seriously – unless of course the results happen to end up supporting the
Evans in which case the outcome will have been a clear message that the people of Revelstoke are not so easily duped
as the survey’s architects thought! However, I suspect that should that be the case we will not likely ever hear about the
results will we?
All of you will know me in particular as one of the main leaders in the fight last fall o NOT have a highway mall. As a
downtown business owner and as an owner of duly licensed B&B, not too mention as residents of Arrow Heights, you
might think we would stand against the Evan’s developments in housing and hotel. But we stand firmly in support of
these developments for they are quality iniatives and exactly of the type Revelstoke needs.
Our family strongly urges you to vote in favor of the Evans and help bring quality development to our town!
Sincerely,
Steven Cross
Carolyn Gibson
1550 Praill Road
Revelstoke BC
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Subject:

Camozzi re-zoning and Treehouse Hotel

From: John [mailto:jtodds@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 8:30 PM
To: admin
Subject: Camozzi re-zoning and Treehouse Hotel
Dear Mayor and City Council,
As I am a resident of Arrow Heights, and this proposed development is happening near me, I resolved to educate myself
as thoroughly as possible. This proved to be somewhat of a challenge as it turns out there is a fair bit of propaganda out
there, much of it seemingly untrue.
I moved to Revelstoke before the RMR development. I had just enough time to fall in love with the town before it
underwent many very drastic changes. Certainly some of them are good, but Revelstoke abounds with anecdotes
detailing the devastation wanton greed leaves in it's wake. The nature of my experience has left me biased against large
development projects.
That being said, now that I've had the chance to do some proper research and sift through all the misinformation and fearbased tactics being propagated, I must add my voice to those in support of the Evan's treehouse development.
My support it based on these firmly held beliefs:
1) That innovative and unique designs add immense value. Whether it's a small home project or a whole community, I
believe that is a constant. It is a rule of thumb that I use in my business as a designer and carpenter and it has never let
me down.
In other words, treehouses are cool and this project will be a success and boon to the community.
(I cannot think of ANY other situation in which I would rent accommodations juet a few blocks from my house)
2) From what I've seen, the Evans have been ethical, forthright and accommodating throughout the whole process. In
reading up on the story, and the letters sent here to council, we can see that they, even though under unfair and very
public attack from RMR and Northlands, are still acting in a mature and gracious manner.
I respect this a great deal. If there is going to be development in Revelstoke, please let it be done by people that hold this
as their business model and general code of conduct.
3) In a letter to Council, Rob Toor (representing RMR and Northlands) writes “We verily believe the City of Revelstoke will
continue to grow with the growth of the Resort. lf the Resort is unable to afford to build bed units at a competitive rate, the
Resort will not be able
to add additional infrastructure, and therefore, the growth of the City of Revelstoke will be minimal.”
While I do not believe that the growth of the city of Revelstoke is limited by the growth of the Resort, I find it alarming and
presumptuous that such views are held. Every effort should be made to ensure that such a thing never becomes fact.
My first experience with Northlands was a subcontractor building the daylodge. When they came in, one of the first things
they did was cut out the local contractors and bring in their own crews. Subsequently, they offered pennies on the dollar to
the contractors, many of which lost everything as a result. I'm sure that there is not a person living in Revelstoke who
doesn't know at least one family affected by this Trump-style settling of debts.
As a resident of Revelstoke, I want to be absolutely clear that I don't think such attitudes and behavior have any ethical or
moral place at a table discussing our future development as a community.
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4) Additionally, this quote from the same letter caught my interest:
“70 acres of new land zoned for Comprehensive Development directly adjacent to the Resort will make it
impossible for the Resort to create Resort development at competitive pricing and this will therefore halt any
significant ski infrastructure mountain expansion or development.”
Considering that the cost of housing in Revelstoke has skyrocketed since the RMR development, and considering that
many working class families have been priced out of the the real estate market, many right out of Revelstoke, I believe
this is a horrible stance to take. Deliberately manipulating who can develop what where just so you can keep your prices
high is a terrible blight on us normal working folk.
In conclusion, I feel obliged to add that despite my objections to some of their business practices, I think Northlands did a
fine job finishing the job that was started. The hill is great. They've opened up some terrific terrain and you can access it
on modern lifts that are a pleasure to use. There are rarely lineups and even when there are a lot of people, the layout is
such that it is not apparent once you are away from the lifts.
I just wish that RMR and Northlands would put more effort into joining the Revelstoke community, instead of trying to own
it.
Sincerely,
John Todds
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Subject:

Camozzi Rd/Tree House OCP and Zoning Ammendments

From: Peter & Zofie Humphreys [mailto:casa.ladera@ymail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 10:41 PM
To: admin
Subject: Camozzi Rd/Tree House OCP and Zoning Ammendments

Dear Mayor and Council:
Re: Public Comments for the OCP and Zoning Amendments for Camozzi Rd (Tree House)
I support the above mentioned applications for the following reasons:
1. Given our limited developable land resources in the valley, this is the best use for the property.
2. Although the Resort should be commended for their development up to this point they are not entitled to veto
development that occurs outside of their granted boundaries. Their boundaries are fixed in the Master
Agreement and do not extend for a certain distance beyond them. Agreements are made in writing to protect all
parties. If the Resort felt it needed protection from development on adjacent properties then the boundary
should have been extended or reflected in writing in the master agreement.
3. The Resort paid for the development and are the sole beneficiaries of this development. Although the Tree
House would be build on adjacent property they would not benefit to the same extent as Resort properties. An
example of this is Disneyland. There are many hotels constructed at the main gate but they are not a direct
replacement for hotels inside Disneyland. Disneyland Hotels are everyones' first choice but the main gate hotels
either have lower prices or have to build an attraction of their own to attract guests. Like Disneyland the Resort
has earned this advantage but it is up to them to capitalize on it. If in this regard, if the Tree House is considered
Parasitic then we should all be considered Parasites because we all conduct business at the main gates to the ski
hill.
Peter Humphreys
Revelstoke
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Subject:

Camozzi Rd. Rezoning

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Lighteningstu [mailto:lighteningstu@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2016 6:24 AM
To: admin
Subject: Camozzi Rd. Rezoning
I am in full support of the Evans project on Camozzi Rd.
Thank you,
Stu Smith
Sent from my iPhone
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Subject:

Lot 1 NEP11177 (Camozzi Road)

From: Joal Borggard [mailto:joal@cascadewaters.ca]
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2016 7:13 AM
To: admin
Subject: Lot 1 NEP11177 (Camozzi Road)

Dear Council:
Investment opportunities in terms of recreational real estate are currently deep and broad, especially considering the
opportunities in the USA. Investors have become selective and with the money lost in the past scrutinize each
opportunity.
The developer‐based Protectionism being sought by RMR does not create a welcoming atmosphere for outside
investment. These actions are weakening the investment landscape and the overall quality of the experience at
Revelstoke. We personally have had several friends complain about the quality and the lack of choice in terms of
accommodations at Revelstoke which has limited there number of visits. Without competition there is no improvement.
This seems to be driving the investment atmosphere at RMR. Reading letters from owners at RMR, one could conclude
that investors in the resort would likely take their money elsewhere if they could. This is going to be tune of other
investors outside the resort if change both inside and outside the resort does not happen soon. Investors that do come
to Town would likely get negative stories from both sides. Protectionism as an economic driver does nothing but hamper
innovation and advancement in general. Pretending there are walls around the resort with no transitional and symbiotic
development adjacent to the resort to support the core won't develop a successful community or resort.
There needs to be some change and some action. We support the re‐zoning proposed by David Evans.
Joal Borggard and Todd Leffler
Owners of 3710 Airport Way

NOTE: This email message is intended for the named recipients above and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and /or exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this message in error, or are not the named receipt(s), please immediately notify the sender via
email or call (403)804-8108 and delete this email message. Thank you.
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City of Revelstoke Mayor and Council
July 21st, 2016
RE: Camozzi Bench Rezoning Application
Your Worship & Members of Council,
I am writing to express my support for the Camozzi Bench Rezoning application.
As you know, I have been working with David Evans since January, 2016 to put this application
together. As a citizen and a planner I am asking that you approve this application.
David’s vision for this property has always been to built a unique accommodation area that
would offer something completely different, innovative, and fun. Camozzi Bench is just that.
Where else in BC could you go and stay in a place like what has been proposed? I would love
to stay in a place like this. I know this is something that will attract many new and return visitors
and become something Revelstoke is really proud to have.
I do feel the need to address some of the arguments against this application. The main one
being that this is a “parasitic development” that is intending to become another “village” by
stealing away from RMR. There were many statements made about this development by RMR
that were either grossly over exaggerated, purely speculative, or outright lies. Yet these
statements were used over and over again to try and paint David Evans as a dishonest person
with ulterior motives. And on a personal note, by association, I would have to be in on the
deception, which I find extremely insulting. From my interactions with David I can say that he
has always been honest about everything he is doing, and I am confident that you all feel the
same way. David is and has always done what he thinks is best for Revelstoke. Of course he
hopes to make money off his ventures, but he’s quite smartly looked at what Revelstoke’s needs
are and brought forward ideas on how to resolve them. This is someone who cares about the
community.
To say that David has some ulterior motive to make this another village is completely ridiculous
and, given the zoning prepared, completely impossible. First, RMR has incorrectly said that
there could be “homes, multi-family dwellings and even retail.” There are three permitted uses:
accommodation pods (tree house units), hostels, and hotels. No homes, no multi-family
dwellings, and no retail anywhere in the zoning. Secondly, chairlifts, gondolas, etc. are also not
listed as a use in this zone. Can you think of a village centre at a ski resort that doesn’t have
any lift access? No, because without it, even an attempt at developing a village would fail. This
was never intended to be, nor could it ever be anything but an accommodation area.
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN - Here is why this application is consistent with our OCP. At the
time the OCP was written, this property was not included in the city. For this I look to Council’s
decision to annex the property for an accommodation use. That decision was a vote of
confidence that this is consistent with the OCP, and something Revelstoke wants. When looking
at an annexed property we can also look at surrounding land use and zoning to get a good idea
of what a compatible use would be. If, as stated this rezoning was counter to the OCP, city staff
would have indicated this at our preliminary meeting, and they would not have supported this
application moving forward.
LAND USE - the land use and zoning surrounding the property within the city are for Revelstoke
Mountain Resort Core. Logically, when annexing this property you wouldn’t assign it a use that

isn’t consistent with everything around it. So it makes logical sense that the land use for
Camozzi Bench should be the same. Further supporting this is the fact that this property was
included in the Mt. Mackenzie Resort Master Plan. What this says is that this property, despite
being in the CSRD at the time the plan was made was always intended to be, in some way
related to or complimentary to the Resort.
ZONING - Within the City, this property is surrounded by “CD-08 Resort Core” zoning. While
RMR may have been able to argue that an accommodation area didn’t fit next to a “CD-08
Resort Neighbourhood” zoning, I don’t think they can make the same claim about a Resort Core
zoning. Further to this, Camozzi Bench is a good “transition zoning” that steps down in intensity
from “Resort Core” to the surrounding rural CSRD lands. This means that, rather than having a
zoning designation that permits hotels, retail, 8 storey buildings etc. being right next to a “Rural
Residential” zoning, we now have something in between, essentially helping the visual and use
transition from higher intensity use, to lower.
MDA - RMR claims that this rezoning is not consistent with MDA. But we all know that the MDA
is out of date. They can no longer build the golf course as shown, and there are other properties
within the original plan that have been bought up and developed. The MDA is inconsistent with
reality and should be updated. It should be updated with information that shows how RMR will
move forward with development without previously planned lands. Camozzi Bench should
become an important, complimentary use to the resort in an updated MDA.
INFRASTRUCTURE - RMR could have chosen to attach a latecomer’s clause when they built
the infrastructure. It would have allowed them to charge anyone that wanted to plug into the
system a fee that would go towards the original construction. They waived this right and handed
the infrastructure over to the City. Claiming that this is parasitic because it is hooking into Cityowned infrastructure ignores the fact that when RMR built the infrastructure (as required in their
MDA, and as every other developer would be required to do) they hooked into the City’s existing
infrastructure. They didn’t build the water treatment plant, the sewage treatment plan, or the
roads, buildings, parks etc. within the City that their guests get to enjoy. Since this is City-owned
land and infrastructure, it should be up to the city to decide whether or not it wants to allow
someone to hook up.
I believe that Camozzi Bench will be an asset to the City and the Resort in the near future and
for the long term. I ask that you support the rezoning application.
Regards,
Fraser Blyth

His Worship Mayor Mark McKee and Members of City Council
July 21st, 2016.
Subject:

Additional Comments to Mayor and Council Regarding Official Community
Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2110 and
Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan
11177 (Camozzi Road)

It is with interest that I read Mr. David Evans letter of response regarding my letter to
Mayor and Council dated July 11th in which I expressed deep concern with the
magnitude of zoning rights requested to develop tourist nightly accommodations on the
Subject Lands. I understand that Mr. Evans first approached Mayor and Council with a
proposal to rezone lands to accommodate a tree house hotel of approximately 60 units.
I agree that a project the scale of a tree house hotel would not significantly impact the
absorption rate of real estate sales within Revelstoke Mountain Resort. I believe that the
project should be constructed on lands purchased from Revelstoke Mountain Resort to
work towards realizing the critical mass the resort base lands master plan requires to
attract long haul destination tourists year round, and to not set a precedent encouraging
‘rurban’ sprawl conditions within the City of Revelstoke’s municipal boundary.
I do remain deeply concerned that the applicant’s revised request for approval of said
bylaws to permit approximately 800 accommodation units on the Subject Lands will at
the least, stall the potential development of the Revelstoke Resort Master Plan base
lands. In addition, the size, layout and mix of these accommodation units are not
sufficiently defined. My concern is based upon the professional architecture and
planning experience that I have gained while employed by both the public and private
sectors in the development of the mountain resort and tourism industries in British
Columbia and Alberta over the past 39 years.
In my previous letter to Mayor and Council, I cited development activities within the City
of Rossland and at Red Mountain Resort because there is a historic downtown
commercial core and residential neighborhoods in close proximity to the resort similar to
the relationship that exists with The City of Revelstoke and Revelstoke Mountain Resort.
This condition also exists in the towns of Fernie and in Kimberley. I am most familiar with
development at Red Mountain as I am a native of the Trail / Rossland area who grew up
ski racing and coaching on the slopes of Red Mountain when it was a community owned
and operated ski club. Later, having pursued and obtained a Masters Degree in
Architecture and Environmental Design specifically oriented to mountain resort planning
and design, I provided professional planning services to the previous owners of Red
Mountain Resort. I also prepared development plans for several of the properties
adjacent the Red Mountain Resort base lands (Red Mountain Village, the O’Flanagan
Lands and Monte Cristo Estates) that were required to participate in the wastewater
line’s construction cost sharing program.
I note that Mr. Evans acknowledges that the development of Red Mountain Resort was
stalled because of the lack of activities and amenities developed by the Owners. I also
note that the Owners did not have sufficient funds to finance the base lands
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infrastructure (such as sewer and water) and were required to participate in the cost
sharing program with owners of the neighboring properties.
The challenges and compromises that the City of Rossland, Red Mountain Resort and
locals had to resolve has produced a good ski hill that does contribute tourism revenues
to the local economy, and has produced a quality recreation facility for residents of the
region. Had the owners of Red Mountain Resort the financial resources to develop real
estate within the resorts base lands without their sales being eroded from property sales
on neighboring lands, the profits from real estate sales would have been reinvested into
on-mountain amenities sooner, and the development program would not have stalled. I
also suggest that the quality of built environment would have been superior and activities
and amenities could have been added sooner to create a more appealing environment
that is necessary to attract greater numbers of tourists year round.
Revelstoke Mountain Resort is in the unique position of having several strong attributes
that are required to be successful in realizing the resort’s master plan to create a worldclass resort community:
1. The owner has ‘patient money’ - significant financial resources and a
demonstrated commitment to invest in the long-term future of the resort’s
development. The owner also has acquired rare experience in the development
of highly successful tourism and hospitality infrastructure in British Columbia. Too
many mountain resorts in British Columbia have had projects fail and abandoned
because the developer did not have sufficient funds and/or the experience
necessary to reach completion;
2. Past Mayors and Councils in Revelstoke have maintained a focus on the longterm vision for the community and the resort. Too often a resort community’s
mayor and council give into the pressures from the local population to develop ill
conceived projects for the sake of creating short term jobs primarily in the
construction and real estate industries;
3. Planning and development at Revelstoke Mountain Resort to date has been of
the highest quality that is required to attract a global market willing to travel to a
year round destination that is distant from major population centers and
international transportation hubs.
4. Revelstoke Mountain Resort and the City of Revelstoke are also in a unique
situation being in the relatively early phases of the resort’s development cycle.
They can learn from analyzing the development history of other mountain resorts
to determine what initiatives and actions contributed to each resorts success, or
failure to achieve optimum potential. This information, where relevant can be
applied to their development program.
5. Unlike the ‘build it and they will come’ approach that has been common to many
North American mountain resorts, The City of Revelstoke and Revelstoke
Mountain Resort can prepare a targeted marketing strategy that incorporates
emerging global trends in mountain resort activities and amenities, and in
strategies to access emerging markets.
I note with interest that Mr. Evans infers from his research that my company Harry
Measure + Associates is no longer in business. Quite the contrary- Harry Measure +
Associates has remained very active globally. In 2009 we turned our attention fully to the
9424 Deerhorn Place, Whistler, BC, Canada, V0N 1B9
Telephone: (001) • 604 • 932 • 3700

Email: hmeasure@shaw.ca
Skype: hmeasure

tourism, resort, and recreation industries in the emerging economies of Asia. North
American mountain resorts, and especially those in British Columbia, had been master
planned, and the approval for the development of tens of thousands of units had been
granted in the Province of British Columbia alone. No significant additional planning
would be required in the foreseeable future due to the decline in the ski industry and the
impacts of the Global Financial Crisis upon the absorption rate of resort real estate
sales.
I have lived in Beijing on a part time basis since 2010, whilst Harry Measure +
Associates has provided planning and architecture services to mountain, golf, wellness
and eco / adventure tourism resorts. Members of our team have also provided resort
operations start-up and management training on a full time basis to some of China’s
most prominent resorts such as Secret Garden Mountain Resort, a venue for the 2022
Winter Olympic Games. We have also assisted local governments such as the Garze
Autonomous District (Western Sichuan Province) in the creation of an appropriate
tourism infrastructure development strategy for this mountainous region of the eastern
Himalayas.
Harry Measure + Associates is also active with similar projects in India, Mongolia, Japan
and Cuba. We no longer have a website as our marketing is by referral through our long
established industry contacts. We prefer to keep our professional activities confidential.
Respectfully submitted,

Harry Measure, M.E. Des. (Architecture + Planning)
Principal, Harry Measure + Associates, Whistler, BC

9424 Deerhorn Place, Whistler, BC, Canada, V0N 1B9
Telephone: (001) • 604 • 932 • 3700

Email: hmeasure@shaw.ca
Skype: hmeasure

#204 – 1460 Pandosy Street
Kelowna, BC
V1Y 1P3
Phone:
778-484-5535
Fax:
778-484-5536
Web:
www.cwsaa.org

July 22, 2016

Mayor & Council
City of Revelstoke
Box 170
Revelstoke, BC V0E 2S0

By Email: admin@revelstoke.ca

Attn: Mayor & Council

Reference: Revelstoke Rezoning Application (Camozzi Road)
Canada West Ski Areas Association (CWSAA) is the ski industry trade association for Western
Canada and currently has 291 members, including 134 ski areas and 157 suppliers to the ski
industry. CWSAA members account 99% of skier visits in Western Canada.
The purpose of this letter is to provide input on the proposed rezoning near Revelstoke
Mountain Resort and share CWSAA’s perspective on resort development and investment in
the province of British Columbia.
The ski resort industry in British Columbia creates 6.5 million skier visits, employs 14,500
people, and generates $650 million in revenue. This is an important source of direct and
indirect tax revenue for multiple levels of government, and is a key economic driver for
communities particularly in the winter months.
Much of the sectors growth in the last 25 years is credited to the regulatory environment
through British Columbia’s Commercial Alpine Ski Policy. In short, the policy links facilities to
bed units. That is, a resort developer is encouraged to invest in facilities such as recreational
ski lifts, infrastructure, and services, and in return the resort developer may generate revenue
from bed unit sales. The policy is regarded as a model for resort development around the
globe.
Through the policy and consultation with public, developers, and levels of government, a
Master Development Agreement is approved. The Agreement dictates future planning, and
provides confidence and assurances for resort developers. As an example, this paved the way
for large investments to be made by parties such as Northland Properties Corporation at
Revelstoke Mountain Resort. Master Development Agreements around the province are
based on the same Commercial Alpine Ski Policy principle.

Canada West Ski Areas Association contends that if governments do not protect the integrity
and principles of the Commercial Alpine Ski Policy, capital investments will not occur in the
province to benefit the nearby communities they serve.
Current discussion around resort development in BC may also not happen accurately without
considering the impact of the 2008 global economic crisis. It has taken eight years for some
ski areas to regain pre-crisis real estate values. And other jurisdictions remain below 2008
values. This means resort developers have had to be patient, and generally have not seen a
return on ski lift and infrastructure investments made over 10 years earlier.
If new developments adjacent to ski resorts are allowed to proceed at this time, it will
cannibalise the opportunity for the resort developer to recoup its initial capital investment.
Such an environment lessens the resort developer’s ability to invest and advance the ski area
facilities. This last point negatively impacts not only the ski area, but the surrounding
destination and community.
For these reasons, it is CWSAA’s recommendation to encourage new investors to invest within
the existing Official Community Plan and Master Development Agreement frameworks. This is
particularly salient considering the high level of engagement between the parties at the start of
Revelstoke Mountain Resort.

Sincerely,
CANADA WEST SKI AREAS ASSOCIATION

Christopher Nicolson
President & CEO

Cc:
Steve Paccagnan, CWSAA, Chair
Norman Lee, Province of British Columbia, Mountain Resorts Branch
Graham Rennie, Revelstoke Mountain Resort

“THE VOICE OF THE SKI AREA INDUSTRY IN WESTERN CANADA”

Subject:

application for rezoning for David Evans

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Carolyn Lorrain [mailto:carolyn@revelstoke‐realty.com]
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2016 12:01 PM
To: Council; admin
Subject: application for rezoning for David Evans
To Council & Mayor of Revelstoke,
I hope this is the right venue to voice my opinion on the application for rezoning for Mr. Evan’s property on Camozzi Rd.
I support David Evan’s application for the “tree‐hotel” which I think will be an added attraction to Revelstoke; however, I
do not support his application to develop all his lands: the 18 acres and the lower portion on Catherwood Rd.
I feel it is fair to have other hotels in the area just as it’s fair that people like Fred Beruschi has other hotels in town. The
full 18 acres is a large parcel and it seems too soon to set in motion a rezoning of the entire parcel. In the future it may
make sense to rezone all of this and the lower parcel. At the moment I don’t feel Arrow Heights and the bridge over the
Illecillewaet River can handle the increased traffic that these and other developments will bring.
However, please make your decisions based on what is the “right thing to do” and not because Northland Properties
(NPC) is applying pressure. NPC has continually demonstrated that they are poor corporate citizens. How many City
infractions exist right now on the resort properties? How many people have no drinking water in the area? How many
times have they threatened to sue the City? We can NOT be blackmailed by corporate bullies. It is obvious they want to
be the only company that makes money from the resort. Nowhere are there ski resort that restrict hotels to one
company.
Please allow Mr Evan to rezone a portion of the 18 acres with a promise to reevaluate at a later date for the remainder.
Lets see how he does and how Arrow Heights handles the development of the Nichol Rd properties and a hotel at the 18
acre parcel on Camozzi Rd.
Regards,
Carolyn Lorrain
216 4th Street E.
Revelstoke
carolynlorrain@gmail.com
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Subject:

Support treehouse hotel

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Mike Bromberg [mailto:mikebromberg@me.com]
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2016 1:17 PM
To: admin
Subject: Re: Support treehouse hotel
Dear Council,
I would like to withdrawal the below comments and no longer can recommend this or any other project. This battle of
developer vs resort mogul seems to be distracting from the core of our community. The reality is that few folks in our
community (council very much included) are experienced and knowledgeable in this field.
Perhaps it is time again to hire outside help in the form of a consultant to help steer the process.
Thanks for your time,
Mike Bromberg
> On Jul 17, 2016, at 4:56 PM, Mike Bromberg <mikebromberg@me.com> wrote:
>
> Revelstoke Town Council,
> I am writing to express my support of the treehouse hotel project.
>
> Northland Properties' continued bullying of local businesses and any creative new growth oriented initiatives is toxic
for this community.
> This project should has the opportunity to serve as an example of "our community ‐ our decision" that should be the
core of any local governance, not a response to big corporate interests.
>
> As a homeowner, small business owner and community member, I sincerely hope council will allow for not only Mr
Evans' treehouse project, but see to it that future initiatives in our community experience fair due course regardless of
size and scope.
>
> Thank You,
>
> Mike Bromberg
> 608 Mackenzie Avenue
>
>
>
>
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Subject:

Treehouse hotel support

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Katherine Brown [mailto:katherinebrown2013@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2016 2:54 PM
To: admin
Subject: Treehouse hotel support
To whom it may concern,
I just wanted to take a moment to write to let the town know that we whole heartedly support the treehouse hotel and
their application as it stands.
Our family thinks the latest actions taken by RMR are petty and anti‐competition.
While we understand where they are coming from, the treehouse hotel will be unique and provide Revelstoke with
another draw for tourists. We want our town to be diverse and interesting for everyone.
If the resort is so worried, they should be spending their money and effort on creating additional amenities that draw
people to resorts. How about additional village shops or a pub that is reminiscent of old school ski hills. The Rockford
just doesn't cut it by today's standards
Please found out votes! We'd love to see it move forward.
Katherine and Mark Brown
1505 McKinnon road
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Subject:

the tree house project on comozzie road

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: daniel dube [mailto:dandube@hotmail.ca]
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2016 4:08 PM
To: admin
Subject: the tree house project on comozzie road
dear mayor .
I think that the treee house project is an awesome idea i'm all in favor for it .
thanks for your time
Daniel Dube
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Subject:

opinion from CWSAA

From: "Lee, Norman FLNR:EX" <Norman.K.Lee@gov.bc.ca>
Date: July 22, 2016 at 5:40:51 PM PDT
To: 'david evans' <dnevanshk@gmail.com>, Dean Strachan <dstrachan@revelstoke.ca>
Cc: "Strongitharm, Bruce FLNR:EX" <Bruce.Strongitharm@gov.bc.ca>, "Minister, FLNR FLNR:EX"
<FLNR.Minister@gov.bc.ca>, "Hunter, Bill FLNR:EX" <Bill.Hunter@gov.bc.ca>, "Turner, Robert FLNR:EX"
<Robert.Turner@gov.bc.ca>, 'Steve Paccagnan' <steve.paccagnan@panoramaresort.com>, "'Christopher
Nicolson - CEO CWSAA'" <ceo@cwsaa.org>
Subject: RE: opinion from CWSAA
Mr. Evans, Mr. Strachan,
I am writing to formally withdraw the letter of May 26, 2014 from Mr. Ben Sampogna, Land Officer,
Mountain Resorts Branch to the City of Revelstoke. As I have advised Mr. Evans, Mr. Sampogna was
new to his resort project responsibilities and sent the letter without review or approval of his
supervisor. The proposed developed is outside of the Controlled Recreation Area for Revelstoke
Mountain Resort and as such the Mountain Resorts Branch has no jurisdiction or opinion on the
proposed rezoning application; to be clear the rezoning application is a local government decision.
I have in a past conversation advised Mr. Rennie and more recently, Mr. Nicholson, that Mr. Sampogna
letter was not approved by his supervisor and the position of the Mountain Resorts Branch is that the
proposed development is a decision, solely with the City of Revelstoke.
Mr. Strachan, I will be on vacation next week, should you have any questions, please contact Bill Hunter,
Director, Mountain Resorts Branch at 250‐371‐3936 or at the e‐mail address above.
Your truly,
Norman Lee
Executive Director
Mountain Resorts Branch & Heritage Branch
Ministry of Forests, Lands & Natural Resource Operations
T: 250-952-0478
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Subject:

Submission for Public Hearing re Camozzi Road development

From: Eve Fisher <evef@me.com>
Date: July 23, 2016 at 12:42:58 PM PDT
To: dstrachan@revelstoke.ca
Subject: Submission for Public Hearing re Camozzi Road development
I would be in favour of supporting Mr Evans in his original smaller Tree House Hotel
development. This would be a new and distinctive addition to accommodation opportunities in
Revelstoke .
Mr Evans has already been given the red light to go ahead with his project on Nichol Road ..the
outcome of which is not yet clear. As for further developments on Camozzi Road maybe it
would be wise take it more slowly. I would suggest that could be a question for the future ..based
on the apparent success of these initial proposals.
Who knows maybe by that time Revelstoke Mountain Resort will deem it timely to move
forward with its development plans???
Sent from my iPad
Eve
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Subject:

Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment Bylaw No
2110 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan 11177 (Camozzi Road)

From: Ken Gibson [mailto:Kengib09@telus.net]
Sent: Sunday, July 24, 2016 9:30 AM
To: admin
Subject: Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment Bylaw No 2110 and Zoning
Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan 11177 (Camozzi Road)

Dear Mayor and Council
I have no real concerns with the Tree House Development given its current small scope. However I have major concerns
if rezoning took place that provided opportunities for a much larger development in the future.
I am not against large scale development in the future but I believe it must take place after good planning with
community input. We do not want to end up with a fragmented poorly thought out community. We want a community
that supports the resort and downtown core.
We are now starting to get the feel of what a resort town is like. For example the traffic on Camozzi Road is very busy in
the summer now. The road is a popular bike /running and walking path. In the future it would be nice to see some sort
of bike / walking path put in.
Now we are starting to get a feeling of a “resort town”. Before making significant amendments to existing plans
everyone needs to work together (City of Revelstoke / CSRD /RMR / private land developers ) to put together a plan for
the area that best meets the needs of the community. Let’s build a well‐planned community that is great for locals and
visitors alike‐something we can be proud about.
I strongly encourage you not to make a bylaw amendment that will result in significant changes in the future that are not
well thought out.
Thanks for providing the opportunity to comment.

Ken Gibson
Email: Kengib09@telus.net or Gorbygiby@gmail.com
Phone: 250 837 4768
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Box 177
Revelstoke, B.C.
V0E 2S0
July 23, 2016
Revelstoke City Council
Administrative Staff
Re: Tree House Boutique Hotel
I have never before made any statements to City Council regarding any of the decisions
or controversies they have been embroiled in. However, this particular controversial
topic has piqued my interest and raised some concerns with me.
First of all let me state that the idea of a treehouse boutique hotel has a uniqueness about
it that I am sure will attract a certain clientele and I am pretty certain it will be an added
attraction to the existing resort area. The initial request was approved by council, I
understand, but when the first proposal was received it seems that the initial plan had
burgeoned into something bordering on building a mini-resort next to the mountain resort
with many of the same businesses on their extended property as well as 100 – 200 hotel
rooms as opposed to a 20 room boutique hotel. I have a problem with this!
The City and our present day mayor worked long and hard to get the mountain resort
approved by the community and government (correct me if my memory is wrong) . Many
long time community members were appalled by the thought and chose to move rather
than see the changes that would take place here in our town Revelstoke. Many changes
have taken place – certainly not all bad. However, if we have another “village” up on the
mountain, or at least abutting up to the resort, I can see huge, not good ,changes taking
place down here in our valley. (Mr. Evans claims that there will be no “village”. This
may be a misnomer, but hotels do have many of the amenities that their guests require
such as restaurants, bars, gift shops, convenience type stores, etc.)
It was not that long ago a proposal to put a hotel up on the highway was shot down
because it would take business away from our town centre. Just lately a strip mall was
shot down for the same reason: attracting highway traffic and keeping it out of town
because of the shops that were suggested to be in that area.
Do you think that tourists are going to come into town if they have their sights set on
getting up close to, if not on, the resort site. Do you really believe that with two
“villages” to cater to their wants and needs they are going to venture into town?
Part of the contract – for lack of a better word- with the resort developers was to take into
consideration, work with and on a community development plan, so we could continue to
have the Revelstoke that we all know and love. I don’t think the proposed development
by the Evans will address that.
It took how many years to get the Resort okayed and going? Am I hearing 60 days for
approval or otherwise for this proposal that was not a part of the first request/proposal? Is
there a great rush to see this happen? A unique boutique hotel is one thing. A whole

“village”? I don’t think that will improve our city’s viability at all. As a matter of fact I
fear that we will not have a city any longer but we will be running in opposition to Three
Valley’s Ghost Town. That would bring a few tourists into our town I am sure!
I am not a fear -monger, but I have taken time to seriously consider the ramifications to
our city. And I fear that we will lose a lot more of our longstanding citizens.
Thanks for listening.
Sincerely,
Beth Campbell

July 25, 2016
City of Revelstoke
Box 170
Revelstoke, BC
VOE 250
Mayor and Council of Revelstoke;
My name is Bill Jensen. I have worked in the ski resort industry for four decades. My
resort experience includes seven years as CEO of Intrawest (2008-2014), eleven
years with Vail Resorts as COO of Vail Mountain and President of the Vail Resorts
Mountain Group (1997-2008), and six years as President of a three-ski resort
ownership group in California (1991-1997). Presently, I am a Partner and CEO of
Telluride Ski & Golf Resort in Colorado.
I am writing to you today to share my experience in developing and operating ski
resorts that, through decades of ownership investment and community
commitment, have achieved success and economic sustainability. Economic
sustainability is a critical threshold for any resort and benefits not only the resort
but also the resort community. Generally, ski resort and mountain community
economic sustainability is only achieved after two or more decades of significant,
carefully planned long-term investment by ownership and the community. The
definition of economic sustainability is achieving cash flows from operations and
business and real estate activity that is required to fund annual maintenance and
support infrastructure replacement as well as future mountain and
resort/community improvements.
Revelstoke has the attributes to be a world-renowned ski mountain and resort
destination. Over the past decade ownership has invested $150,000,000 to establish
Revelstoke’s mountain infrastructure as a world-class ski experience. The master
plan vision of tying the Revelstoke downtown hub to the Resort was well conceived.
The Resort’s financial investment to develop the infrastructure connection between
the community and the Resort activated the master plan opportunity to implement
thoughtful, well-planned increases in bed base capacity and visitation.
The proposed Tree House development annexation request under consideration is
premature and not consistent with the community’s master plan’s vision for
Revelstoke. Allowing development of the Tree House parcel would create a second
and separate base area of activity; a significant contradiction to the approved
master plan. In the evolution of ski resort development, prematurely adding a
second base area of activity has proven to be financially detrimental to the second
base developer, the resort, and the community and will have a long term negative

impact on Revelstoke’s progress toward economic sustainability and a world-class
reputation.
On behalf of the future of the Revelstoke Resort and the Revelstoke community, I
strongly encourage you to turn to the attributes of your well-conceived master plan
and not permit annexation and development of a second base at the Revelstoke
Resort.
Respectfully,

Bill Jensen

Subject:

Annexation and Re-zoning - Tree Top Development Proposal

From: Chris Gauer [mailto:chris.gauer@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 10:53 AM
To: admin
Subject: Annexation and Re-zoning - Tree Top Development Proposal

Dear Mayor and Council
It is our opinion that this development is not in the interest of the City and the continued
viability of the Revelstoke Mountain Resort. We are opposed to a project which is
obviously piggy backing on RMR'S investments and its potential for continued growth.
Regards,
Chris and Julia Gauer.
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Subject:

July 26th Public Hearing: Camozzi road rezoning application

From:
Owner Sutton Place Revelstoke
Unit 1404
Nin & Mirela Sandhu
To: City of Revelstoke Mayor and Council

RE: Application for Bylaw Amendment by 0935211 B.C. Ltd. (the “Applicant”) for: Official Community
Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2110 and Zoning Amendment Bylaw
No. 2118 for Lot 1, Plan 111777 (Camozzi Road)

Your Worship and City Councilors:
We are writing you this letter because we can’t be there in person to object to the rezoning application that is
currently taking place. Based on reviewing the rezoning details we feel that if this rezoning would be allowed to
happen it would negatively affect the city, Revelstoke Mountain Resort (RMR) and the common areas that are
provided to support the resort traffic. RMR has been making additions to the resort year over year and we feel
that if this rezoning application was to get approved that it would halt all future investments because nearby
developments are simple benefiting without contributing. Allowing the addition of 200 pod/hotel housing units
without contributing to infrastructure upgrades to the surrounding environment, city or resort will simply
cannibalize and overwhelm the current infrastructure in place. Proper consideration needs to happen for the long
term plan for the city and any environmental impacts of such a development as well, so simply fast tracking the
rezoning application is not the answer here.

We love Revelstoke and visit very often and we just don’t want to see it become a resort ghost town city during
the off seasons; if this rezoning application was to go through that is exactly what would happen because there
will be no more investment from RMR to make it an all season resort due to the unfair advantage this developer
would receive. This rezoning application will simply benefit the applicant meanwhile unit owners like us are
responsible for paying higher strata fees for the common areas in and around the resort to accommodate for
excess demand that was not properly planned for.

We ask you to vote against the rezoning application for the best interest of the city and future development of
RMR.

Concerned Owners,
Nin & Mirela Sandhu
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Subject:

The Treehouse Development

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Tamara Johnson [mailto:tammie1968@icloud.com]
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 2:06 PM
To: admin
Subject: The Treehouse Development
I support RMR in the opposition of this treehouse development by the Evans. While I think it is a great idea, the location
is questionable. It seems very unfair for them to be able to make use of the infrastructure paid for by RMR to advance
their own agenda. I will be unable to attend the public hearing but would like my concerns noted.
Tamara Johnson
1559 McKinnon Rd
Revelstoke BC

Sent from my iPhone
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Subject:

Tree House application

From: Clyde Newsome [mailto:powdersprings@outlook.com]
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 3:14 PM
To: Cindy Floyd
Subject: Tree House application

I am confused as to why the City is even considering this application. During the development stages of the
Resort the City were very concerned with how land development in Revelstoke would occur. Ski Resorts have
a history of creating far more land development for Real Estate compared to ski lift development. This over
development often results in the overall resort failure. To some degree Revelstoke went through this with a
feeding frenzy on existing developed land with prices going far above true market value. Following this there
was a large correction in pricing which hurt many speculators and other new residents who were forced to pay
for over priced homes.
To help control this quick over development the City of Revelstoke requested the Province, BC Lands, various
Provincial Ministries and the developer to work within a resort development plan. This became a long drawn
out process where specific public and crown lands were consolidated into the plan and very restrict guidelines
were put in place for the future development. This became what seemed to be an endless string of public
meetings and negotiations between all parties. The end result was a comprehensive plan which clearly laid
out how the 3000 plus acres of public and Crown land within the resort development area would be
developed. One of the major protection was In order to develop new Real Estate land development the resort
must create additional ski lift development based on the number of beds developed. It is important to
understand that it was the City who demanded these controls and it proved to be a what saved the Resort
when it failed under Don Simpson. The resort became attractive to the existing developer as it carried
protection on Real Estate Development in the City of Revelstoke overall plan.
However with this protection the real estate development carries a much higher cost due to the requirements
of the development plan. Not only lifts must be included in the cost there is also the need to provide low
cost housing, accommodation for employees and many other financial commitments to the City of
Revelstoke. The current developer recognizes this additional cost and guidelines and has been slowly
developing with in the current market needs. To allow adjacent land to the resort which is not included in the
City and Province resort development plan to be developed for the sole purpose of being part of the resort
would be ludicrous.
As a resident of Revelstoke and a business owner in the downtown core of Revelstoke I also appose this
development. During the development plan process there was considerable input to how the resort
development would effect the existing community. At this point the plan has worked to allow the
development to proceed and the existing city to become the support services for the guests of the resort. If
the City of Revelstoke allows this type of development to occur it could also change the existing communities
role as well.
To the most part the City of Revelstoke has kept a strong position in development remaining within the overall
Resort Development and I thank them for this. I will encourage the City to stay strong in support of the Resort
1

Development plan created by the City of Revelstoke, Province of BC, Crown Lands, various provincial
ministries and fully reviewed and approved by the residents of Revelstoke.
Clyde Newsome
Powder Springs Inn
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Subject:

Tree house development

From: Randy Jones [mailto:randyrichardjones@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 3:18 PM
To: admin
Subject: Tree house development

Dear Mayor and Counsel,
I would like very much for this development to happen in Revelstoke. The Gaglardis have no interest in further
development in Revelstoke, or anything that benefits our town. They don't belong here and every effort should
be made to have the mountain run by ski resort professionals, not old school crooks and bullies.
Thank you for your time.
Randy Jones
1816 Nichol Rd
R Jones
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Subject:

Tree House Development

From: Crossman, Debbie [mailto:DCrossman@cba.ca]
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 4:01 PM
To: admin
Cc: 'Julia Sievwright'
Subject: Tree House Development

Attention Mayor McKee and Members of Council,
As I am unable to attend the hearing on July 26th, I wanted to voice my concerns and opposition to the Tree
House development via this email.
As a land owner on Airport Way just south of the resort, I am very interested in the development of the resort
and the economic benefits that it will bring to the community. I believe the ultimate success of the area is tied
to ensuring that the ski lifts are put in place, and the ski area’s master plan comes to fruition. Allowing another
developer to capitalize on the expensive infrastructure paid for by MRM is not only wrong and unfair, but it will
delay any future installation of lifts and the ultimate filling out of the ski area development that will create lasting
demand in the area.
In my view, allowing the Tree House development to proceed would be very short sighted and could
undermine the viability of the whole resort since it undermines the economic incentives that are fundamental to
the RMR development plan. I believe that this development is questionable from a zoning perspective, will
ultimately be bad for economic development in the area and is negative from the perspective of good business
principles. I urge the decision-makers to give careful consideration to the negative incentives and unintended
consequences that would result from allowing this development. I also urge you to respect the requirements
imposed upon RMR and the Galardis, and to create incentives rather than disincentives for them to complete
the development of the resort, which will ultimately be in the best economic interests of the Revelstoke
community.
Thank you for taking my concerns into consideration.
Kind regards,
Debbie Crossman
4724 Airport Way
Revelstoke
Debbie Crossman, CFA | Director, Financial Affairs | Directrice, Affaires financières
___________________________________________________________________________
Canadian Bankers Association | Expertise Canada Banks On | Tel: 416.362.6093 x 230 | www.cba.ca
Association des banquiers canadiens | La référence bancaire au Canada | Twitter @CdnBankers • @banquiersCDN
This e-communication is intended only for the use of the named recipient or recipients and may, if it is so designated, contain information that is either
confidential or privileged. If you are not a named recipient, please reply to the sender, by e-communication, to this effect; delete this e-communication
from your computer system; and, refrain from saving or copying this e-communication or forwarding it to any other recipient, in any form whatsoever. Any
distribution, reproduction or any other use of this e-communication is strictly prohibited; however, a designated recipient within a CBA member banking
group is permitted to forward this e-communication to other recipients within the same banking group as long as the e-communication has not been
designated as containing information that is confidential or privileged.
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Subject:

Letter of Support

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Dave Seaton [mailto:nwsurveyors@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 5:11 PM
To: admin
Subject: Letter of Support
To whom it may concern,
I Dave Seaton, resident at 4986 Airport Way Revelstoke, on behalf of my wife and family would like to express our full
support of David and Shelly Evans proposed development on Camozi Dr near RMR.
Regards,
Dave Seaton and Elinor Brown
Sent from my iPhone
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Subject:

future of Revelstoke Mountain Resort

From: C. Margo [mailto:celi25@outlook.com]
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 6:35 PM
To: admin
Subject: future of Revelstoke Mountain Resort

Hi
We own a unit at Sutton Place and were recently informed about a rezoning application at Camozzi Bench.
We think that is a good idea that finally something else will be built at the base village, which will spur some
competition and it will bring more skiers to the hill.
At the same time, we are concerned that this will bring down the real estate prices at Sutton Place.
If Mr. Evans plans to build high end units and invest in infrastructure of the village and mountain, we would
support Mr. Evans' application for rezoning.
Thx
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Subject:

some thoughts

From: Keith & Jane McNab [mailto:jkmcnab@telus.net]
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 7:20 PM
To: admin
Subject: some thoughts

To The Mayor and Council
Re: OCP amendment bylaw No 2109
Zoning amendment bylaw No 2110 and 2118 for Lot 1 Plan 11177 (Camozzi Rd )
After attending the Open House, reading the report to Council and reading all the submissions on line we
realise that Council has a difficult decision to make. We feel there are actually three parties involved in this
decision not the just the two who are part of the popularity contest that is going on.
The third party is the community of Revelstoke as represented by the City Council
We ask that you step back and consider the area not just this decision –we would like to see an OCP created
for this whole area, in conjunction with the CSRD. It is interesting that the CSRD designated it RR2 and now
the City is being asked to zone it CD. This change could have a significant impact on the area especially if more
land presently in the CSRD is annexed into the City in the future.
We have concerns about piece meal zoning changes –it leads to uncertainty for land and home owners and
can also lead to inappropriate development within existing areas. There are references to Glacier House in
the Council report –however Glacier House is not near a residential area in fact it is near a dam and an
industrial area.
We are not opposed to the concept of the Tree house proposal however we are concerned about Council
being pressured to change OCP designations and Zoning Bylaws without a plan for the bigger picture.
If this proposal is strong then a short delay until Council with the CSRD have an OCP for that area should not
affect the viability of the project (We know that Council and CSRD cannot have a shared legal document –but
they can certainly work together to discuss adjoining lands).

Keith and Jane McNab
1565 Shiell Rd
Revelstoke V0E 2S3
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Subject:

Camozzi Road rezoning application

From: Jenni Ryan [mailto:ryanj003@icloud.com]
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 6:49 PM
To: admin
Subject: Camozzi Road rezoning application

To Revelstoke City Council Members:
We are writing to express our opposition to the application of David Evans for a change of zoning for
his proposed development.
We have owned a unit at Sutton Place since 2009. We have visited every year, both winter and summer
with our family. We have also introduced many friends to the area. All this to say that we have brought
tourist dollars to Revelstoke businesses.
Revelstoke Mountain Resort is the reason we invested and the reason we come back. They have made
significant improvements both on and off the hill. Even on powder days, the lines are short and the
runs are not crowded. From a skier perspective, more hotel rooms are not needed. We don’t foresee a
huge increase in the number of skiers to support more rooms given the difficulty in getting to
Revelstoke and the difficulty of the runs.
From reading information on the city website, we have developed an understanding of how Crown
land purchases are granted. RMR has earned the right to have ski in- ski out rooms by spending
significant amounts on infrastructure and creating a world class mountain. David Evans is asking for
the same advantage without any investment. That violates our sense of fairness and violates the intent
of tenure laws.
As far as people in town being unhappy with the personality or business style of Tom Gaglardi, it
seems like the tactics of David Evans are no better. He has been emailing the owners of Sutton Place
units and I’m sure they didn’t intentionally share the list. Personality should play no role in your
decision.
Thank you for your attention.
Jenni and Ed Ryan
Saint Paul, MN
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RE: Public Hearing for Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning
Amendment Bylaw No. 2110, and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 / Lot 1, Plan 11177
(Camozzi Road), Revelstoke, BC
Dear Revelstoke Mayor McKee and City Council,
One of the main reasons we purchased in Revelstoke is because of the community. We
wanted to live in a place with a real downtown core, not just a resort.
As David Evans said in a letter to Sutton Place owners, “It is on hill development and steady
momentum that will improve your occupancy.” I agree, and therefore think it’s important to
do whatever is possible to encourage on-hill development and make sure there is enough
incentive for RMR to do so. The recession was a huge impediment, and as we’re moving out
of the recession, we should try to reduce any other impediments.
It is common knowledge that ski resorts develop, survive and thrive on real estate sales and
lodging income; lift ticket sales cover most operations but unfortunately do not support
future growth. I think many people are disappointed with RMR’s lack of growth, but we
should also be glad that the existing lifts are still running!
I hope you will not approve any re-zoning applications that could negatively impact the
planned build-out of RMR. Northland does not need any additional excuses to delay
infrastructure improvements.
I understand the public interest in the new, exciting treehouses. If this re-zoning was only
for a 20-25 unit treehouse development, the impact would be insignificant, both to RMR and
the rest of the community, but the total CD18 re-zoning opens the door and increases the
potential for much more, so great care and deliberation need to be taken before making a
final decision on this application.
The city does not yet have a comprehensive community plan for the area south of RMR, and
should not change the zoning for one developer prematurely, especially when there is still
developable land available within the city.
Therefore, please vote NO on the current request for re-zoning.
Thank you for your consideration.
Pete Fotheringham

RE: Public Hearing for Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning
Amendment Bylaw No. 2110, and Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2118 / Lot 1, Plan 11177
(Camozzi Road), Revelstoke, BC
July 25, 2016
Dear Revelstoke Mayor McKee and City Council,
As a former local elected official for 10 years in Oregon, the state with the most
comprehensive land use laws in the nation, I have a good understanding of the necessity of
careful land use planning. It is extremely important to take the time to study the ‘big picture’
before doing piecemeal zoning approvals. Without doing so could allow development to
occur which may be detrimental to the future of neighborhoods and community continuity.
As long as there is space for infill commercial development to occur within the current
Official Community Plan, as well as within RMR’s Master Development Agreement, there
should not be a rush to change the zoning south of RMR without full consideration of the
myriad unintended consequences.
It is important to manage communities and their urban growth areas with smart and
sustainable growth. A change from the allowed usage currently, (agricultural, single family,
accessory buildings and campsite) to one of hotel/recreational use is a drastic change in land
use, therefore sufficient time should be allowed, and land-use expertise consulted, for a
thorough review prior to making a decision with long-term significance to the social fabric
and financial success of the Revelstoke community.
As elected officials responsible for the current and future growth and livability of
Revelstoke, please do thorough due diligence before making this decision. Making the wrong
decision could cause permanent harm once the unknown potential development is fully built
out. You owe this to every resident, property owner and business owner in Revelstoke.
Comprehensive Development Zone 18 (CD18) provides for a hotel accommodation area
consisting of main buildings and self-contained accommodation units. This means that
David Evan’s proposed development is not limited to 20-25 treehouses, and could include
buildings up to 5.5 storeys including underground parking. (Many current treehouse
supporters may be quite surprised at this.)
I have met David and Shelley Evans and appreciate their interest, investments and creative
ideas for Revelstoke; their treehouse hotel is a worthy concept. It would be terrific to see
what on-hill infrastructure (lifts, runs, etc.) they would develop on the mountain were they
the owners of RMR. But until something like that happens, you must consider the current
master development plan. For both RMR and the entire community, this additional rezoning application is a major decision with permanent results.
I certainly agree with David Evans that there has been little infrastructure development since
Northland took over RMR ownership, mainly due to the recession which was beyond their
control. The city, however, should not do anything to discourage future development, and to
that effect should work to incentivize more development at the resort, perhaps by requiring

a time deadline for an updated master development plan to guarantee RMR’s master plan
rights and a timeline for increasing ski lift capacity or new lift development. The time has
also come for RMR to start promoting and selling more real estate and continue the growth
of the resort or partner with someone else to get the job done. Perhaps David Evans could
partner with Northland to develop land already zoned for hotels.
I am generally pro-development, but, it needs to be in the right place at the right time. It’s in
the city’s best interest to support plans that will help RMR be more successful, which will
bring more jobs and revenues for the entire Revelstoke community.
This is not the time to re-zone Camozzi south of RMR to CD18. Please vote NO and take
the time to study and plan long-term comprehensive zoning for the entire area; do not rush a
re-zone for one applicant.
Sincerely,
Carol York
Sutton Place #1315
PO Box 59
2950 Camozzi Road
Revelstoke, BC V0E 2S0
Phone: 541-386-4665

Subject:

The Gaglardi parasite (current host = Revelstoke)

From: Harry van Oort [mailto:hvanoort@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 4:49 AM
To: admin
Subject: The Gaglardi parasite (current host = Revelstoke)

Hello,
As a Revelstoke citizen, I support the treehouse development, but more importantly, I am strongly opposed to
the Gaglardi/Northlands attempting to tell the city of Revelstoke how it should be developed. RMR is a great
addition to the city, and part of that is/should be the spin off opportunities - that is an expected part of a healthy
mutually beneficial relationship between RMR and Revelstoke. The Gaglardi/Northlands group classify the
treehouse development as a parasite with RMR as the chosen host; I would say there is a more mutual benefit to
be had by both parties. More correctly, the attempt by the Gaglardi group to shut down economic growth in
Revelstoke suggests that their relationship with Revelstoke is more like a parasitic relationship.
Thats my 2 cents.
Harry van Oort
507 Downie St
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Subject:

public hearing Tuesday, July 26: comments on Treehouse application/zoning
amendments

From: Nancy Geismar [mailto:ngeismar@telus.net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 7:51 AM
To: admin
Cc: Nancy Geismar
Subject: public hearing Tuesday, July 26: comments on Treehouse application/zoning amendments

Dear Mayor McKee and Revelstoke City Council:
I would like to add my comments to the process of re-zoning for the David Evan’s Treehouse application.
I support development, in theory, in Revelstoke, but development should be:
1) sustainable
2) not excessive
3) in keeping with the OCP
I have concerns over the size (particularly the number of units) that is now being proposed by Evans. His
original application of 25 treehouse pods is a far cry from his current proposal of 100 - 200 pods. Revelstoke
should support development, but not excessive development that jeopardizes the nearby residents or businesses
or the current infrastructure (sewer, water, roads, etc.)
There are many development applications coming down the pike in Revelstoke and it’s important that we don’t
over-develop our beautiful town and lose the qualities that make Revelstoke the jewel that it is.
Sincerely,
Nancy Geismar
1525 Hay Road
Revelstoke
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Subject:

Tree house development

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Barb Mackie [mailto:snapdragon456@icloud.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 9:41 AM
To: admin
Subject: Tree house development
As a long term resident I'd like to register my opposition to the expansion of the Tree House development.
I am o.k with their first proposal.
Barb Mackie.
Sent from my iPad
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Subject:

Public Hearing - July 26th, 2016 - Camozzi Road Development

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Jeanette Magarian [mailto:jmagarian@sd19.bc.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 11:23 AM
To: development
Subject: Public Hearing ‐ July 26th, 2016 ‐ Camozzi Road Development
Good Morning!
I wish to express my concerns regarding the proposed Camozzi Road development. My husband and I have been
residents of Revelstoke for the past 25 years and have happily raised our children here. While I support development, I
am concerned that the City is giving David Evans carte blanche for all of his proposed developments. He has been given
the go ahead on the Nichol Road development despite the well‐founded objections of Arrow Heights residents.
Although no visible work has taken place on that site, he is now to be given approval for the Camozzi Road development
to the detriment of Revelstoke Mountain Resort and other hotels and businesses. Revelstoke Mountain Resort has been
supportive of the community and when the financial crisis hit, the ski hill did not shut down, but rather carried on the
operations (at a loss initially) which has benefitted the community greatly. The Resort has brought many people to the
community and has a large number of employees. The Resort has proven their value to the community and has
contributed to the community not just as a draw for tourists and as an employer, but has given back to the community
through school ski programs and supporting Community Connections to name a few. To date, insofar as I am aware, Mr.
Evans, aside from building his residence, has not contributed to the local economy in any measurable way. Yet, the City
is prepared to give him everything he asks for. In addition, I take great offence to the conditions Mr. Evans wishes to
impose on RMR which is somewhat akin to blackmail and only benefits himself. I assume that the City has done due
diligence and looked into the background of Mr. Evans to ensure that the City is dealing with a team player, as from my
perspective Mr. Evans is definitely not a team player.
If Mr. Evans proposed developments (Nichol and Camozzi Road) proceed, the City will be divided. Is that what this
Council envisions, a City divided in two?
I agree with Mayor McKee and I suggest that the rest of council listen to what Mayor McKee has to say and not approve
the Camozzi Road development.
Jeanette Magarian
email: magarian@telus.net
"Kind words can be short and easy to speak, but their echoes are truly endless." ‐ Mother Teresa
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Subject:

Re-zoning application

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Alan Smythe [mailto:awsmythe@telus.net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 1:49 PM
To: admin
Subject: Re‐zoning application
As a Revelstoke resident for most of my life, I am delighted to offer my support for the proposed rezoning application for
the Camozzi Road tree house project.
This project will provide many things for Revelstoke including, but not limited to:
‐ a broader tax base that will decrease the tax burden on the residents of Revelstoke ‐increased trades and laboring
positions during construction
‐ sales of all building products including many products produced locally
‐ attract more families to Revelstoke to enjoy life in a quaint mountain community
This project will benefit Revelstoke; I am happy to offer my support.
Regards, Al Smythe
Sent from my iPhone
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Subject:

OCP Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2110 and 2118
(Camozzi Road Development)

From: Eileen Fletcher [mailto:efletcher@rctvonline.net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 2:27 PM
To: admin
Cc: Eileen Fletcher
Subject: OCP Amendment Bylaw No. 2109, Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2110 and 2118 (Camozzi Road Development)

I have read all the on-line documents, relevant parts of the OCP and Zoning Bylaw, and attended the Open
House for this proposed development. I enthusiastically support the concept of the Tree House Hotel. However,
I am writing to urge Council to step back and plan for the orderly development of the whole area before
approving these bylaw amendments.
The unintended consequences of approving these bylaws could include the development of non-accommodation
commercial uses equal to, or greater than, the existing four blocks of commercial uses on Mackenzie
Avenue. Revelstoke’s zoning bylaw (Definitions, page 182) states that hotels ‘… may contain licensed
beverage facilities, banquet rooms, retail stores, personal service uses, and indoor recreation, entertainment and
conference facilities’ . The zoning bylaw does not set an upper limit on the area of non-accommodation
commercial uses as part of the hotel use.
The maximum permitted development for Development Area A appears to exceed one million square feet based
on the proposed bonus floor area ratio of 2.0. This would allow twenty hotels of one hundred rooms per hotel
in addition to the non-accommodation commercial uses listed above. The end result would be a second
‘village’ at the base of the resort.
This scale of development may be much greater than the current owner intends to pursue. However, zoning
rests with the land not the owner. As we have seen throughout the development of Revelstoke Mountain Resort
there are good reasons for property ownership to change. Future owners may be interested in short term return
on investment to the detriment of the long term viability of the Resort or the community of Revelstoke.
Eileen Fletcher, Architect (Retired) AIBC
Box 200, 415 Mackenzie Avenue,
Revelstoke, BC V0E 2S0
Tel: 250-837-7078
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Subject:

FW: Treehouse Hotel Letter of Support

From
m: jam@revellstuck.ca [mailto:jam@reve
elstuck.ca]
Sentt: Tuesday, Ju
uly 26, 2016 1:59 PM
To: a
admin
Subjject: Treehou
use Hotel Lettter of Supportt

Hello
o, this is my second le
etter of supp
port this ye
ear on the p
project.
Davvid and Shelley Evans have demo
onstrated ho
ow collaborrative deve
elopment ne
eeds to hap
ppen in
Revvelstoke.
It is crucial thatt we supporrt the Treeh
house Hote
el and its zo
oning requirrements to do two thin
ngs;
1. H
Have a more
e diversified
d developm
ment group for
f the area
a around Re
evelstoke M
Mountain R
Resort and
push
h all owners
s to work with
w the com
mmunity.
2. In
nspire new innovative developme
ent that our communityy desires.
We need to back our bestt local deve
elopers to ensure the lo
ong term su
ustainabilityy of the com
mmunity.
than
nk you
>j-m
m
Jean-Marc La Flamme
www
w.gojumpon.c
com

www
w.seedups
s.ca

+125
508148913
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Subject:

Treehouse Development Proposal

From: darlor01@telus.net [mailto:darlor01@telus.net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2016 9:56 PM
To: admin
Subject: Treehouse Development Proposal

Dear Mayor and Council,
If I could have spoken as eloquently and logically as Paul Norrie did at the public hearing this evening, I would
have done so. I couldn’t agree more with his point of view.
Lori Milmine
2001 Copeland Road
Revelstoke, BC
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